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PREFATORY NOTE
It may be well at the outset to say clearly

>yhat is the aim of the present volume. The
title is Ancient Art and Ritual, but the reader
will find in it no );,'eneral summary or even
outline of the facts of either ancient art or
ancient ritual. These facts are easily accessible

The point of my title and
of my ar^mment *lic |)erhaps
-and ''—that is, in the inti-

mate connection which I have tried to show
exists between ritual and art. This connection
has, I believe, an important bearing on
questions vital to-day, as, for example, the
question of the place of art in our modern
civilization, its relation to and its difference
from religion and morality; in a word, on
the wliole enquiry as to what the nature of
art IS and how it can help or hinder spiritual
life.

m handbooks,
the real gist

in the word

I have taken Greek drama as a typical
instance, because in it we have the clear
historical case of a great art, wliich arose
out of a ver\' primitive and almost world-
wide ritual. The rise of the Indian drama,
or the mediaeval and from it the modern
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stage, would have told us the same tale and
served the like purpose. IJut (ireece is
nearer to us to-day than either India or the
iMiddle Ages.

(Jreecc and the Creek drama remind me tliat
I should like to offer my thanks to Professor
Gilbert Murray, for help and eritieism which
has far outrun the limits of editorial dutv.

J. E. H.
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ANCIENT ART AND RITUAL

CHAPTER I

ART AND RITUAL

The titi- of this book may strike the reader
as strange and even dissonant. What have
art and ritual to do together ? The rituahst
is, to thf^ modern mmd, a man concerned
periiaps unduly with fixed forms and cere-
monies, with carrying out the rigidly pre-
scribed ordinances of a church or sect. The
artist, on the other hand, we think of as free
in thought and untrammelled by convention in
practice

; his tendency is towards licence. Art
and ritual, it is quite true, have diverged
to-day; but the title of this book is chosen
advisedly. Its object is to show that these
two divergent developments have a common
root, and that neither can be understood
without the other. It is at the outset one
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and the same impulse that sends a man to

church and to the theatre.

Such a statement may sovuid to-day para-

doxical, even irreverent. Hut to the (ireek

of the sixth, fifth, and even fourth century b.c,

it would hav3 heen a simple truism. VVe
shall see this best by following an Athenian
to his theatre, on the day of the great Spring

I'estival of Dionysos.

Passing through the entrance-gate to the
tlicatre on the south side of the Acropolis,

our Athenian citizen will find himself at once
on holy ground. He is within a iemenos or

precinct, a place " cut off " from the common
land and dedicated to a god. He will pass to

the left (Fig. 2, p. 144) two temples standing

near to each other, one of earlier, the other of

later date, for a temple, once built, was so

sacred that it would only be reluctantly

destroyed. As he enters the actual theatre

he will pay nothing for his seat ; his attendance
is an act of worship, and from the social point

of view obligatory ; the entrance fee is there-

fore paid for him by the State.

The theatre is open to all Athenian citizens,

but the ordinary man will not venture to
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seat himself in the front row. In the front
row, and that only, the seats have backs,
and the central seat of this row is an arm-
chair; the whole of the front row is perma-
nently reserved, not for individual rich men
who can afford to hire " boxes," but for

certain State officials, and these officials arc
all priests. On each seat the name of the
owner is inscribed ; the central seat is

'' of

the priest of Dionysos Eleuthereus," the god
of the precinct. Near him is the seat '" of

the priest of Apollo the Laurel-Bearer," and
again " of the priest of Asklepios," and " of

the priest of Olympian Zeus," and so on
round the whole front semicircle. It is as
though at His Majesty's the front row of
stalls was occupied by the whole bench of
bishops, with the Archbishop of Canterbury
enthroned in the central stall.

The theatre at Athens is not open night
by night, nor even day by day. Dramatic
performances take place only at certain high
festivals of Dionysos in winter and spring.

It is, again, as though the modem theatre was
open only at the festivals of the Epiphany
and of i:astcr. Our modern, at least our
Protestant, custom is in direct contrast. We
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tend on great religious festivals rather to
^lose than to open our theatres. Another
point of contrast is in the time allotted to

the jicrformance. We give to the theatre
our after-dinner hours, when work is done,
or at best a couple of hours in the afternoon.

The theatre is for us a recreation. The Greek
theatre oj)ened at sunrise, and the whole
day was consecrated to high and strenuous
religious attention. During the five or six

days of the great Dionysia, the whole city

was in a state of unwonted sanctity, under
a taboo. To distrain a debtor was illegal;

any personal assault, liowever trifling, was
sacrilege.

Most impressive and convincing of all is

the ceremony that took place on the eve
of the performance. By torchlight, accom-
panied by a great procession, the image
of the god Dion sos himself was brought to
the theatre and }>laced in the orchestra.

Moreover, he came not only in human but
in animal form. Chosen young men of the

Athenians in the flower of their youth

—

epheboi—escorted to the precinct a splendid
bull. It was expressly ordained that the
bull should be " worthy of the god "

; he was,
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in fact, as wc shall presently see, the primitive

incarnation of the god. It is, again, as though

in )ur modern theatre there stood, " sanctify-

ing all things to our use and us to His service,'*

the ' uman figure of the Saviour, and beside

him the Paschal Lamb.

But now we come to a strange thing. A
god presides over the theatre, to go to the

theatre is an act of worship to the god Dio-

nysos, and yet, when the play begins, three

times out of four of Dionvsos we hear nothing.

We see, it may be, Agamemnon returning

from Troy, Clytenmestra waiting to slay him^

the vengeance of Orestes, the love of Phaedra

for Hippolytos, the hate of Medea and the

slaying of her children : stories beautiful,

tragic, morally instructive it may be, but

scarcely, we feel, religious. The orthodox

Greeks themselves sometimes complained that

in the plays enacted before them there was
* nothing to do with Dionysos."

If drama be at the outset divine, with its

roots in ritual, why does it issue in an art

profoundly solemn, tragic, yet purely human ?

The actors wear ritual vestments like those

of the celebrants at the Eleusinian mysteries.
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Wliy, then, do we find th^.n, not executing a
religious service or even u drama of gods and
goddesses, but rather impersonating mere
Homeric heroes and heroines ? Greek drama,
^vhlch seemed at first to give us our chie, to
^how us a real hnk between ritual and art,
breaks down, betrays us, it would seem, just
at the crueial moment, and leaves us with our
])roblem on our hands.
Had we only Greek ritual and art we might

^vell despair. The Greeks are a people" of
sueh swift eonstruetive imagination that
they almost always obseure any i)roblem of
origins. So fair and magieal are their eloud-
eapp'd towers that they distraet our minds
from the task of digging for foundations. There
IS scarcely a problem in the origins of Greek
mythology and religion that has been solved
within the domain of Greek thinking only.
Ritual with them was, in the ease of drama,
so swiftly and completely transmuted into
art that, had we had Greek material only to
hand, we might never have marked the tran-
sition. Happily, however, we ar- not confined
within the Greek paradise. Wider fields
are open to us

; our subject is not onlv Greek,
but ancient art and ritual. We can turn at
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once to the Egyptians, a people slower-
witted than the Greeks, and watch their
sluggish but more instructive operations.
To one who is studying the development of

the human mind the average or even stupid
child is often more illuminating than the
abnormally brilliant. Greece is often too
near to us, too advanced, too modern, to be
for comparative purposes instructive.

Of all Egyptian, perhaps of all ancient
deities, no god has lived so long or had so wide
and deep an influence as Osiris. He stands
as the prototype of the great class of resur-

rection-gods who die that they may live

again. His sufferings, his death, and his resur-

rection were enacted year by year in a great
mystery-play at Abydos. In that mystery-
play was set forth, first, what the Greeks
call his agon, his contest with his enemy
Set; then his pathos, his suffering, or down-
fall and defeat, his wounding, his death, and
his burial ; finally, his resurrection and " re-

cognition," his anagnorisis either as himself
or as his only begotten son Horus. Now the
meaning of this thrice-told tale we shall con-
sider later ; for the moment we are concerned
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only witli tlie fact that it is set forth both

art and ritual.

At the festival of Osiris small images of

god were made of sand and vegetable ear

his cheek bones were painted green and
face yellow. The images were cast in a mo
of pure gold, representing the god as a mumr
After sunset on the 24th day of the moi
Choiak, the effigy of Osiris was laid in a gn
and the image of the previous year was
moved. The intent of all this was nu
transparently clear by other rites. At i

beginning of the festival there was a ccremc

of ploughing and sowing. One end of i

field was sown with barley, the other w
spelt ; another part with flax. While this \

going on the chief priest recited the rit

of the " sowing of the fields." Into 1

" garden " of the god, which seems to hi

been a large pot, were put sand and barl

then fresh living water from the inundati

of the Nile was poured out of a golden vj

over the '' garden " and the barley was

lowed to grow up. It was the symbol of 1

resurrection of the god after his burial,
"

the growth of the garden is tlie growth of 1

divine substance."
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The death and resurreetion of the gods,

and pari passu of the life and fruits of the

earth, was thus set forth in ritual, but—and
this is our inunediate point— it was also set

forth in definite, unmistakable art. In the

great teii^ple of Isis at Philie there is a ehamber
dedieated to Osiris. Here is represented the

dead Osiris. Out of his body spring ears of

eorn. and a priest waters the growing stalk

from a pitcher. The inscription to the

j)ieture reads : 2'his is the form of him zvhom

one may not name, Osiris of the mysteries, who
sprinf^s from the returning zvaters. It is but

another presentation of the ritual of the

month Choiak, in which etligies of the god

made of earth and corn were buried. When
these efRgies were taken up it would be found

that the eorn had sprouted actually from the

body of the god, and this sprouting of the

grain would, as Dr. Frazer says, be " hailed

as an omen, or rather as the cause of the

growth of the crops." ^

Even more vividlv is the resurrection set

forth in the bas-reliefs that accompany the

great Osiris inscription at Denderah. Here

the god is represented at first as a mummy
^ Aihnis, Aftis, Osiris,- p. 324.

B
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swathed ar.d lyinf? flat on his »)i<T. Bit hy

})it he is seen raisinfj himself up in a series

of f,'ynmastieally impossible positions, till at

last he rises froni a bowl—perhaj>s his

" jrarden "—all but erect, between the out-

spread win<,'s of Isis. while before him a male

ficrure holds the crux ansaixL the '* eross with

a handle," the Egyptian symbol of Iif«'. In

ritual, the thing desired, i. c. the resurrection,

is acted, in art it is rej)resented.

No one will refuse to these bas-reliefs the

title of art. In Egypt, tlun, we have clearly

an instance—only one out of many—where

art and ritual go hand in hand. Countless

bas-reliefs that decorate Egy})tian tombs and

temples are but ritual })ractices translated

into stone. This, as wc shall later see, is an

important step in our argununit. Ancient

art and ritual are not only closely connected,

not only do they Ji-atually explain and

illustrate each other, but, as we shall presently

find, they actually arise out of a conunon

human impulse.

The god who died and rose again is not of

course confined to Egypt; he is world-wide.

When Ezekiel (viii. 1-4) " came to the gate of
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the Lord's house which was toward the

nortli " lie beheld there the "' women weeping

for Taniinuz." This '" abomination " tlic

house of Judali had brought witl: tliem from

Babylon. Tamnuiz is Duniuzi, " the true

son/' or more fully, Duniuzi-absn, '* true son

of the waters." He too. like Osiris, is a "od

of the life that springs from inundation and
that dies down in the Jieat of the sununer.

In Milton's procession of false gods,

" Thanunuz came next behind,

Whose annual wound in Lebanon allured

The Syrian damsels to lament his fate

In amorous ditties all a summer's dav.''

Tanuiiuz in Babylon was the young love of

Ishtar. Each year he died and passed below
the earth to the place of dust and death,
'' the land from which there is no returning,

the house of darkness, where dust lies on door

and bolt." And the goddess went after him,

and while she was below, life ccasetl in the

earth, no flower blossomed and no child of

animal or man was born.

We know Tanunuz, " the true son," best

bv one of his titles, Adonis, the Lord or Kinir.
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The Rites of Adonis were eelebrated at mi«l-

smniner. That is eertain and memoral)le;

for. just as tlie Atluriian (leet was setting sail

on its ill-oniene<l voyaj,'e to SyraeuNe, the

streets of Athens were thronged with funeral

proeessions, everywhere was seen the image of

the dead god. and the air was full of the

ianientations of weeping women. Thueydides

docs not so much as mention the eoineidence,

but Plutarch' tells ns those who took account

of omens were full of concern for the fate of

their countrymen. To start an expedition

on the (hiy of the funeral rites of Adonis, the

C'anaanitish '' Lonl." was no luckier than to

set sail on a Friday, the death-day of the

'• Lord " of Christendom.

The rites of Tannnuz and of Adonis, cele-

brated in the sununer, were rites of death

rather than of resurrection. The emphasis is

on the fading and dying down of vegetation

rather than on its upspringing. The reason

of this is simple and will soon become mani-

fest. For the moment we have only to note

that while in Egypt the rites of Osiris are

represente<l as nmcli by art as by ritual, in

Babylon and Palestine in the feasts of Tannnuz
I lit. Mk., i:).
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and Adonis it is ritual rather tfian art that

obtains.

We have now to pass to anotlicr cmiuiry.

\Vc have seen that art and ritual, not only

in (irccce but in K^ypt and Palestine, are

closely linked. So closely, indeed, are they

linked that we even begin to suspect they

may have a eoinnion origin. We have now

to ask, what is it that links art and ritual so

closely together, what have they in common ?

Do they start from the same impulse, and if

so why'do they, as they develop, fall so widely

asunder ?

It will clear the air if we consider 1
• a

moment what we mean by art, and also in

somewhat greater detail what we mean by

ritual.

Art, Plato ^ tells us in a famous passage of

the Republic, is imitation: the artist imitates

natural objects, which are themselves in his

philosophy but copies of higher realities. All

the artist can do is to make a copy of a eoj)y,

to hold up a mirror to Nature in which, as

he turns it whither he will, •' are reflected

sun and heavens and earth and man," any-

' Rfp. X. ./j6^9.
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tliinjjand cvcrvthinff. Xev^cr did a statement

so false, so wronj^-lieadcd, contain so much
sufjijcstion of truth- truth ^vlJieh, bv the heh)

of aiia]ysin<:f ritual, we may i)crhaj)S be able

to disentanifle. Hut first its falsehood nuist

be ffrasped. and tliis is the more important

as Plato's miseoneei)tion in modified form

lives on to-day. A painter not lonj^ ajjjo thus

defined his owti art :
'" 'J'he art of paintincr is

the art of imitating solid objects upon a fiat

surface by means of pigments." A sorry

life-work I Few people to-day, perhaps,

regard art as the close and realistic copy of

Nature: photograpiiy has at lei'st scotched,

if not slain, tliat error; but many people still

regard art as a sort of improvement on or an
" idealization " of Nature. It is the j)art of

the artist, they think, to take suggestions and

materials from Nature, and from these to

build up, a., it were, a revised version. It

is, perha])s, onlv by studying those rudi-

mentary forms of art that are closely akin to

ritual that we come to sec how utterly wrong-

headed is this conception.

Take the representations of Osiris that we

liave just described—the nuunn^v rising bit

bv bit from his bier. Can anv one maintain
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that art is here a copy or imitation of

reality ? However " realistic " the paintin^r,

it represents a thiuf? imagined not actual.

There never was any such person as Osiris,

and if there had been, he would certainly

never, once nuuumified. have risen from his

tomb. There is no question of fact, and the

copy of fact, in the matter. Moreover, had

there been, why should anyone desire to make

a copy of natural fact ? The whole " imita-

tion " tluory to which, and to the clement

of truth it contains, we shall later have

occasion to return, errs, in fact, through

supplying no adequate motive for a wide-

spread human energy. It is i)robably this

lack of motive that has led other theorizers

to adopt the view that art is idealization.

Man with pardonable optimism desires, it is

thought, to improve on Nature.

Modern science, confronted with a problem

like that of the rise of art, no longer casts

about to conjecture how art mi^'/<Miave arisen,

she examines how it actually did arise.

Abundant material has now been collected

from among savage peoples of an art so

primitive that we hesitate to call it art at
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all, and it is in these inchoate efforts that we
are able to track the secret motive springs

that move the artist now as then.

Among the Hniehol Indians,* if the people

fear a drought from the extreme heat of the

sun, they take a clay disk, and on one side of

it they paint the " face " of Father Sun, a

circular space surrounded ])y rays of red and

blue and yellow which are called his '' arrows."'

for the Huichol sun, like I'lucbus Aj)ollo, has

arrows for rays. On t^'c reverse side tbey

will paint the progress of the sun through the

four quarters of the sky. The journey is

symbolized by a large cross-like figure with a

central circle for midday. Round the edge

are bechive-shapcd mounds: these rt])r(seiit

the hills of earth. The red and yellow dots

that surround the hills are corniiclds. The
crosses on the hills are signs of wealth and
money. On sonic of the disks birds and
scorpions are painted, and on one are curving

lines which mean rain. These disks are

deposited on the altar of the god-house and
left, and then all is well. The intention might

' C. }{. Lunihultz, Sijmholism of Ih^ Hnirhol I ndinn<(,

in Mrm. of lh> Am. Mii.^. of ,V«'. Hist., Vol. Ill, " Anthiu-
polopy.'' (llMjiJ.)
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be to us obscure, but a Huichol Indian would

read it thus :
*' Father Sun with his })roa(l

shield (or ' face ') and his arrows rises in the

east, bringing money and wealth to the

Huichols. His heat and the light from his

rays make the corn to gron-, but he is asked

not to interfere with the clouds that are

gathering on the hills."

Now is this art or ritual ? It is both and

neither. We distinguish between a form of

prayer and a work of art ard count them in

no danger of confusion; b.'.. the Huichol goes

back to that earlier thing, a presentation. He
utters, expresses his thought about the sun

and his emotion about the sun and his relation

to the s\m, and if " j)rayer is the soul's sincere

desire " he has painted a prayer. It is not

a little curious that the same notion conies out

in the old (ireek word f jr " prayer," euche.

The Greek, when he warned help in trouble

from the " Saviours," the Dioscuri, carved a

picture of them, and, if he was a sailor, added

a ship. Underneath he inscribed tlie word

cache. It was not to begin with a vow"
paid, it was a presentation of his strong inner

desire, it was a sculptured prayer.

Ritual then involves imitation ; but does
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not arise out of it. It desires to recreate an

emotion, not to reproduce an object. A rite

is, indeed, we shall later see (p. 42), a sort of

stereotyped action, not really practical, but

vet not wholly cut loose from practice, a

reminiscence or an anticipation of actual

practical doing; it is titly, though not quite

correctly, called by the Greeks a dromcnon,

"' a thing done."

At the bottom of art, as its motive power

and its mainspring, lies, not the wish to

co|)y Nature or even improve on her—the

Iluichol Indian does not vainly expend his

energies on an effort so fruitless -hut rather

an impulse shared by art with ritual, the de-

sire, that is, to utter, to give out a strongly

felt emotion or desire by representing, by

making or doing or enriching the object or

act desired. The common source of the art

and 1 tual of Osiris is the intense, world-

wide desire that the life of Nature which

seemed dead should live again. This common

emotional factor it is tha^ makes art and

ritual in their beginnings well-nigh indistin-

guishable. Both, to begin with, copy an

act, but not at first for the sake of the copy.

Onlv wlien the emotion dies down and is

Ml".
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forgotten docs the copy become an end in

itself, a mere niiniierv.

It is this downward patli, tliis sinking of

makintf to niiniierv, tluit makes us now-a-da\ s

think of ritual as a dull and formal thin^'.

Because a rite has ceased to l)e believed in,

it does not in the least follow that it will

cease to be r/onf . We have to reckon witli all

the huge forces of habit. The motor nerves,

once set in one direction, given the slightest

impulse tend always to repeat the same

reaction. We mimic not only others but

ourselves mec' nically, even after all emotion

proper to the act is dead; and then because

mimicry has a certain ingenious charm, it

becomes an end in itself for ritual, even for art.

It is not easy, as wc saw, to classify the

Iluiehol prayer-disks. As prayers they arc

ritual, as surfaces decorated they are speci-

mens of primitive art. In the next chapter

we shall have to consider a kind of ceremony

very instructive for our point, but again not

very easy to classify—the pantomimic dances

which are, almost all over the world, so striking

a feature in savage soc'a^ and religious life.

Are thev to be classed as .-itual or art?

BIBLIOTHEQUr
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These pantomime dances lie, indeed, at the

very heart and root of our whole suljject, and

it is of the first importance that before ^'oinj^

further in our analysis of art and ritual, we
should have some familiarity with their

general character and j^ist, the more so as

thev are a class of ceremonies now practicallv

extinct. We sluill find in these dances the

meeting-point between art and ritual, or

rather we shall find in them the rude, inchoate

material out of which both ritual and art, at

least in one of its forms, develoj)ed. ^lorcover,

we shall find in pantf)mimic dancing a ritual

bridge, as it were, between actual life and

those representations of life which we call art.

In our next chapter, therefore, wc shall

study the ritual dance in general, and try to

understand its psychological origin : in the fol-

lowing chapter (III) we shall take a particular

dance of special importance, the Spring Dance

as practised among various primitive peoples.

We shall then be prepared to a})proach the

study of the Spring Dance among the Greeks,

which tlevelopcd into their drama, and thereby

to, we hope, throw light on the relation between

ritual and art.



CHAPTEll 11

PRIMITIVE UITLAL: PANTOMIMIC DANCES

In books and li> nms of byjronc days, which

dealt with the rchgion of " tlie heathen in his

blindness," he was pictured as a being of

strange perversity, apt to bow down to '" gods

of wood and stone." The question 'vhy lie

acted thus foolishly was never raised. It

was jnst his '• blindness "
: the light of the

gospel had not yet reached him. Xow-a-days

the savage has become material not only for

conversion and hymn-writing but for scientific

observation. We want to understand his

psychology, '. <'. how he })ehaves, not merely

for his sake, that we may abruptly and

despotically convert or reform him, but for

our own sakes; partly, of course, for sheer

love of knowing, but also,—since we realize

that our own behaviour is based on instincts

kindred to his,— in order that, by understand-

ing his behaviour, we may unden.tand, antl it

ma\' be better, our own.
•2'.)
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Aiithroj)olo^Msts who study the j)riniitivc

peoples of to-day (hid that the worship of

false gods, ho\vin<,' " down to wood and stone,"

])ulks hiii,'er in the mind of the liyinn-writer

than in the mind of the savaj^e. We look for

tcmj)les to heathen idols; we find daneinj,'-

])]aees and ritual danees. The sava<(e is a

man of action. Instead of askin<f a j^'od to

do what he wants done, he ditcs it or tries to

do it himself; instead of ])niyers he utters

f-:j)ells. In a word, he practises ma<^ic, and

above all he is strenuously and frequently

eii;,niffeil in daneinj^ ma<j;ieal danees. When
a savage wants sun or wind or rain, lie does

not g') to church and ])rostrate himself b<fore

a false god; he summons his tribe and dances

a sun dance or a wind tlanec or a rain dance.

AVhen he would Imnt and catch a bear, he does

not j)ray to his god for strength to outwit and

outmatch the bear, he rehearses his hunt in a

bear dance.

Here, agaiii, wc have some modern })rejudice

and misundcrstaiuling to overcome. Dancing

is to us a light form of recreation practised by

the (piite young from sheer joic de vivre, and

essentially ina})propriate to the mature, liut

among the Tarahumares of Mexico the word
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noldi'oa means both " to work " and " to

dance." An old man will reproach a youni;

man saying, " Why do you not jro and work ?
"

(noldvoa). He nieans '' Why do you not

dance instead of looking; on ? " It is strange

to us to learn that ainonj,^ savajres, as a man

passes from childhood to youth, from youth

to mature maidiood, so the number of his

'' dances " increase, s ml the number of these

'^ dances " is the uk -^sure pari passu of his

social importance. Finally, in extreme old

age he falls out. he ceases to exist, htcause he

cannot dance ; his dance, and with it his

social status, })asses to another and a younger.

Magical dancing still goes on in Europe to-

day. In Swabia and among the Transylvani;in

Saxons it is a common custom, says Dr. Frazcr,

for a man who has some hemj) to leaj) high

in the field in the belief that this will make

the hemp grow tall. In many parts of

Germany and Austria the ])easant thinks he

can make the ilax grow tall by dancing or

leaping high or by jumping l^ackwards from

a tabfe; the higher the leap the taller will

1 These instances aiv all taken from TheOolden Uon-jU.

Tho Magic Ar.', I, 139 fj.
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l)C' the flax that year. Tlicrc is happily little

possible doubt as to the |)raetieal reason

of this iiiiinic daiieiiij,'. When Maeedouiaii

fanners have done di<,'«;in;,' their (ields they

throw their spades Uj) into the air and. cateh-

ino them a«,'ain, exclaim, " May the erop fjrow

as hi«,'h as the spade has <fone." In some

|)arts of Eastern Russia tiie <;irls danee one

by one in a larjje hoop at midni^'ht on Shrove

Tuesday. The hoop is tlecked with leaves,

flowers and ribbons, and attached to it are

a small bell and some llax. While daneint;

within the hooj) eaeh girl has to wave her

arms vigorously and ery, "" Flax, grow," or

words to that effect. When she has done

she leaps out of the hoop or is lifted out of it

by her partner.

Is this art '( We shall unhcsitatingly

answer " No."" Is it ritual ? With some

liesitatiou we shall prol)al)ly again answer
'" No."' It is, we think, not a rite, but merely

a superstitious practice of ignorant men

and women. But take another instance.

Among the Omaha Indians of North America,

when the corn is withering for want of laiii,

the meml>ers of the sacretl Buffalo Society fdl

a large vessel with water and dance four times
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round it. One of them drinks sonic of tlie

water and spirts it into the air, making,' a

fine spray in imitation of mist or drizzling

rain. Tlien he upsets the vessel, spilHnj? the

water on the ground ; whereupon the dancers

fall down and drink up the water, getting mud
all over their faces. This saves the corn.

Now probably any dispassionate person would

describe such a ceremonial as '' an interesting

instance of primitive ritual." The sole differ-

ence between the two types is that, in the one

the practice is carried on privately, or at least

unofficially, in the other it is done publicly by

a collective authorized body, officially for the

public good.

The distinction is one of high importance,

but for the moment what concerns us is, to

see the common factor in the two sets of acts,

what is indeed their source and mainspring.

In the case of the girl dancing in the hoop and

leaping out of it there is no doubt. The

words she says, " Flax, grow," prove the

point. She does what she wantti done. Her

intense desire finds utterance in an act. She

obeys the shiiplest possible impulse. Let any-

one watch an exciting game of tennis, or

better still })erhaps a game ol billiards, he
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will find himself doirig in sheer sympathy the

thing lie wants done, reaching out a tense arm

wiiere the billiard cue should go, raising an

unoccupied leg to helj) the suspended hall over

the net. Sympathetic magic is, modern

psychology teaches us, in the main and at the

r^utsct, not the outcome of intellectual illusion,

not even the exercise of a "" mimetic instinct,"

hut simply, in its ultimate analysis, an utter-

ance, a discharge of emotion and longing.

Rut though the utterance of emotion is the

prime and moving, it is not the sole, factor.

We may utter emotion in a prolonged howl,

wc may even utter it in a collective prolonged

howl, yet we should scarcely call this ritual,

still less art. It is true that a prolonged

collective howl will probably, because it is

collective, develop a rhythm, a regular recur-

rence, and hence probably issue in a kind of

ritual music: but for the further stage of de-

velopment into art another step is necessarv'.

We must not only utter emotion, we must

represent it, that is, we must in some way
reproduce or imitate or express the thought

which is causing us emotion. Art is not

imitation, but art and also ritual frequently

and legitimately contaiv an elenuyit of imita-
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tion. Plato was so far right. What exactly

i> imitated we shall see wiien we come to

discuss the precise difference between art

and ritual.

Tlie Greek word for a rite as already noted is

dromcnoth "a thing done "—and the word is

full of instruction. The Greek had realized

that to perform a rite you nuist do something,

that is, you nmst not oidy feel something but

express it in action, or, to put it psycho-

logically, you must not only receive an

impulse, you must react to it. The word

for rite, drojnnion, " thing cUjue," arose, of

course, not from any psychological analysis,

but from the simple fae«^ that rites among the

primitive Greeks were things done, mimetic

dances and the like. It is a fact of cardinal

, . ..ortaiico that their word for theatrical

representation, drama, is own cousin to their

word for rite, dromenon ; drama also means

'• thing done." Greek linguistic instinct pointed

plainly to the fact that art and ritual are near

relations. To this fact of crucial importance

for our argument we shall return later. But

from the outset it should be borne in mind

that in these two Greek words, dromenon and
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drama, in their exact meaning, their relation

and their distinction, we Jiave the keynote
and clue to our whole discussion.

For the moment we have to note that tlie

Greek word for rite, dromenon, " thing done,"

is not strictly adequate. It omits a factor

of prime importance; it hicludes too much
and not enough. AH " things done " arc

not rites. You may shrink back from a blow;
that is t . expression of an emotion, that is a

reaction : a stinmlus, but that is not a rite.

You may digest your dinner; that is a thing

done, and a thing of high im])ortanee, but it

is not a rite.

One clement in the rite we have already

observed, and that is, that it be done col-

lectively, by a number of persons feeling the

same emotion. A meal digested alone is

certainly no rite; a meal eaten in common,
under the influence of a common emttion,

may, and often does, tend to become a rite.

Collectivity and emotional tension, two
elements that tend to turn the simple reaction

into a rite, are—specially among primitive

j)eop]es—closely associated, indeed scarcely

separable. The individual among savages
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lias but a thin and mcaijro personality; high

emotional tension is to him only caused and
maintained by a thing felt socially; it is

what +!ie tribe feels thai is sacred, tlut is

matter for ritual. He may make by himself

excited mov^ements, he may leap for / ,>\. U^r

fear; but unless these movements ar iiiad'-

by the tribe together they will not become
rhythmical ; they will probably lack intensity,

and certainly permanence. Intensity, then,

and collectivity go together, and both are

necessary for ritual, but both may be present

without constituting art; we have not yet

touched the div^iding line between art and
ritual. When and how does the dromenon,

the rite done, pass over into the drama ?

The genius of the Greek language jelL before

it consciously A'/irtc, the difference. This

feeling ahead for distinctions is characteristic

of all languages, as has been well shown by
Mr. Pearsall Smith ^ in another manual of

our scries. It is an instinctive process arising

independently of reason, though afterwards

justified by it. What, then, is the distinction

between art and ritual which the genius of the

' "The English Language," lioint Unhersitu Library,

p. 28.
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Greek language felt after, wlien it used the

two words dromcnon and drama for two differ-

ent sorts of " things done " ? To answer our

question we must turn for a brief moment to

j)syehology, the science of human beliaviour.

We arc accustomed for ])ractical con-

venience to divide up our hmnan nature into

partitions—intellect, will, the emotions, the

passions—with further subdivisions, e. o. of

the intellect into reason, imagination, and the

like. These j)artitions we are a})t to arrange

into a sort of onU r of merit or as it is

called a hierarchy, with Reason as head

and crown, and under her sway the emotions

and passions. The result of establishing this

hierarchy is that the impulsive side of our

nature comes off badly, the passions and even

the emotions lying under a certain ban. This

j)opular psychology is really a convenient and

perhaps indispensable mythology. Reason,

the emotions, and the will have no more

sej)arate existences than Jujiiter, Juno, and

Minerva.

A more fruitful way of looking at our

liuman constitution is to see it, not as a

bundle of separate faculties, but as a sort of
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continuous cycle of activities. What really

liappcns is, putting it very roughl , sonuthing

of this sort. To each one of us the world is, or

seems to be, eternally divided into two halves.

On the one side is ourself, on the other all the

rest of things. All our action, our behaviour,

our life, is a relation between these two halves,

and that behaviour seems to have three, not

divisions, but stages. The outside world,

the other half, the object if we like so to call

it, acts upon us, gets at us through our senses.

We hear or sec or taste or feel something ; to

put it roughly, we perceive something, and as

we perceive it, so, instantly, we feel about it,

towards it, we have emotion. And, instantly

again, that emotion becomes a motive-power,

we r£'-act towards the object that got at us,

we want to alter it or our relation to it. If

we did not perceive we should not feci, if we

did not feel we should not act. When we

talk— as we almost must talk—of Reason,

the Emotions, or the Passions and the Will

leading to action, we think of the three stages

or aspects of our behaviour as separable and

even perhaps hostile ; we want, perhaps, to

purge the intellect from all infection of the

emotions. Rut in reality, though at a given
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moment one or tlic other element, knowing,
feeling, or aeting, may be dominant in oiir

consciousness, the rest are always inmianent.

When we think of the three elements or

stages, knowing, feeling, striving, as all being

necessary factors in any complete bit of

liuman behaviour, we no longer try to arrange
them in a })icrarchy with knowing or reason

at the head. Knowing—that is, receiving

and recognizing a stimulus from without—
would seem to come first; we must be acted

on before we can r^-aet; but priority confers

no supremacy. We can look at it another
way. Perceivmg is the first rung on the ladder

that leads to action, feeling is the second,

action is the topmost rung, the primary goal,

as it were, of all the climbing. For the

purpose of our discussion this is perhaps the

simplest way of looking at human behaviour.

Movement, then, action, is. as it were, the

goal and the end of thought. Perception

finds its natural outlet and completion in

doing. Rut here comes in a curious considera-

tion important for our purpose. In animals,

in so far as they act by " instinct," as we say,

perception, knowing, is usually followed im-
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medio ^'^•U' and incvita})ly by doinfr, by sucli

doin<^ is calculated to conserve the animal

and his species ; but in some of the higher

animals, and especially in man, where the

nervous system is more complex, perception is

not instantly transformed into action ; there is

an interval for choice between several possible

actions. Perception is pent up and becomes,

helped by emotion, conscious representation.

Now it is, psychologists tell us, just in this

interval, this space between perception and
reaction, this momentary halt, tliat all our
mental life, our images, our ideas, our con-

sciousness, and assuredly our religion and our

art, is built up. If the cycle of knowing,

feeling, acting, were instantly fulfilled, that

is, if we were a mass of well-contrived in-

stincts, we should hardly have dromena, and
we should certainly never pass from dromena
to drama. Art and religion, though perhaps

not wholly ritual, spring from the incomplete

cycle, from unsatisfied desire, from perception

and emotion that have somehow not found
inmiediate outlet in practical action. When
we come later to establish the dividing line

between art and ritual we shall find this fact

to be cardinal.
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Wc have next to watch how out of repre-

sentation repeated thciv (^rows up a kind of

abstraction which helps the transition from

ritual to art. When the men of a tribe

return from a liunt, a journey, a battk',

or any event that lias caused them keen

and pleasant emotion, they will often re-

act their doings round the camp-fire at

night to an attentive audience of women
and voung bovs. The cause of this world-

wide custom is no doubt in great {)art

the desire to repeat a pleasant cxperitnce;

the Ijattle or the Imnt will not be re-enacted

unless it hn*; been successfid. Together with

this must be reckoned a motive seldom absent

from human endeavour, the desire for self-

exliibition, self-enhancement. But in this

re-enactment, we see at once, lies the germ of

history and of conunemorativc ceremonial,

and also, oddly enough, an impulse emotional

in itself begets a })roccss wc think of as

characteristically and excli >ivcly intellectual,

the process of abstraction. The savage begins

with the particular battle that actually did

happen; but, it is easy to see that if he re-

enacts it again and again the particular battle

or hunt will be forgotten, the representation
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cuts itself loose from the particular action from

wiiieh it arose, ami becomes generalized, as it

were abstracted. Like cliildren he plays not

at a funeral, but at " funerals,"' not at a battle,

but at battles ; and so arises the war-dance, or

the death-dance, or the liunt-dance. This will

serve to show how inextricably the elements

of knowinfj and feclinf; are intertwined.

So, too. with the element of action. If

we consider the occasions when a savage

dances, it will soon appear that it is not only

after a battle or a hunt tlwit he dances in

order to commemorate it, but before. Once

the commemorative dance has got abstracted

or generalized it becomes material for the

magical dance, the dance pre-done. A tribe

about to go to war will work itself up by a

war dance; about to start out hunting they

will catch their game in pantomime. Here

clearly the main emphasis is on the practical,

the active, doing- element in the cycle. The

dance is, as it were, a sort of precipitated de-

sire, a discharge of pent-up emotion into action.

In both these kind of dances, the dance

that commemorates by /-t'-presenting and the

dance that anticipates by prf-presenting, Plato

would have seen the clement of imitation,
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what the Greeks eallcd vn'mesis, which he hc-
lieved ue saw to be the very souree and essence
of all art. In a sense he would have been right.
The coninieniorative dance does especially
r<^-|)resent: it reproduces the past hunt or
battle

;
but if we analyse a little more closely

we see it is not for the sake of copying the
actual battle itself, but for the enwtioti felt
about the battle. This they desire to re-live.
The emotional element is seen still more
clearly in the dance /or6'-done for magical
purposes. Success in war or in the hunt is

keenly, intensely desired. The hunt or the
battle cannot take place at the moment, so
the cycle cannot com|)lete itself. The desire
cannot fmd utterance in the actual act; it

grows and accumulates by inhibition, till at
last the exasperated nerves and muscles can
bear it no longer ; it breaks out into mimetic
anticipatory action. But, and this is the impor-
tant point, the action is mimetic, not of what
you see done by another; but of what you
desire to do yourself. The habit of this jnimesis
of the thing desired, is set up, and ritual
begins. Ritual, then, does imitate, but for an
emotional, not an altogether practical, end.
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Plato never saw a savage war-dance or a
hunt-dance or a rain-dance, and it is not

likely that, if he had seen one, he would have
allowed it to be art at all. Rut he must often

have seen a class of performances very similar,

to which unquestionably he would f,'ive the

name of art. He must have seen plays like

those of Aristophanes, with the chorus dressed

up as Rirds or Clouds or Frogs or Wasps, and
he might undoubtedly liave claimed such plays

as evidence of the Tightness of his dcftnition.

Here were men imitating birds and beasts,

dressed in their skins and feathers, mimicking
their gestures. For his own days his judg-

ment would have been unquestionably right

;

but again, if we look at the beginning of

things, we find an origin and an impulse

much deeper, vaguer, and more emotional.

The beast dances found widespread over the

savage world took their rise when men really

believed, what St. Francis tried to j)reach :

that beasts and birds and fishes W( his

" little brothers." Or rather, perhaps, more
strictly, he felt them to be his great brothers

and his fathers, for the attitude of the Aus-

tralian towards the kangaroo, the North
American towards the grizzly bear, is one of
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affection tempered by deep religious awe. 'I'he

beast dances look back to that early phase
of civilization \vhi< h survives in crystallized

form in what we call totemism. " Totem ''

means tribe, but the tribe was of animals
as well as men. In the Kangaroo tribe there

were real leajjing kangaroos as well as men-
kangaroos. Tlie men-kangaroos when they
danced and lea])t did it, not to imitate kan-
garoos you cannot imitate yourself—but
just for natural joy of heart because they
licre kangaroos : they belonged to tiie

Kangaroo tribe, they l)ore the tribal marks
and delighted to assert their tribal unity.

Wluit they felt was not mimesis hni " par-

ticipation," unity, and eonnnunity. Later,

when man begins to <listinguish between
himself and his strange fellow-tribesmen, to

realize that he is not a kangaroo like other
kangaroos, he will try to revive his old faith,

his old sense of partieij)ation and oneness, bv
conscious imitation. Thus though imitation .-.

not the object of these (hinees, it grows up in

and through them. It is the same with art.

The origin of art is not mimesis, but mimesis
springs up out of art, out of emotional ex-

pression, and constantly and closelv neitrh-
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hours it. Art and ritual are at the outset

alike in this, that they do not seek to copy a

faet. hut to reproduee, to re-rnuet an emotion.

>Ve shall sec this more elearl\ it ue examine

for a moment this (ireek word minifsin. We
translate mTmrsis hy '" imitation," and we
do very wrongly. The word ruirnc^is means

the action or doing of a person called a vtii/w.

Now a mitue was simply a person who dressed

uj) and acted in a pantomime or primitivc

drama. He was roughly what we should

call an actor, and it is significant that in the

word actor we stress not imitating hut acting,

doing, just what the Greek stressed in his

woixh (Iromenofi and drama. The actor dresses

up, puts on a mask, wears the skin of a heast

or the feathers of a hird, not, as we have-

seen, to copy something or some one who is

not himself, but to emphasi/.e, enlarge, en-

hance, his own personality ; he mas(iufrades,

he does not mimic.

The celebrants in the very primitive ritual

t>f the Mountain-Mother in Thrace were, we
know, called mimes. In the fragment of his^

lost play, .Kschylus, after describing the din

inade by the "' mountain gear " of the Mother..
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the iiuiddciunrj Imm of the homhijkes, a sort of

spinning-top, the elush of the brazen eynibals

and the twang of tiie strings, thus goes on :

" And hiill-voiees roar thereto from some-
v,here out of the unseen, fearful mimes, and
from a drum an image, as it were, of thunder
imderground is borne on tlie air heavy with
dread."

Here we have undoubtedly some sort of '•bull-

roaring," thunder- and wind-making ceremony,
like those that go on in Australia to-day.

The mimes arc not mimicking thunder out
of curiosity, they are making it and enacting
and uttering it for magical purposes. When
a sailor wants a wind he makes it, or, as he
later says, he whistles ior it; when a savage
or a Greek wants thunder to bring rain he
makes it, becomes it. But it is easy to see
that as the belief in magic declines, what was
once intense desire, issuing in the making of

or the being of a thing, becomes mere copying
of it; the mime, the maker, sinks to be in

our modern sense the mimic ; as faith declines,

folly and futility set in ; the earnest, zealous
act sinks into a frivolous mimicry, a sort of

child's-play.



CHAPTER in

SEASONAL IlITKS : TlIK SI'UING FESTIVAL

We lirtvc seen in the last chapter that
whatever interests primitive man, whatever
makes him feel strongly, he tends to re-enaet.

Any one of his manifold oeeunations, huntinjj,

fighting, later [)!oiighing and sowing, provided
it be of suHieient interest and importance, is

material for a dromenon or rite. We have
also seen that, weak as he is in individuality,

it is not his private and personal emotions
that tend to become ritual, but those that
are public, felt and expressed oflieially, that
is, by the whole tribe or community. It is

further obvious that such dances, when they
develoj) into actual rites, tend to be performed
at fixed times. We have now to eonsi<ler when
and why. The element of fixity and reguhir
repetition in rites cannot be too strongly
emphasized. It is a factor of paramount im-
portance, essential to the development from
ritual to art, from dromenon to drama.
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The two great interests of i)iimitive man

arc food and children. As Ur. Frazer has well

said, if man the individual is to live he must

have food ; if liis race is to persist he must

have children. " To live and to cause to

live, to eat food and to beget children,

these were the primary wants of man in the

past, and they will he the primary wants

of men in the future so long as the world

lasts." Other things may be added to enrich

and beautify human life, but, unless these

wants arc first satisfied, humanity itself nmst

cease to exist. These two things, therefore,

food and children, were what men chiefly

sought to procure by the ])crformance of

magical rites for the regulation of the seasons.

Thcv are the very foundation-stones of that

ritual from which art, if we are right, took its

rise. From this need for food sprang seasonal,

periodic festivals. The fact that festivals are

seasonal, constantly recurrent, solidifies, makes

permanent, and as already explained (p. 42),

in a sense intellectualizes and abstracts the

emotion that prompts them.

The seasons are indeed only of value to

primitive man because they are related, as

he swiftly and necessarily finds out, to his
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food supply. He has, it would sccni, little

sensitiveness to the icstlietic impulse of the

beautv of a spring morning, to the pathos

of autumn. Wiiat he realizes first and fore-

most is, that at certain times the anniials,

and still more the plants, whieh form his food,

appear, at certain others they disappear. It

is these times that become the central i)oints,

the focuses of his interest, and the dahs of

his religious festivals. Tliese dates will vary, of

course, in different countries and in different

climates. It is, therefore, idle to attempt a

study of the ritual of a people without knowing

the facts of their climate and surroundings.

In Egvpt the food supply will depend on

the rise and fall of the Nile, and on this rise

and fall will depend the ritual and calendar

of Osiris. And yet treatises on Egyptian

religion arc still to be found which begin by

recounting the rites and mythology of Osiris

as though these were primary, and then end

with a corollarv to the effect that these rites

and this calendar were '^associated" with

the worship of Osiris, or, even worse still,

- instituted bv " the religion of Osins. The

Nile regulates the food supply of Egypt, the

monsoon that of certain South Pacific islands;
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the calendar of Kgypt depends on the Nile,

of the South Pacific islands on the monsoon.

In his recent Introduction to Mathematics •

Dr. Whitehead has pointed out how the

•' whole life of Nature is dominated by tiie

existence of periodic events." The rotation

of the earth produces successive days; the

})ath of the earth round the sun leads to the

yearly recurrence of the seasons; the phases

of the moon are recurrent, and though artificial

liglit has made these pliases pass almost

unnoticed to-day, in climates where the skies

are clear, human life was largely influenced

by moonlight. Even our own bodily life,

with its recurrent heart-beats and breathings,

is essentially periodic- The presupposition

of periodicity is indeed fundamental to our

very conception of life, and but for periodicity

the very means of measuring time as a quan-

tity would be absent.

Periodicity is fundamental to certain de-

partments of mathematics, that is evident;

it is perhaps less evident that periodicity is

a factor that has gone to the making of

ritual, and hence, as we shall see, of art.

1 Chapter XII : "Periodicity in Nature."' - Hid.
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And vet this is manifestly the case. All

primitive calendars are ritual calendars, suc-

cessions of feast-days, a patchwork of days

of different quality and character recurring;

pattern at least is based on periodicity, but

tliere is another and perhaps more important

way in which periodicity affects and in a

sense causes ritual. We have seen already

that out of the space between an impulse

and a reaction there arises an idea or " pre-

sentation." A " presentation " is, indeed, it

would seem, in its final analysis, only a de-

laved, intensified desire—a desire of which

the active satisfaction is blocked, and which

runs over into a " presentation." An image

conceived " presented," what we call an idea

is, as it were, an act prefigured.

Ritual acts, then, which depend on the

periodicity of the seasons are acts neces-

sarUy delayed. The thing delayed, expected

waited for, is more and more a source of

value, more and more apt to precipitate into

what we call an idea, which is in reality but

the projected shadow of an unaccomplished

action. More beautiful it may be, but com-

parativelv bloodless, yet capable m its turn

of acting as an initial motor impulse in the
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cycle of activity. H will later (p. 70) be seen

that these periodic festivals are the stuff of

which those faded, imaceomplished actions

and desires which we call gods—Attis, Osiris,

Dionysos—are made.

To primitive man, as we have seen, beast

and bird and plant and himself were not

sharply divided, and the periodicity of the

seasons was for all. It will depend on man's

social and jreographical conditions whether he

notices periodicity most in plants or animals.

If he is nomadic he will note the recurrent

births of ether animals and of human children,

and will connect them with the lunar year.

But it is at once evident that, at least in

Mediterranean lands, and probably every-

where, it is the periodicity of plants and

vegetation generally which depends on mois-

ture, that is most striking. Plants die down

in the heat of summer, Irees shed their leaves

in autumn, all Nature sleeps or dies in winter,

and awakes in spri.ig.

Sometimes it is the dying down that attracts

most attention. This is very clear in the rite-;

of Adonis, which are, though he rises again,

essentiallv rites of lamentation. The details
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ol the ritual sl.ow tl.i. .leariy and spccaUy

as alreaav seen in the eult ot Osnns. Vor

the
" gardens " of A.lonis the women took

Zvl or pots fined .ith earth, -d ;n t^-j

as ehildren sow eress no«-a-days, tl>c> ''^^t^'

wheat. lennel, lettuee. and various kn^s o

flowers, whielr they watered an.l tended loi

eilt davs. In hot eountries the see.ls sprang

„U«v, but as the plants had no roots

Xv lithVred quiekly away. At the end o

the" eight davs they were earned out w>th the

nmses ot the .lead Adonis an,l thrown w.^.

hem into the -\-"*'
/':;;f ;,„/':,

•Srardens" ot Adonis beeame .he type oi

transient loveliness and swift deeay.

•• What waste would it be," says Plutareh •

^. .hat ineoneeivable waste, '- ^«<1 »» ;-»
^

nit\-:^;h::irr'nX!h":
ri^oness pleasant th..nthe^,^^^^^^^^

nf Adonis in earthen pots and l>'"/>'
^°

wo,dd our souls blosson, and flourish but

Without anv firm an.l soli.l root ot hfe an.l

Then be blaked and put out m a moment.

I De Ser. Num. 17.
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Celebrated at midsummer as they were,

and as the " gardens " were thrown into water,

it is probable that the rites of Adonis may have

been, at least in part, a rain-charm. In the long

summer droughts of Palcstine>nd Babylonia

the longing for rain must often have been

intense enough to provoke expression, and

we remember (p. 19) that the Sumerian

Tammuz was originally Dumuzi-absu, " True

Son of the Waters." Water is the first need

for vegetation. Gardens of Adonis arc still

in use in the Madras Presidency.^ At the

marriage of a Brahman " seeds of five or

nine sorts are mixed and sown in earthen })ots

which are made specially for the puri)ose, and

are filled with earth. Bride and bridegroom

water the seeds both morning and evening for

four days ; and on the fifth day the seedlings

are thrown, like the real gardens of Adonis,

into a tank or river."

Seasonal festivals with one and the same

intent—the promotion of fertility in plants,

animals and man—may occur at almost any

time of the year. At midsummer, as we have

seen, we may have rain-charms; in autumn

we sliall have harvest festivals ; in late autumn

» Frazer, Adonis, Attis, and Osiris,' p. 200.
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and carJy winter among pastoral peoples we

shall have festivals, like that of Martinmas,

for the blessing and purifieation of flocks and

herds when they eomc in from their summer

pasture. In midwinter there will be a Christ-

mas festival to promote and proteet the sun's

heat at the winter solstice. But in Southern

Europe, to which we mainly owe our drama

and our art, the festival most widely cele-

brated, and that of which we know most, is

the Spring Festival, and to that we must turn.

The spring is to the Greek of to-day the

" anoixis," '* the Opening," and it was in

spring and with rites of spring that both Greek

and Roman originally began their year. It was

this spring festival that gave to the Greek

their god Dionysos and in part his drama.

In Cambridge on May Day two or three

puzzled and weary little boys and girls are

still to be sometimes seen draggmg round

a perambulator with a doll on it bedecked

with ribbons and a flower or two. That is

all that is left in most parts of England of

the Queen of the Uay and Jack-in-the-Greeu,

though here and there a maypole survives and

is resuscitated by enthusiasts about folk-
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(lances. But in the clays of "Good Queen

Ikss" merry Enfrland. it ^vould seem, was

lustier. Tiie Puritan Stubbs, in his Anatomic

oj Abuses,^ thus describes the festival :

•• They liave twentie or fortie yoke of oxen,

every oxe havyn.c a sweete nosegaic of llowcrs

tyedonthctippe of his homes, and these oxen

draw home this Maiepoole (this stinekying

idoll rather), which is covered all over witli

flowers and hearbes, bountl round ; Soute with

siringes from the to)) to the bottome, and

sometyme painted with variable colom-s, with

tAvo or three hundred men, wonu ii. and chil-

dren, following it with great devotion. And

thus beyng reared up, with handkerchiefes

and flagges streaming on the tojjpe, they

strewe the ground about, binde greene boughs

about it, set up sunmur haules, bowers, and

arbours hard by it. And then fall they to

banquet and feast, to leaj) and daunce aboute

it, as the heatlien people did at the dedication

of their idolles, whereof this is a perfect })atterne

or rather the thyng itself."

The stern old Puritan was right, the may-

pole was the perfect pattern of a hciithen

1 (Quoted by Dr. Frazer, Tfa Gohlni lioagh;- p. 203.
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-idoU, or rather the thyng itself." He

^vould have exterminated it root and braneh,

but other and perlutps wiser divines took tlie

.navpole into the serviee of the Ihns .an

i hureh, and still ^ on May Day m Saffron

Walden the spring song is heard with its

Christian moral—

- A braneh of May we have brought you,

And at vour door it stands;

It is a sprout that is well budded out,

The work of our Lord's hands."

The maypole was of eourse at hrst no pole

.ut down and dried. The gist of it was that

it should be a '' sprout, well budded out.

The objeet of carrying in the May was to

bring the very spirit of life and greenery mto

the village. When this was forgotten, idleness

or economv would prompt the villagers to use

the same iree or braneh year after year In

the villages of Upper Bavaria Dr. I razer ^ells

us the maypole is renewed once every three,

four, or five years. It is a fir-tree fetched froin

the forest, and amid all the wreaths, flags and

inscriptions with which it is bedeeke<h an

1 K. K. Cl.amberfl, The Mnliajial Sta^e, I, p. 169.

- Th^. Goldm Bough- p. 205.
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essential part is the bunch of dark j,'reen

foHage left at the top, '' as a memento that in

it we have to do, not with a dead pole, but

with a living tree from the greenwood."

At the ritual of May Day not only was

the fresh green Ijough or tree carried nito the

village, but with it came a girl or a boy, the

Queen or King of the May. Sometimes

the tree itself, as in Russia, is dressed uj) in

woman's clothes; more often a real man or

maid, covered with flowers and greenery, wall >

with the tree or carries the bough. Thus in

Thuringia,^ as soon as the trees begin to be

green in sj)ring, the children assemble on a

Sunday and go out into the woods, where

they choose one of their playmates to be

Little Leaf Man. They break branches from

the trees and twine them about the child, till

only his shoes are left peeping out. Two of

the other children lead him for fear he should

stumble. They take him singing and dancing

from house to house, asking for gifts of food,

such as eggs, cream, sausages, cakes. Fmally,

they sprinkle the Leaf Man with water and

feast on the food. Such a Leaf Man is our

English Jack-in-the-Grecn, a chimney-sweeper

1 The Golden Bough,- [). 213.
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who, as late as 1892, was seen by Dr. Rouse

walking about at Cheltenham encased in a

wooden framework covered with greenery.

The bringing in of the new leafage in the

form of a tree or flowers is one, and perhaps

the simplest, form of spring festival. It takes

little notice of death and winter, uttering and

emphasizing only the desire for the joy m life

and spring. But in other and severer chmates

the emotion is fiercer and more complex
;

it

takes the form of a struggle or contest, what

the Greeks called an agon. Thus on May Day

in the Isle of Man a Queen of the May was

chosen, and with her twenty maids of honour,

together with a troop of young men for escort.

But there was not only a Queen of the May,

but a Queen of Winter, a man dressed as a

woman, loaded with warm clothes and wearing

a woollen hood and fur tippet. Winter, too,

had attendants like the Queen of the May.

The two troops met and fought; and which-

ever Queen was taken prisoner had to pay

the expenses of the feast.

In the Isle of Man the real gist of the

ceremony is quite forgotten, it has become a

mere play. But among the Esquimaux^

I Resumed from Dr. Frazer, Golden Bough,- II. p. lO-t.
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there is still carried on a similar rite, and it^

magical intent is clearly understood. In

autumn, when the storms be^in and the lon<,'

and dismal Arctic winter is at hand, the

central Ks(|uin)aux divide themselves into tvv(>

])arties called the Ptarmigans and the Ducks.

The i)tarmi<j;ans are the people born in winter,

the ducks those born in sununer. They stretch

out a lonf,' rope of sealskin. The ducks take

hold of one end, the ptarmigans of the other,

then comes a tug-of-war. If the ducks win

there will be fine weather through the win! or;

if the ptarmigans, bad. This autunm festival

might, of course, with equal magical uitent be

performed in the spring, but probably autumn
is chosen because, with the dread of the Arctic

ice and snow upon them, the fear of winter is

stronger than the hope of sj)ring.

The intense emotion towards the weather,

which breaks out into these magical agones.

or '' contests,"' is not very easy to realize. The

weather to us now-a-days for tlie most [)art

damps a day's plea"^uring or raises the price

of fruit and vegetables. But our main

supplies come to us from other lands and

other weathers, and we find it hard to think
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ourselves Lack in... tl,.- state when a l-a.l

hanest nuant siarvation. Tl>e n.tonsely

practical at.itu.le ot n.a„ towar.ls t';-^^"
;

1,, wav that .na„y of tl„sc .nag.eal .l.anmtu

I.:.re„.onics rose s.raisl.t „,.t ot the emot.o,

...waras the t.MHl-sup,.ly. would P"'"'!"^'^ '^
"

,,,ve been n.lly realr/x..l .ut tor the stmo

,l,e foo(l-l.>o.l.Ki"g
ecrcmomcsot the tu.tral

Australians. .

,

The tVutral Australian spnn^ ,s not thi

shitt frou, winter to summer, tron, eol.l to

a . but tron, a long, arid, an.i barren season

„ a season short an.l often .regular ,n

Icurvenee ol torrential rain
'">f «"f;

terflitv. The dry sUrpes ot Centra Australia

are th^ scene of a marvellous transtormat.on.

In the drv season all is hot and .lesolatc, the

ground has only patches ot wiry ^"ul. w^h

Tu, occasional parehc.l acaoa tree, al .s stones

a sand; there is no sign of animahfc save

for the thousand ant-hills. Then su.ldenly the

Linv season sets in. Torrents (ill the nvcrs

,„d the sandy plain is a sheet of »at r

Almost as suddenly the ram ceases, the

streams drv up. sucked in by the th.rsty ground

a 1 as though literally by magic a luxuriant

v..ctation bursts forth, the desert blossom.
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as a rose. Insects, lizards, frogs, birds, chirp,

frisk and chatter. No plant or animal can

live unless it live quickly. The struggle for

existence is keen and short.

It seems as though the change came and

life was born by magic, and the primitive

Australian takes care that magic should not

be wanting, and magic of the most instructive

kind. As soon as the season of fertility

approaches he begins his rites with the avowed

object of making and multiplying the plants,

and chiefly the animals, by which he lives;

he paints the figure of the emu on the sand

with vermilion drawn from his own blood;

he puts on enm feathers and gazes about him

vacantly in stupid fashion like an emu bird ; he

makes a structure of boughs like the chrysalis

of a Witchetty grub—his favourite food, and

drags his body through it in pantomime,

gliding and shullling to promote its birth.

Here, ditiicult and intricate though the cere-

monies are, and uncertain in meaning as many

of the details must probably always remain,

the main emotional gist is clear. It is not

that the Australian wonders at and admires

the miracle of his spring, the bursting of the

flowers and the singing of birds; it is not

M

\
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that his heart goes out in gratitude to an

All-Fatlier who is the Giver of all good things

;

it is that, obedient to the push of life within

him, his impulse is towards food. He must

eat that he and his tribe may grow and

multiply. It is this, his will to live, that he

idlers and represents.

The savage utters his will to live, his intense

desire for food ; but it should be noted, it is

desire and will and longing, not certainty and

satisfaction that he utters. In this respect

it is interesting to note that his rites and

ceremonies, when periodic, are of fairly long

periods. Winter and summer are not the

only natural periodic cycles; tliere is the

cycle of day and night, and yet among p. .
ni-

tive peoples but little ritual centres round

day and night. The reason is simple. The

cycle of day and night is so short, it recurs

so frequently, that man naturally counted

upon it and had no cause to be anxious. The

emotional tension necessary to ritual was

absent. A few peoples, e. g. tlu- Egyptians,

have practised daily incantations to bring

back the sun. Probably they had at fir^it

felt a real tension of anxiety, and then—being

E

?m
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a people hidebound by custom—had gone

on from mere conservatism. Where the sun

returns at a longer interval, and is even,

as among the Esquiniaux, hidden for the long

space of six months, ritual inevitably arises.

They play at eat's-cradle to catch the ball of

the "sun lest it should sink and be lost for ever.

Round the moon, whose cycle is long, but

not too long, ritual very early centred, but

probably only when its supposed influence on

vegetation was first surmised. The moon, as it

were, practises magic herself ; she waxes and

wanes, and with her, man thinks, all the vege-

table kingdom waxes and wanes too, all but

the lawless onion. The moon, Plutarch ^ tells

us, is fertile in its light and contains moisture, it

is kindly to the young of animals and to the

new shoots of plants. Even Bacon - held that

observations of the moon with a view to plant-

ing and sowing and the grafting of trees were

*• not altogether frivolous." It cannot too

often be remembered that primitive man has

but little, if any, interest in sun and moon

and heavenly bodies for their inherent beauty

or wonder; he cares for them, he holds them

1 I)e Is. et Vs., p. 367.

' I)e Aug. Scient., Ill, 4.
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sacred, he performs rites in relation to them

mainly when he notes that they bring the

seasons, and he cares for the seasons mainly

because they bring him food. A season is

to him as a Ilora was at first to the Greeks,

the fruits of a season, what our farmers would

call '' a good year."'

The sun, then, had no ritual till it was seen

that he led in the seasons; but long before

that was known, it was seen that the seasons

were annual, that they went round in a ring ;

and because that annual ring was long in

revolving, great was man's hope and fear in

the winter, great his relief and joy in the

spring. It was literally a matter of death

and life, and it was as death and life that he

sometimes represented it, as we have seen in

the figures of Adonis and Osiris.

Adonis and Osiris have their modern

parallels, who leave us in no doubt as to the

meaning of their figures. Thus on the 1st

of March in Thiiringcn a ceremony is per-

formed called " Driving out the Death."

The young people make up a figure of straw,

dress it in old clothes, carry it out and throw

it into the river. Then they come back, tell
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the good news to the village, and are given

eggs and food as a reward. In Bohemia the

children carry out a straw pupi)et and burn

it. While they are burning it they sing—

'•Now carry we Death out of the village,

The new Suniiner into the village.

Welcome, dear Summer.

Green little corn."

In other parts of Bohemia the song varies

;

it is not Summer that comes back but Life.

" We have carried away Death,

And brought back Life."

In both these cases it is interesting to

note that though Death is dramatically

carried out, the coming l>ack of Life is only

announced, not enacted.

Often, and it Mould seem quite naturally,

the puppet r^])resenting Death or Winter is

reviled and roughly handled, or pelted with

stones, and treated in some way as a sort of

scapegoat. But in not a few cases, and these

are of sj^ecial interest, it seems to be the seat

of a sort of magical potency which can be and

is transferred to the figure of Summer or

Life, thus causing, as it were, a sort of Resur-
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rcction. In Lusatia the women only carry

out the Death. They are dressed in black

themselves as mourners, but the puppet of

straw which they dre-« up as the Death wears

a white shirt. Th(, carry it to the village

boundary, followed by boys thro^^^ng stones,

and there tear it to pieces. Then they cut

down a tree and dress it in the white shirt

of the Death and carry it home singing.

So at the Feast of the Ascension in Tran-

sylvania. After morning service the girls of

the village dress up the Death; they tie a

threshed-out sheaf of com into a rough copy

of a head and body, and stick a broomstick

through the body for ar-iis. Then they

dress the figure up in the ordinary holitlay

clothes of a peasant girl—a red hood, silver

brooches, and ribbons galore. They put the

Death at an open window that all the people

when they go to vespers may see it. Vespers

over, two girls take the Death by the arms

and walk in front ; the rest follow. They sing

an ordinary church hymn. Having wound

through the village they go to another house,

shut out the boys, strip the Death of its clothes,

and throw the straw body out of the window

to the boys, who fling it into a river. Then
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one of the girls is dressed in the Death's

(hscarded clothes, and the procession a<;ain

winds through the village. The same hymn
is sung. Thus it is clear that the girl is a

sort of resuscitated Death. This resurrection

aspect, this passing of the old into the new,

will be seen to be of great ritual importance

when we come to Dionysos and the Dithyramb.

These ceremonies of Death and Life are

more complex than the simple carrying in

of green boughs or even the dancing round

maypoles. When we have these figures,

these " impersonations," we arc getting away
from the merely emotional dance, from the

domain of simple psychological motor dis-

charge to something that is very like rude

art, at all events to personification. On this

question of personification, in which so much
of art and religion has its roots, it is all-

important to be clear.

In discussions on such primitive rites as
" Carrying out the Death," " Bringing in

Sunmicr," we are often told that the puppet
of the girl is carried round, buried, burnt;

brought back, because it " personifies the

S})irit of Vegetation," or it " embodies the

«^---<-Ti7?.
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Spirit of Summer." Tiic Spirit of \ egeta-

tiou is
'' incarnate in the puppet." \Ne are

led bv this wav of speakinJ,^ to suppose that

the savage or the villager first forms an idea

or conception of a Spirit of Vegetation and

then later "embodies" it. We naturally

wonder that he should perform a mental act

so high and difficult as abstraction.

A very little consideration shows that he

performs at first no abstraction at all
;
abstrac-

tion is foreign to his mental habit. He begins

with a vague excited dance to relieve his

emotion. That dance has, probably almost

from the first, a leader; the dancers choose an

actual person, and he is the root and ground

of personification. There is nothing mys-

terious about the process ; the leader does

not
'• embodv " a previously conceived idea,

rather he begets it. From his personality

springs the personification. The abstract

idea arises from the only thing it possibly can

arise from, the concrete fact. Without per-

ception there is no conception. We noted in

speaking of dances (p. 43) how the dance got

generalized: how from many commemora-

tions of actual hunts and battles there arose

the hunt dance and the war dance. So, from
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Jiiany actual living personal May Queens and
Deaths, from many actual men and women
decked with leaves, or trees dressed uj) as
men and women, arises the Tree Spirit, the

Vcfjctation Spirit, the Death.
At the back, then, of the fact of personifica-

tion lies the fact that the emotion is felt

collectively, the rite is performed by a band
or chorus who dance together xdth a common
leader. Round that leader the emotion cen-
tres. When there is an act of Carrj'ing-out
or Rringing-in he either is himself the puppet
or he carries it. Emotion is of the whole
band; drama doing tends to focus on the
leader. This leader, this focus, is then
remembered, thought of, imaged; from being
perceived year by year, he is finally conceived!
but his basis is always in actual fact of which
he is but the reflection.

Had there been no periodic festivals, per-
sonification might long have halted. Rut
it is easy to see that a recurrent perception
helps to form a permanent abstract concep-
tion. The different actual recurrent May
Kings and '' Deaths," because they recur,
get a sort of permanent life of their own and
become beings apart. In this way a concep-

^.--mjiT*-' ;5^r3»^r.'-.'«r:jii*ttdci«&'s»
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tion, a kind of daimon, or spirit, is fashioned,

who dies and lives again in a perpetual cycle.

The periodic festival begets a kind of not

immortal, but perennial, god.

Yet the faculty of conception is but dim

and feeble in the mind even of the peasant

to-day ; his function is to perceive the actual

fact year by year, and to feel about it. Per-

haps a simple instance best makes this clear.

The Greek Church does not gladly suffer

images in the round, though she delights in

picture-images, eikons. But at her great spring

festival of Easter she makes, in the remote

villages, concession to a strong, perhaps

imperative, popular need; she allows an

image, an actual idol, of the dead Christ to

be laid in the tomb that it may rise again.

A traveller in Euboca * during Holy Week

had been struck by the genuine grief shown

at the Good Friday services. On Easter Eve

there was the same general gloom and de-

spondency, and he asked an old woman why

it was. She answered : " Of course I am

anxious ; for if Christ does not rise to-morrow,

we shall have no corn this year."

1 J. C. Lawson, Modern Greek Folk-lore and Ancient

Rdigion, p. 573.
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The old woman's state of mind is fairly

clear. Her emotion is the old emotion, not

sorrow for the Christ the Son of Mary, but

fear, inmiinent fear for the failure of food.

The Christ again is not the historieal Christ

of .Tudiea, still less the inearnation of the

Godhead proeeedint; from the Father; he is

the actual figure fashioned by his village

chorus and laid by tlie priests, the leaders of

that chorus, in the local sepulchre.

So far, then, we have seen that the vague
emotional dance tends to become a periodic

rite, performed at regular intervals. The
periodic rite may occur at any date of im-

portance to the food-supply of the community,
in summer, in winter, at the coming of the

annual rains, or the regular rising of a river.

Among Mediterranean peoples, botli in ancient

days and at the present time, the Spring

Festival arrests attention. Having learnt the

general characteristics of this Spring Festival,

we have now to turn to one particular case,

the S])ring Festival of the Greeks. This is all-

important to us because, as will be seen, from

the ritual of this and kindred festivals arose, wo
believe, a great form of Art, the Greek drama.
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Tin: tragedies of .Ksch> Ins, Sophocles, a?i(l

Euripides were performed at Atlicns at a

festival known as the Great Dionysia. This

took place early in April, so that the time

itself makes us suspect that its ceremonies

were connected with the spring. Hut '^e

have more certain evidence. Aristotle, in his

treatise on the Art of Poetry, raises the

question of the origin of the drama. He was

not sj)ecially interested in primitive ritual;

beast dances and spring nuunmeries might

even have seemed to him mere savagery, the

lowest form of " imitation ;" but he divined

that a structure so comj)lex as Greek tragedy

must have arisen out of a simpler form; he

saw, or felt, in fact, that art had in some way

risen out of ritual, and he has left us a

memorable statement.

In describing the '' Carrying-out of Summer"

we saw that the element of real drama, real
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iiupcrsonation, bt«,'au with the kach-rs of the
band, with the Queen of the May, and with the
"Death" or the "Winter." CJreat is our deh,i,dit

wlien we iind tliat for (Jreek draina Aristotle '

divined a like bi<,'innin<,'. lie says :

" Tragedy— as also Comedy—was at fn-st

mere imj)rovisation— the one (tragedy) origin-

(lUd idth the leaders of the Dithyramb."

The further question faces us: What was
the Dithyramb ? We shall find to our joy that
this obscure-sounding Dithyramb, thougli be-
fore Aristotle's time it had taken literary form,
was in origin a festival closely akin to those
we have just been discussing. The Dithy-
ramb was, to begin with, a spring ritual ; and
when Aristotle tells us tragedy arose out of the
Dithyramb, he gives us, though perhaps half
unconsciously, a clear instance of a s])lendid

art that arose from the simplest of rites;

lie plants our theory of the connection of art
with ritual firmly with its feet on historical

ground.

When we use the word " dithyrambic " we
certainly do not ordinarily think of s])ring.

1 Poetics, IV, 12.
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We say a style is " (iitliyranibic " when it is

unmeasured, too ornate, impassioned, tlowny.

The (ireeks themselves had forgotten that

the word Dithyramb meant a leaping, in-

spired danee. Uut they had not forgotten

on what oecasion that danee was daneed.

Pindar wrote a Dithyramb for the Dionysiac

festival at Athens, and his song is full of

springtime and (lowers, lie bids all the gods

eome to Athens to danee flower-erowncd.

" Look uj)on the dance, Olympians ; send

us the graee of Vietory, ye gods who come to

the heart of our city, where many feet are

treading and ineense steams : in saered Athens

come to the holy eentre-stone. Take your

portion of garlands pansy-twined, libations

poured from the culling of spring. . . .

" Come liither to the god with ivy bound.

Bromios we mortals name Him, and Him of

the mighty Voice. . . . The clear signs of his

Fulfdment arc not hidden, whensoever the

chamber of the purple-robed Hours is opened,

and nectarous flowers lead in the fragrant

spring. Then, then, are flung over the

immortal Earth, lovely petals of pansies, and

roses are amid our hair; and voices of song
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arc loud among the pipes, the dancing-floors
are loud with the calling of crowned Scincle."'

Bromios, '• He of the loud cry," is a title of

Dionysos. Senicle is his mother, the Earth;
we keep her name in Nova Zetnbla, "New
Earth." The song might have been sung at
a " C arrying-in of Summer." The IIora%
the Seasons, a chorus of maidens, lead in the
figure of Spring, the Queen of the May, and
they call to Mother Earth to wake, to rise lyj

from the earth, flower-crowned.

You may hritifi back the life of the Spring
'1 the form of a tree or a maiden, or you mav
summon her to rise from the sleeping Earth.
In Greek mythology we are most familiar with
the Rising-up form. Persephone, the daughter
of Demeter. is carri-d below the Earth, and
rises up again year by year. On Greek vase-
paintings 1 the scene occurs again and again.
A mound of earth is represented, sometimes
surmounted by a tree; out of the mound a
woman's figure rises ; and all about the mound
are figures of tlancing danions waiting to
welcome her.

' .See my Themif', p. 419. (1912.)
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All this is not mere late poetry and art.

It is the primitive art and poetry that c • les

straight out of ritual, out of aetual ''
* h: -^'S

done," dromena. In the village of Megara,

near Athens, the very place where to-day on

Easter Tuesday the hills are covered with

throngs of dancing men, and specially women,

Pausanias ' saw near the City Hearth a rock

called " Anaklcthra, * Place of Calling-up,'

because, if any one will believe it, when she

was wandering in search of her daughter,

Demetcr called her up there "
; and he adds :

" The women to this day perform rites

analogous to the story told."

These rites of '' Calling up " must have been

spring rites, in wiiich, in some pantomimic

dance, the uprising of the Earth Spirit was

enacted.

Another festival of Uprising is j.erhaps more

primillve and instructive, because it is near

akin to the " Carrying out of Winter," and

also because it shows clearly the close con-

nection of these rites with the food-supply.

Plutarch - tells us of a festival held every

nine years at Delphi. It was called from the

name of the puppet used Charila, a word

1 1. 43. 2. ^ Qucust. (Jrac. .MI.
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wiiich originally meant Spring-Maiden, and
is connected with the Russian word yaro,

"Spring," and is also akin vO the Greek
Charis, " grace," in the sense of increase,
" Give us all grace.'' The rites of Charila,

the Ciraoious One, the Spring-Maiden, were
as follows :

'' The king presided and made a distribution

in public of grain and pulse to all, both citizens

and strangers. And the child-image of Charila

is brought in. When they had all received

their share, the king struck the image with

his sandal, the leader of the Thyiades lifted

the image and took it away to a precipitous

place, and there tied a rope round the neck

of the image and buried it."

Mr. Calderon has shown that very similar

rites go on to-day in Rulgaria in honour of

Yarilo, the Spring (iod.

The image is beaten, insulted, let down into

some cleft or cave. It is clearly a '' Carrying

out the Death," though we do not know the

exact rlate at which it was celebrated. It had
its st^uel in another festival at Delphi called

llt-roifi. or the " Heroine." Plutarch ^ says it
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was too mystical and secret to describe, but
he lets us know the main gist.

" Most of the ceremonies of the Ilcrois have
a mystical reason which is known to the

Thyiades, but from the rites that are done
in public, one may conjecture it to be a
' IJringin<T up of Semelc.'

"

Some (Mie or sotnctliing, a real woman,
or more likely the buried puppet Char ila,

the Spring-Maiden, was brought up from the

ground to enact and magically induce the

coming of Spring.

These ceremonies of beating, driving out.

burying, have all with the Greeks, as with
the savage and the modern peasant, but
one real object : to get rid of the season that

is bad for food, to bring in and revive the new
supply. This comes out very clearly in a
ceremony that went on down to Plutarch's

time, and he tells us ^ it was " ancestral."

It was called " the Driving out of Ox-hunger."
By Ox-hunger was meant any great ravenous
hunger, and the very intensity and monstrosity

(»f the word takes us back to days when
1 Qn rat. Symp., 693 f.
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faii.'ine was a grim reality. Wiien Plutarch

was archon he had, as chief official, to per-

form the ceremony at the Prytaneion, or

Common Hearth. A slave was taken, beaten

with rods of a magical plant, and driven out

of doors to the words :
" Out witli Ox-hunger !

In with Wealth and Health!" Here we see

the actual sensation, or emotion, of ravenous

hunger gets a name, and thereby a person-

ality, though a less completely abstracted

one than Death or Summer. We do not know
that the ceremony of Driving out Ox-hunger

was performed in the spring, it is only in-

stanced here because, more plainly even than

the Charila, when the king distributes pulse and

peas, it shows the relation of ancient mimic

ritual to food-supply.

If we kee}) clearly in mind the object rather

than the exact date of the Spring Song we shall

avoid many difliculties. A Dithyramb was

sung at Delphi through the winter months,

which at first seems odd. But we nmst re-

member that among agricultural peoples the

performance of magical ceremonies to promote

fertility and the food supply may begin at any

moment after the earth is ploughed and the

seed sown. The sowing of the seed is its death
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and burial; "that which thou sowest is not

quickened except it die." When the death

and burial are once accomplished the hope of

resurrection and new birth begins, and with the

hope the magical ceremonies that may help

to fulfil that hope. The Sun is new-born in

midwinter, at the solstice, and our 'New"
year follows, yet it is in the spring that, to this

day, we keep our great resurrection festiv a!.

We return to our argument, holding

steadily in our minds this connection. The
Dithyramb is a Spring Song at a Spring

Festival, and the importance of the S[)ring

Festival is that it magically promotes the

food-supply.

Do we know any more about the Dithy-

ramb? Happily yes, and the next point is

as curious as significant.

Pindar, in one of his Odes, asks a strange

question

:

Whence did appear the Graces of Dimysos,
With the Bull-driving Dithyramb ?

"

Scholars have broken their own heads and
one another's to find a meaning and an

answer to the odd query. It is only quite
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lately that thoy have come at all to sec that

the Dithyramb was a Spring Song, a primitive

rite. J'ornierly it was considered to be a

rather elaborate form of lyric poetry invented

comparatively hite. But, even allowing it

is the Spring Song, are we much further ?

Why should the Dithyramb be bull-driving ?

How can driving a Bull help the spring to

come V And, above all, what are the " slender-

ankled ' Graces doing, helping to drive the

great unwieldy Bull ?

The difficulty about the (Iraccs, or Charites,

as th ireeks called them, is soon settled.

Thev e the Seasons, or "Hours." and the

chief Reason, or IIou; was Spring herself.

T} y are called CI ari

Llicy are, in the >

" Givers of all gra

physical and spirit i .i.

to come driv ,' in I

why the Gi\ > all

rami), the Spri' Soi

>. or Graces, because

of the Collect, the

bat is. of all increase

3ut why do they want

I
'! It is easy to see

iCe -ad the Dithy-

tli r- coming, with

their " fruits in e st a^or? the very gist

of the Dithyrami . but ^^h^ .s the Dithyramb
" bull-driving "? Is ' as nere " poetical

"

epithet ? If it is, it .> not particularly

poetical.
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But, Pindar is not, wc now know, merely

being " poetical," which amounts, according to

some scholars, to meaning anything or nothing.

He is describing, alluding to, an actual rite or

dromenon in which a Bull is summoned and

driven to come in spring. About that we

must be clear. Plutarch, the first anthro-

pologist, wrote a little treatise called Greek

Questions, in which he tells us all the strange

out-of-the-way rites and customs he saw in

Greece, and then asks himself what they

meant. In his 36th Question he asks :
'' Why

do the women of Elis summon Dionysos in

their hymns to be present with them with

his bull-foot? " And then, by a piece of

luck that almost makes o.ie's heart stand

still, he gives us the very words of the little

ritual hynm the women sang, our earliest

*• Jiiill-driving " Spring Song

:

• In Spring-time,^ O Dionysos,

To thy holy temple come

;

To Elis with thy Graces,

Rushing with thy bull-foot, come.

Noble Bull, Noble Bull."

i The words " in Spring-time " depend on an emenda-

tion to me convincing. See my Themis, p. 205, not© )..
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It is a strange primitive picture—the holy

woiucii standing in springtime in front of

the temjile, summoning the Bull; and the
Bull, garlanded and filleted, rushing to-

>\ards them, driven by the Graces, probably
three real women, three Queens of the May,
wreathed and flower-bedecked. But what
does it mean?

Plutarch tries to answer his own question,

and half, in a dim, confused fashion, succeeds.
" Is it," he suggests, " that sonie entitle the

god as • Born of a Bull ' and as a ' Bull
'

himself ? ... or is it that many hold the god
is the beginner of sowing and ploughing? "

We have seen how a kind of daimon, or spirit,

of Winter or Summer arose from an actual

tree or maid or man disguised vear bv year
as a tree. Did the god Dionysos take his

rise in like fasliion from the driving and
sunmioning year by year of some holy Bull?

First, we must notice that it was not only
at Elis that a holy Bull appears at the Sj)ring

Festival. Plutarch asks another instructive

Questim:^ 'Who auiong the Delphians is

the Sanetifier ? " And we find to our amaze-
ment that the sunctifier is a Bull. A Bull

' IX.
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who not only is holy himself, but is so lioly

that he has power to make others holy, he

is the Sanctifter; and, most important for us,

he sanctifies by his death in the month

Bysios, the month that fell, Plutarch tells

us,
'' at the beginning of spring, the time of

the blossoming of many plants."

We do not hear that the " Sanctifter " at

Delphi was " driven," but in all probability

he was led from house to house, that every

one might partake in the sanctity that simply

exuded from him. At Magnesia,^ a city of

Asia Minor, we have more particulars. There,

at the annual fair year by year the stewards

of the city bought a liull, " the finest that

could be got." and at the new moon of the

month at the beginning of seedtime they

dedicated it. for the city's welfare. The Bull's

sanctified life began with the opening of the

agricultural year, whether with the spring or

the autumn j)loughing we do not know. The

dedication of the Bull was a high solemnity.

He was led in procession, at the head of

which went the chief priest and priestess of

the city. With them went a herald and the

sacrificer. and two bands of youths and

' .See my Themis, p. 151.
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maidens. So holy was the Rull that nothing

unlucky might come near him; the youtlis

and maidens must have both their parents

alive, they nmst not have been under the

taboo, the infection, of death. The herald

])ronouneed aloud a prayer lor "" the safety

of the city and tlu- land, and the citizens,

and the Avonicn and chiUhen, ior peace and

wealth, and for the bringing forth of gram
and of all the other fruits, and of cattle."

All this longing for fcrtihty, for food and

children, focuses round the holy Ihill, whose

holiness is his strength and fruitfulncss.

The Bull thus solemnly set apart, charged

as it were with the luck < i the whole people,

is fed at the public cost. The olliciul charged

with his keep has to drive him into the

market-})laee, and " it is good lor those corn-

merchants who give the Bull grain as a gift,"

good for them because they are feeding,

nurturing, the luck of the State, which is

their own luck. So through autumn and

winter the Bull lives on, but early in April

the end comes. Again a great procession is

led forth, the senate and the priests walk in

it, and with them come rei)resentatives of

each class of the State—children and young
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boys, and youths just come to manh<x>H,

cphcboiy as the Greeks called them. The Rull

is sacriticed, and why ? Why must a thing

so holy die ? Why not live out the term of

his life ? He dies bccnuse he is so holy, that

he may give his holiness, his strength, lus

lif<', just at the moment it is holiest, to his

peoj)le.

" When they shall have saerifiecd the Hull,

kt them divide it up aniouj,' thobc who took

part in tiie procession."

The mandate is clear. The [)r()eession

included representatives of the uholr Sttite.

The holy flesh is not offered to a ffod, it is

eaten—to every man his portion—by each

and every citizen, that he may get his share

of the strength of the Rull, of the luck of the

State.

Now at Magnesia, after the holy civic

communion, the meal shared, we hear no

more. Next year a fresh Bull will be chosen,

and the cycle begin again. But at Athens

at the annual " Ox-murder," the Bouphonia,

as it was called, the scene did not ao close.

The ox was slain with all solenmity, and ail
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those present [)artook of the flesh, and then
- the hide was stuffed with straw and sewed

up, and next the stuffed animal was set on
its feet and yoked to a ploupjh as though it

were ploughing. The Death is followed by
a Resurrection. Now this is all-important.

We are so accustomed to think of sacrifice as

the death, the giving up, the renouncing of

something. But sacrifice does not mean
" deatii " at all. It means making holy,

sanctifying; and holiness was to primitive

man just special strength and life. What
they wanted from the Bull was just that

sj)ecial life and strength which all the year

long they had put into him, and nourished

and fostered. That life was in his blood.

They could not eat that flesh nor drink that

blood unless they killed him. So he must die.

But it was not to give him up to the gods that

thev killed him, not to " sacrifice " him in our

sense, but to have him, keep him, eat him, live

by him and through him, by his grace.

And so this killing of the sacred beast was
always a terrible thing, a thing they fain would

have shirked. They fled away after the deed,

not looking backwards; they publicly tried

and condenmcd the axe that struck the blow.
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But their best hope, their strongest desire,

V s that he had not, could not, really have

uicd. So this intense desire uttered itself in

the dromenon of his resurrection. If he did

not rise again, how could they plough and

sow again next year ? He must live again, he

should, he did.

The Athenians were a little ashamed of

their " Ox-murder," with its grotesque panto-

mime of the stuffed, resurrected beast. Just

so some of us now-a-days are getting a little

shy of deliberately cursing our neighbours

on Ash Wednesday. They probably did not

feel very keenly about their food-supply, they

thought their daily dinner was secure. Any-

how the emotion that had issued in the panto-

mime was dead, though from sheer habit the

pantomime v/ent on. Probably some of the

less educated among them thought there

" might be something in it," and anyhow it

was " as well to be on the safe side." The
queer ceremony had got associated with the

worsliip of Olympian Zeus, and with him you

must reckon. Then perhaps your brother-

in-law was the Ox-striker, and anyhow it was

desirable that the women should go ; some of

the well-born girls had to act as water-curriers.

«...
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The Ox-murder was obsolete at Athens, but

the sj)irit of the rite is ahve to-day among
the Ainos in the remote island of Saghalien.

Among the Ainos the Hear is what psyeholo-

gists rather oddly call the main " food focus,"

the chief *' value centre." And well he may
be. Bear's flesh is the Ainos stai)le food ; they

eat it both fresh and salted; bearskins are

their principal clothing; part of their taxes

are paitl in bear's fat. The Aino men spend

the autunm, winter and spring in hunting the

Hear. Yet we are told the Ainos " worship

the Hear "
; they apply to it the name Kcnnui,

which has been translated god ; but it is a

word applied to all strangers, and so only

means what catches attention, and hence is for-

midable. In the religion of the Ainos '" the

Bear plays a chief part," says one writer. The
Bear " receives idolatrous veneration," says

another. They " worship it after their fashion,"

says a third. Have we another case of "the
heathen in his blindness " ? Only here he
" bows down " not to " gods of wood and
stone," but to a live thing, uncouth, shambling

but gracious—a Bear.

Instead of theorizing as to what the Aino
thinks and imagines, let us observe his doings^
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his dromcna, his rites ; and most of all his

great spring and autumn rite, the dromenon

of the liear. We shall find that, detail for

detail, it strangely resembles the Greek dro-

menon of the Bull.

As winter draws to a close among the

Ainos, a young Bear is trapped and brought

into the village. At first an Aino woman
suckles him at her breast, then later he is

fed on his favourite food, fish—his tastes arc

semi-polar. When lie is at his full strength,

that is, when he threatens to break the cage

in which he lives, the feast is held. This is

usually in September, or October, that is

when the season of bear-hunting begins.

Before the feast begins the Ainos apologize

profusely, saying that they have been good

to the Bear, they can feed him no longer, they

nmst kill him. Then the man who gives the

Bear-feast invites his relations and friends,

and if the community be small nearly the

whole village attends. On the occasion

described by Dr. Scheube about thirty Ainos

were present, men, women, and children, all

dressed in their best clothes. The woman of

the house who had suckled the Bear sat by

herself, sad and silent, only now and then she

', m'f-''
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burst into helpless tears. The ceremony
began with libations made to the fire-god and
to the house-god set up in a comer of the

house. Next the master and some of the

guests left the hut and offered libations in

front of the Bear's cage, A few drops were
presented to him in a saucer, which he
promptly upset. Then the women and girls

danced round the cage, rising and hoj)ping

on their toes, and as they danced they clapped
their hands and chanted a monotonous chant.

The mother and some of the old women cried

as they danced and stretched out their arms
to the Bear, calling iiim loving names. The
young women who had nursed no Bears
laughed, after the manner of the young. The
Bear began to get upset, and rushed round
his cage, howling lamentably.

Next came a ceremony of special significance

which is never omitted at the sacrifice of a
Bear. Libations were offered to the inabos,

sacred wands which stand outside the Aino
hut. These wands are about two feet Iiigh

and are whittled at the top into spiral shavings.
Five new wands with bamboo leaves attached to

them are set up for the festival; the leaves
according to the Ainos mean that the Bear
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may come to life again. These wands are

specially interesting. The chief focus of

attention is of course the Bear, because his

flesh is for the Aino his staple food. But

vegetation is not quite forgotten. Tlie animal

life of the Bear and the vegetable life of the

bamboo-leaves are thought of together.

Then comes the actual sacrifice. The Bear

is led out of his cage, a rope is thrown round

his neck, and he is perambulated round the

neighbourhood of the hut. We do not hear

that among the Ainos he goes in procession

round the village, but among the Gilyaks, not

far away in Eastern Siberia, the Bear is led

about the villages, and it is held to be specially

important that he should be dragged down

to the river, for this will ensure the village

a plentiful supply of fish. lie is then, among

the Gilyaks, taken to each hut in the village,

and fish, brandy, and other delicacies are

offered to him. Some of the people prostrate

themselves in front of him and his coming into

a house brings a blessing, and if he snuffs

at the food, that brings a blessing too.

To return to the Aino Bear. While he is

being led about the hut the men, headed by a

chief, shoot at the Bear with arrows tipped

'wi
-'P''
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with buttons. But the ol).iect of tlie shooting

is not to kill, only apparently to irritate him.

He is killed at last without shcddincr of his

sacred blood, and we hojie without mueh pain.

He is taken in front of the sacred wands, a

stick placed in his mouth, and nine men

]>rcss his neck arrainst a beam ; he dies without

a sound. Meantime the women and girls,

who stand behind the men, dance, lament, and

beat the men who are killing their Rear.

The body of the dead R-^ar is then laid on a

mat before the sacred wands. A sword and

quiver, taken from the wands, are hung about

the Rear. If it is a Slie-Rear it is also be-

decked with a necklace and rings. Food and

drink, millet broth and millet cakes are

offered to it. It is decked as an Aino, it is

fed as an Aino. It is clear that the Rear is

in some sense a human Rear, an Aino. The

men sit down on mats in front of the Rear and

offer libations, and themselves drink deep.

Now that the death is fairly over the

mourning ends, and all is feasting and merri-

ment. Even the old women lament no more.

Cakes of millet are scrambled for. The bear

is skinned and disembowelled, the trunk is

severed from the head, to which the skin is
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left lianpfinfT. The blood, which init,'ht not
be shed before, is now carefully collected in

cups and eii<?eily drunk by the men, for the
blood is the life. The liver is cut up and eaten
raw. The flesh and the rest of the vitals are

kept for the day next but one, when it is

divided among all persons j)resent at the
feast. It is what the Greeks call a dais, a
meal divided or distributed. While the Rej.

is being dismembered the girls dance, .a

front of the sacred wands, arxl the old women
again lament. The liear's brain is extracted

from his head and eaten, and the skull, severeil

from the skin, is hung on a pole near the

sacred wands. Thus it would seem the life

and strength of tlie bear is brought near to

the living growth of the leaves. The stick

with which the Hear was gagged is also hung
on the pole, and with it the sword and quiver
he had worn after his death. The whole
congregation, men and women, dance about
this strange maypole, and a great drinking

bout, in which all men and women alike

join, ends the feast.

The rite varies as to detail in different

places. Among the Gilyaks the Bear is

dressed after death in full Gilyak costume and
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seated on a heiuli of honour. In one j)art

the bones and skull are carried out by the

oldest |)eo|)le to a place in tlie forest not far

from the villa<,'e. There all the bones except

the skull are buried. After that a youni,' tree

is felled a few inciies abo\e the pfround, its

stump is cleft, and the skull wetlj^'ed into the

cleft. When the j^rass grows over the spot

the skull disappears and there is an end of the

Rear. Sometimes the Rear's flesh is eaten

in s[)ecial vessels j)repared for this festival

and only used at it. These vessels, wliich

include bowls, platters, spoons, are elabor-

ately carved with figures of bears and other

devices.

Through all varieties in detail the main
in*:cnt is the same, and it is itlentical with that

of the rite of the holy RuU in Greece and the

maypole of our forefathers, (ireat is the sanc-

tity of the Rear or the Rull or tlie Tree; the

Rear for a hunting |)eoj)le ; the Rvdl for nomads,

later for agriculturists; the Tree for a forest

folk. On the Rear and the Rull and the Tree

arc focussed the desire of the whole people.

Rear antl Rull and Tree are sacred, that is,

set apart, because full of a special life and
strengvh intensclv desired. Thcv are led and
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carried about from liousc to house that their

sanctity may touch all, and avail for all; the

animal dies that he may he eaten: the Tree
is torn to pieces that ;ill may have a fraj^ment;

and.ahoveall, Hear and Hull and Treedieonly
that they may live again.

We have seen (p. 71) that, out of the pup|)et

or the May Queen, actually pcrcvivcd year after

year there arose a remembrance, a mental
ima«,'e. an imagined Tree Spirit, or " Summer,"
or Death, a thing never actually seen but con-

ceived. Just so \vith the liull. Year bv vear
in the various villages of Greece was seen an
actual holy Hull, and bit by bit from the

remembrance of these various holy IJulls,

who only died to live again each year, there

arose the image of a Hull-Sj)irit. or IJull-

Daimon, and finally, if we like to call him s(
,

a Bull-God. The growth of this idea, this

conception, must have been much helped by
the fact that in some ))1aces the dancers

attendant on the holy Bull dressed up as

bulls and cows. The women worshippers of

Dionysos, we are told, wore bulls' horns in

imitation of tlie god. for they represented him
ill pictures as having a bull's head, lie

*«3j.g2
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know that a man docs not turn into a bull,

or a bull into a man, the hnc of demarcation

is clearly drawn : but the rustic has no such

conviction even to-day. Thiit crone, his af,'ed

aunt, may any day conn- in at the wirxlow

in the sfiapc of a black eat ; wiiy should she

not? It is not, then, tli.it ;i «,'od "takes upon

him the form of a bull." or is ••incarnate in a

b»dl," but that the real Hull and the worshipper

dressed as a bull arc seen and remetubered

an<l f^ivc rise to an ima<,Mru'd Hull-(iod; but,

it should be observed, onlv amonj,' L'ifted,

imajjinative, that is, imaj[»e-makinfj. peoples.

The Ainos have their actual holy l?ear, as the

lireeks ha<l their holy Hull: l)ut with them
out of the succession of holy Hears there arises,

alas I no liear-Ciod.

We have dwelt lon«^ on the Hidl-drivint?

Dithyramb, because it was not obvious on

the face of it how driving a bull could help

the comuig of spring. We understand now
why, on the day before the tragedies were per-

formed at Athens, the young men (cpheboi)

brought in not only the human figure of the

god, but also a Bull "worthy" of the God.

We understand, too, why in addition to the
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tragedies performed at the great festival,

Ditliyrambs were also sung—" Bull-driving

Dithyrambs."

We come nexl to a third aspect of the

Dithyramb, and one i)erhaps the most im-

portant of all for the understanding of art,

and especially the drama. The Dithyramb

xi.as the Song and Dance of the Xeiv Birth.

Plato is discussing various sorts of odes

or songs. '" Some," he says, " are prayers

to the gods—these are called hipnns : others

of an opposite sort might best be called

dirges ; another sort a-e 'pecans, and another

— the birth of i:)ionysos, I suppose— is called

Dithyramb.'' Plato is not much interested

in Dithyrambs. To him they are just a

particular kind of choral song; it is doubtful

if lie even knew that they were Spring Songs

;

but this he did know, though he throws out

the information carelessly—the Dithyramb

had for its proper subject the birth or

coming to be, the genesis of Dionysos.

The common usage of Greek poetry bears

out Plato's statement. When a poet is going

to describe the birth of Dionysos he calls

the god by the title Dithyrambos. Thus
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an inscribed hymn found at Dclplii ^ opens

thus :

" Come, O l)ith\rambos, Racchos, come.

l^romios, come, and cominfjj with thee bring

Holy hours of thine own holy sprinij.

All the stars danced for joy. Mirth

Of mortals hailed thee, Racchos, at thy

birth."

The Dithyramb is the song of the birth, and

the birth of Dionysos is in the spring, the

time of the maypole, the time of the holy

Bull.

And now we come to a curious tiling. We
have seen how a spirit, a danion, and perhaps

ultimately a god, develops out of an actual

rite. Dionysos the Tree-God, the Spirit of

Vegetation, is but a maypole once perceived,

then remembered and conceived. Dionysos,

the Ruli-God, is but the actual holy Rull

himself, or rather the succession of annual

holy Rulls oR(!e perceived, then remembered,

' See my Frolegomeiia, p. 439.
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generalized, conceived. But the god con-

ceived will surely always be made i.i the image,

the mental image, of the fact perceived. If,

then, we have a song and dance of the hirih

of Dionvsos, shall we not, as in the Christian

religion,^ have a child-god, a holy babe, a

Saviour in the manger: at first in original

form as a calf, then as a human child ? Now

it is quite true that in Greek religion there is a

babe Dionvsos called Liknites, '' Him of the

Cradle." ^ The rite of waking up, or bringing

to light, the child Liknites was performed each

year" at Delphi by the holy women.

But it is equally clear and certain that the

Dionvsos of Cireck worship and of the drama

was not a babe in the cradle. He was a goodly

youth in the first bloom of manhood, with the

down upon his cheek, the time when. Homer

says,
- youth is most gracious." This is the

Dionysos that we know in statuary, the fair,

dreamy youth sunk in reverie; this is the

Dionysos whom Pentheus despised and in-

sulted because of his young beauty hke a

woman's. Rut how could such a Dionysos

arise out of a rite of birth? He could not, and

he did not. The Dithyramb is also the song

1 Proltgotnena, p. 402.
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of the second or new birth, the Dithvranibos

is the twice-born.

This the Greeks themselves knew. By a

false etymology they explained the word
Dithyramhos as meaning " He of the double

door." their word thyra being the same as

our door. They were quite mistaken ; Dithy'

ramhos, modern philology tells us, is the Divine

Leaper, Dancer, and Lifegiver. Hut their

false etymology is important to us, because

it shows that they believed the Dithyrambos
was the twice-born. Dionysos was born,

they fabled, once of his mother, like all men.
once of his father's thigh, like no man.
But if the Dithyrambos, the young Dio-

nysos, like the Bull-God, the Tree-(iod, arises

from a drojncnon, a rite, what is the rite of

second birth from which it arises ?

We look in vain among our village customs.

If ever rite of second birth existed, it is dead
and buried. We turn to anthropology for

hel]), and find this, the rite of the second birth,

widespread, universal, over half the savage
work!.

With the savage, to be twice born is the rule,

not the exception. By his first birth he
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comes into the world, by his second he is born

into his tribe. At his first birth he belongs

to his mother and the women-folk; at his

second he becomes a full-fledged man and

l)asses into the society of the warriors of his

tribe. This second birth is a little dilFicult

for us to realize. A boy with us passes very

gradually from childhood to manhood, there

is no definite moment when he suddenly

emerges as a man. Little by little as his

education advances he is admitted to the

social privileges of the circle in which he is

born. He goes to school, enters a workshop

or a university, and finally adopts a trade or a

profession. In the case of girls, in whose uj>

bringing primitive savagery is apt to linger,

there is still, in certain social strata a ceremony

known as Coming Out. A girl's dress is

suddenl>- lengthened, lier hair is put up, she

is allowed to wear jewels, she kisses her sove-

reign's hand, a dance is given in her honour,

al)ruptly, from her seclusion in the cocoon state

of the schoolroom, she emerges full-blown into

society. But the custom, with its half-

realized savagery, is already dying, and with

boys it does not obtain at all. Both sexes share,

of course, the religious rite of Confirmation.
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To avoid harsli (iistinctions, to brid^'o over

abrupt transitions, is always a mark of

advancing,' civilization; but the savag'^ in

liis ignorance and fear, lamentably c ver-

strcsses distinctions and transitions. The

long process of education, of passing fro "•

child to man, is with him condensed into a

few davs, weeks, or sometimes months of

tremendous educational emi^hasis—of what

is called " initiation," " going in," that is,

entering the tribe. The ceremonies vary,

but the gist is ahvays substantially the same.

The boy is to put away childish things, and

I)ecomc a grown and competent tribesman.

Above all he is to cease to be a woman-thing

and become a man. Ilis initiation prepares

him for his two chief functions as a tribesman

—to be a warrior, to be a father. That to the

savage is the main if not tho whole Duty of Man.

This "'initiation" is of tremendous impor-

tance, and we should expect, what in fact

we find, tliat all this emotion that centres

about it issues in dromcna, " rites done."

Tliesc rites are very various, but they all

point one moral, that the former things are

passed away and that the new-born man has

entered on a new life.
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Simplest perhaps of all, ami most instruc-

tive, is the rite priietiscd by the Kikuyii

of British East Afriea,^ who reciuirc that

every boy, just before circumcision, must be

born again. " The mother stands up with

the boy crouching at her feet; she pretends

to (TO throujrh all the labour pains, and the
^ 1 1 •

boy on being reborn erics like a babe and is

washed."

More often the new birth is simulated, or

imagined, as a death and a resurrection, either

of the boys themselves or of some one else in

their presence. Thus at initiation among some

tribes of South-east Australia,'- when the boys

are assembled an old man dressed in stringy

bark fibre lies down in a grave. lie is covered

up lightly with sticks and earth, and the grave

is smoothed over. The buried man holds in

his hand a small bush which seems to be

growing from the ground, and other bushes

are stuck in the ground round about. The

noviees are then brought to the edge of the

grave and a song is sung. Gradually, as the

song goes on, the bush held by the buried

man begins to quiver. It moves more and

1 Frazer, Totemi.'nn atul Exogainn, Vol. I, \^. 228.

2 The Golden Bough,^ III, 424.

m
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more ar d bit by bit the nuin himself starts

up Iroi L the grave.

The Fijians have a drastic and repulsive

way of sinndating death. The boys are

shown a row of seemingly dead men, their

bodies covered with blood and entrails, which

are really those of a dead pig. Tiie first gives

a sudden yell. Up start the men, and then

run to the river to cleanse themselves.

Here the death is vicarious. Another goes

through the simulated death that the initiated

boy may have new life. But often the

mimicry is practised on the boys themselves.

Thus in West Ceram ^ boys at puberty are

admitted to the Kakian association. The
boys are taken blindfold, followed by their

relations, to an oblong wooden shed under the

darkest trees in the depths of tlie forest.

When all are assembled the high priest calls

aloud on the devils, and inunediately a

hideous uproar is heard from the shed. It is

really made by men in the shed with bamboo
trumpets, but the women and children think

it is the devils. Then the priest enters the

shed with the boys, one at a time. A dull

thud of chopping is heard, a fearful cry rings

1 The Golden Bough,- 111, 442.
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out, and a sword drii>ping with blood is

thrust out through the roof. This is the

token that the boy's licad has been cut off,

and tliat the devil has taken him away to the

other world, whence he will return born again.

In a day or two the men who act as sponsors

to the boys return daubed with mud, and in

a half-fainting state like messengers from

another world. They bring the good news

that the devil has restored the boys to life.

The boys themselves appear, but when they

return they totter as they walk ;
they go into

the house backwards. If food is given them

they upset the plate. They sit dumb and

only make signs. The sponsors have to

teach them the simplest daily acts as though

they were new-born children. At the end

of twenty to thirty days, during which their

mothers and sisters may not comb their hair,

the high priest takes them to a lonely place

in the forest and cuts off a lock of hair from

the crown of each of their heads. At the

close of these rites the boys are men and may

marry.

Sometimes the new birth is not simulated

but merely suggested. A new name is given,

a new language taught, a new dress worn,
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new (lances an- danced. Almost always it

is acconjpanicd by moral teaching. Thus
in the Kakiaji c(Teniony already described

the hoys have to sit in a row cross-lenfged,

without moving a nuisek', with their hands
stretched out. The chief takes a trumpet,
and placing the mouth of it on the hand of

each lad, he speaks through it in strange tones,

imitating the voice of spirits. He warns the
hoys on pain of death to observe the rules of

the society, and never to reveal what they
have seen in the Kakian house. The priests

also instruct the boys on their duty to their

blood relations, and teach them tlie secrets

of the tribe.

vSomctimes it is not clear whether the new
birth is merely suggested or represented in

pantomime. Thus among the Rinbinga of

North Australia it is generally believed that at
initiation a monstrous being called Kata-
jalina, like the Kronos of the (irecks. swallows
the boys and brings them up again initiated;

but whether there is or is not a drotnenon or
rite of swallowing we are not told.

In totemistie societies, and in the animal
sreret societies that seem to grow out of them,
the novice is born again as the sacred animal.
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Thus among the Carrier Indians ^ when a

man wants to become a Lulcm, or lUar,

however eold the season, he tears olf his

clothes, puts on a bearskin and dashes into

the woods, where he will stay for three or

four days. Every ni<,dit his fellow-villagers

will go out in search parties to li. d him.

They cry out Yi ! KduUm (" Come on. Bear ")

and he answers with angry growls. Usually

tliey fail to find him, but he conies back at

last himseli. He is met and conducted to

the ceremonial lodge, and there, in company

with the rest of the Bears, dances solemnly

his first a})pearance. Disappearance and re-

appearance is as common a rite in initiation

as simulated killing and resurrection, and has-

the same object. Both are rites of transition,

of passing from one state to another. It has

often been remarked, by students of ancient

Greek and other ceremonies, that the rites of

birth, marriage, and death, which seem to us

so different, arc to primiti' c man oddly

similar. This is explained if we see that in

intent they arc all the same, all a i)assing

from one social state to another. There are

but two factors in every rite, the putting off

' The Golden Bo'cjh,- ill. ^u 4:5S.

5/4
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of the old. the putting on of the new; you

carry out Winter or Death, you hring in

Summer or Life. Between them is a nn<l-

way state wlien you are neither here nor

there, vou are scehidt'd, under a fahno.

To the (Jreeks and tt) many jn-imitive |h o-

ples the rites of birth. marria«^e, and (hath

were for the most part family rites needing

little or no soeial emphasis. Rut the rite

whieli concerned the whole tribe, the essence

of which was entrance into tht tribe, was tlie

rite of initiation at puberty. This all-im-

portant fact is oddly and signilicantly en-

shrined in the (ireek language. The general

Greek word for ritt- was tclit?. It was applied

to all mysteries, and sometimes to marriages

and funerals. Rut it has nothing to «lo with

death. It comes from a root meaning '" to

grow up." The word teliie means rite of

grcivitig up, becoming complete. It meant

at first maturity, then rite of maturity, then

by a natural extension any rite of initiation

that was mysterious. The rites of j)uberty

were in their essence mysterious, because

tliey consisted in initiation into tlie sanctities

of the tribe, the things which society sanctioned
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and protected, excluding the uninitiated,

whether they were youn*,' boys, women, or

memhtrs of other tribes. Then, by contagion,

the mystery notion spread to other rites.

We understand now who and what was

the god who arose out of the rite, the dromenon

of tribal initiation, the rite of the new, the

second birth. He was Dionysos. His name,

according to recent philology, tells us—Dio-

nysos, " Divine Young Man."

WTien once we see that out of the emotion

of the rite and the facts of the rite arises that

remembrance and shadow of the rite, that

image which is the god, we realize instantly

that the god of the spring rite must be a

young god, and in primitive societies, where

young women are but of secondary account,

he will necessarily be a young man. Where

emotion centres round tribal initiation he

will be a young man just initiated, what the

Greeks called a kouros: or cphebos, a youth of

quite different social status from a mere

pais or boy. Sucli a youth survives in our

King of the May and Jaek-in-the Green. Old

men and women are for death and winter,

the young for life and spring, and most of

II
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all the vouii'' man or Innr or bull or tree

just cnmc to maturity.

And because life is one at the Sj)rin^' Festival,

the yoini^' man carries a blossoming braneii

bound \\ith wool of the young shcej). At

Ath(M)s in spring and autumn alike " they

carry out the Eiresumc, a branch of olive

wound about with wool . . . an<l lacfen with

all sorts of firstfruits, thnt scmritii may cease,

atul they sing over it

:

" Kiresione brings

J-'igs and I'at cakes.

And a pot of honey and oil to mix,

And a wine-cup strong and deep,

That she may drink and sleej)."

The Eiresione had another name that told

its own tale. It was called KorythaUa}
''' Hraneh of blooming youth." The young

men, says a (ireek orator, are "the Spring of

the people."

The excavations of ( rete have given to us

an ancient inscribed hynm. a Dithyramb, we

may safely call it. that is at once a spring-

song and a young man-song. The god here

* See ray Themit^, p. r>(>3.
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invoked is what tiio (intks call a knnroff, a

youni,' man. It is suiif; and (l:in(0<l I. • younfj

warriors

:

" llo ! Kouros. most Great, I '/ivv thee hail.

Lord o[ all that, is \V( t and jjleamin-,'; thou

art come at the head of thy Daimones. To

Diktd; for the Year, Oh. niareh ;ind rejoiee

in the danoe and son;*."

The leader of the hand of houroL of younrr

men. the real aetnal leader, has beeomc by

remcnihranee and abstraction, as we noted,

a daimon, or spirit, at the head of a band of

spirits, and he brii^'s in the new year at

sprini,'. The real lea r, the " tirst kouros
"

as the (irceks called him. is there in the body,

but from the succession of leaders year by

year they have ii ajjjcd a spirit lea«ler greatest

of all. lie is
'' lord of all that is wet and

gleaming," lor the May bough, we remember,

is drenched with dew and water that it may

burgeon and blossom. Then they chant the

tale of how of old a child was taken away from

its mother, taken by armed men to be initi-

ated, armed men dancing their tribal dance.

The stone is unhapi)ily broken here, but

enou'^h remains to make the meaning clear.

-•*i
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And because this boy grew up and was

initiated into manhood :

" The Hone (Seasons) began to be fruitful

year by year and Dike to possess mankind,

and all wild living things were held about by

wealtli-loving Peaee."

We know the Seasons, tlic fruit and food

bringers, but Dike is strange. We translate

the word " Justice," but Dik^ means, not

Justice as between man and man, but the

order of the world, the rvay of life. It is

through this way, this order, that the seasons

go round. As long as the seasons observe this

order there v fruitfulness and peace. If

once that order were overstepped then would

be disorder, strife, confusion, barrenness

And next comes a mandate, strange to our

modern ears

:

" To us also lea]) for full jars, and leap for

fleecy flocks, and leaj) for fields of fruit and

for hives to bring increase."

And yet not strange if we remember the

Macedonian farmer (p. 32), who throws his

spade into the air that the wheat may be tall,

or the Russian peasant girls who leap high
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ill the air crying, " Flax, grow." The leaping

oi the youths of tlie Cretan hymn is just the

utterance of their tense desire. They have

grown up, and with them all live things must

grow. Bv their magic year by year the fruits

of the earth come to their annual new birth.

And that there be no mistake they end

:

''• Leap for our cities, and leap for our sea-

borne ships, and for our yovng citizens, and

for goodly Themis."

They are now young citizens of a fenced

citv instead of young tribesmen of the bush,

but their magic is the same, and the strength

that holds them together is the bond of social

custom, social structure, "goodly Themis."

No man liveth to himself.

Crete is not Athens, but at Athens in the

theatre of Dionvsos, if the priest of Dionysos,

seated at the great Spring Festival in his

beautiful carved central seat, looked across

the orchestra, he would see facing him a stone

frieze on which was sculptured the Cretan

ritual, the armed dancing youths and the

child to be year by year reborn.

'4
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We have seen Avhat tlic Dithyramb, from

which s]>ranf,' the Drama, was. A Spring

song, a song of IJull-.Iriving, a song and liance

of Second Rirth ; but all this seems, perhaps,

not to bring us nearer to Cireek drama, rather

to put us farther away. What have the S])ring

and the Bull and the Birth Rite to do with

the stately tragedies we know — with Aga-

metiuion and Iphigenia and Orestes and

]Ii!)l)olytos? That is the question before

us, and the answer will lead us to the very

heart oi our subject. ^•/ far we have seen

that ritual arose from the presentation and

emphasis of emotion— emotion felt mainly

about food. We have further seen that ritual

develops out of and by means of periodic

festivals. One of the chief jjcriodic festivals

at Athens was the Spring Festival of the

Dithyramb. Out of this Dithyramb arose,

Aristotle says, tragedy—that is, out of Ritual

arose Art. How and Why ? That is the

question before us.



CIIAPTKH V

TRANSITION THOM KITIAL T(> AltT :
THK

DROMENON (- THING DONE )
AND 1 UL

DHAMA

riiOBABLY most people ^vhcn tliey go to a

Creek plav for thelirst tunc think it a strange

perfornian c. Aecording. perhaps, more to

their ten.peranient than to tlien- trannng,

thev are either very mu-h exeited or very

mueh bored. In many nunds there ^vlll be

left a feeling that, Nvhether they have enjoyed

the plav or not, they are puzzled :
there are

odd eifeets, conventions, suggestions.

For example, the main deed of the Iragedy,

the slaving of iiero or heroine, is not done

on the stage. That disappoints some modern

minds unconsciously avid of realism to the

point of liorror. Instead of a ime thrilling

murder or suicide before his very eyes the

spectator is put off with an account of the

murder done off the stage. This account is

regularly given, and usually at considerable
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lenfjth, in a " messenger's speech." The mes-

senger's speceh is a regular item in a Greek

play, and though actually it gives scope not

only for fine elocution, but for real dramatic

effect, in theory we feel it undramatic, and

a modern actor has sometimes much ado to

make it acceptable. The spectator is told

that all these, to him, odd conventions are

due to Greek restraint, moderation, good

taste, and yet for all their supposed restraint

and reserve, he fuids when he reads his Homer

that Greek heroes frequently burst into floods

of tears when a self-respecting Englishman

would have suffered in silence.

Then again, specially if the })lay be by

Euripides, it ends not with a " curtain,"

not with a great decisive moment, but with

the appearance of a god who says a few lines

of either exhortation or consolation or recon-

ciliation, which, after the strain and stress

of the action itself, strikes some people as

rather stilted and formal, or as rather Hat

and somehow unsatisfying. V/orse still, there

are in many of the scenes long dialogues, in

which the actors wrangle with each other,

and in which the action does not advance

as quickly as we wish. Or again, instead of
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hcffinning with the action, and having our

curiosity excited bit by bit about the plot,

at the outset some one comes in and tells us

the whole thing in the prologue. Prologues

we feel, are out of date, and the Greeks ought

to have known better. Or again, of course we

admit that tragedy nmst be tragic, and we are

prepared for a decent jnnount of lamenta-

tion, but when an antiphonal lament goes on

for j)ages, we weary and wish that the chorus

would stop lamenting and do something.

At the back of our modern discontent

there is lurking always this queer anomaly of

the chorus. We have in our modern theatre

no chorus, and when, in the opera, something

of the nature of a chorus aj)])ears in the ballet,

it is a chorus that really dances to amuse

and excite us in the intervals of operatic

action; it is not a chorus of doddering and

lettering old men, moralizing on an action

in which they arc too feeble to join. Of

course if we are classical scholar we do not

cavil at the choral songs ; the extreme difficulty

of scanning and construing them alone com-

mands a traditional respect; but if we are

mcTjl/ modern spectators, we may be re-

4'
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spectful, wc may even fi-cl strangely excited,

hut ^vc arc certainly pnzzled. The reason of

our bewilderment is simple enough. These

prologues and messengers' si)eeches and ever-

present clioruses that trouble us are ritual

forms still surviving at a ti»ne when the drama

has fullv dL'veloi)ed out of the drommon. We

cannot lure examine all these ritual forms in

<letail;^ one, however, the chorus, strangest

and most beautiful of all, it is essential we

should understand.

Suppose that these elioral songs have been

put into English that in any way represents

the beauty Of the Circek; then certainly

there will be some among the si)eetators who

<ret a thrill from the chorus quite unknown

to anv modern stage effect, a feeling of emotion

heightened vet restrained, a sense of entering

into highcr'plaees, filled with a larger and a

purer air—a sense of beauty born clean out

of conllict and disaster.

A suspicion dawns upon the spectator that,

great though the tragedies in themselves are,

they owe their i^eculiar, their incommunicable

beauty largely to this element of the chorus

wdiich seemed at first so strange.

1 See Kihlio-raphy at .011.! for I'rofes^or Murray-s

fxamiiiatiun.
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Now by examining this chorus and luukr-

standinj: its function—nay, more, by consickr-

ing the actual orcht'dra, the space on which

the cliorus (hiuced, and the relation of that

space to the rest of the theatre, to the stage

and the place where the spectators sat—we

shall get light at last <.u our main central

probk"n: lfo\v did art arise out of ritual, and

what is the relation of both to tliai actual

life from which both art and ritual sprang?

The dramas of .Eschylus certainly, and

pirhaps also ih(^sc of Sophoeks ;.iid Euripides,

Nvere })layul not upon the stage, and not in

the ihcairc, but, strange tliough it sounds to

us, in the orchestra. The theatre to the Greeks

was simply '"the i)lace of seeing, the place

where the spectators sat : what they called the

skenG or scene, was the tent or hut in which the

actors dressed. But the kernel and centre of the

whole was the orchestra, the circular dancing-

ylacc of the chorus; and, as the orchestra

was the kernel and centre of the theatre, so tlie

chorus, the band of dancing and singing mta

—this chorus that seems to us so odd and even

superlhious —was the centre and kernel and

starting-point of the drama. The chorus
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(lanced and sang thai Ditliyranib wc know-

so well, and from the leaders of that Dithy-

ramb we remember tra<?edy arose, and the

chorus were at iirst. as an ancient writer tells

us, just men and boys, tillers of the earth,

who danced when they rested from sowing

and j)longhing.

Now it is in the relation between the

orchestra or daneing-place of the chorus,

and the theatre or place of the spectators, a

relation that shifted as time went on, that

we see mirrored the whole dcveloi)ment from

ritual to art—from dromenon to drama.

The orchestra on which the Dithyramb was

danced was just a circular dancing-place

beaten Hat for the convenience of the dancers,

and sometimes edged by a stone basement to

mark the circle. This circular orchestra is

very well seen in the theatre of Ki)idaurus,

of which a sketch is given in Fig. 1. The

orchestra here is surrounded by a splendid

theatron. or s})ectator place, with seats rising

tier above tier. If we want to realize the

l)rimitive CJreek orchestra or dancing-i)lacc.

we nuist think these stone seats away.

Threshing-floors are used in Greece to-day as
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convenient (liuiein^^'-ijluees. 'l\\v dance tends

to he eircnlar Ix cause it is round some sacred

thin;,', at first a maypole, or the reaj)ed corn,

later tlie liuurc of a t,'od or his altar. On this

(lancintr-phice tlic whole body o[ \vorshi|)pers

'vvould feather, just as now-a-days the ^vhole

comnnmity will assemble on a village fjreen.

Tiure i^- no division at first between actors

and spectators; all are actors, all are doing

the thin;,' done, dancing the dance <lanced.

'J'hns at initiation ceremonies the whole tribe

assembles, the only spectators arc the im-

initiatcd. the women and children. No one

at this early sta^je thinks of l)uildinrr a thtutre.

a spectator place. It is in the common act,

the connnon or collective emotion, that ritual

.starts. This must never be forgotten.

The most convenient sj)ot for a mere

dancing-place is some flat place. But any

one who travels through (ireece will notice

instantly that all the (ireck theatres that

remain at Athens, at Ki)idaurus, at Delos,

Syracusi-. and elsewhere, are built against the

side of hills. None of these are very early;

the earliest ancient orchestra we have is at

Athens. It is a simple stone ring, but it is

built against the steep south sitlc of tiie
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ArroiH)lis. The ohUst ft-stival of Dioiiysos

was, as >vill prtscntly be sicti. Ik1<1 in qnitt:

another siu.t, in the f/^'om, or inarket-i)hiee.

The reason for niovinj,' the (hmee was tluit the

wooden seats that usc.l to he set up on a sort

of "
•,'ran(l stand " mi the niarket-phiec fell

down, and it was seen how siifely and coni-

f(irtal)ly the speetators eoiiUl he seatrd on the

si(!e of a steep hiU.

The si)cetators are a new and dil'ferent

element, the danee is not only daneed, but

it is watehe<l from a distanee. it is a speetuclc;

whereas in old days all or nearly all were

w()rshipi)ers aetin^;, now many, indeed most,

are speetators, watehinrf. feelin*,', thinkin*,',

not doin<,'. It is in this new attitude of the

spectatoi" that we touch on the difference

between ritual and art; the dromenon, tlic

thinfT actually done by yourself has become a

dnnnn. a thinj? also done, but abstracted from

vour doing. Let us look for a moment at the

psychology of the spectator, at his behaviour.

Artists, it is often said, and usually felt,

are so unpractical. They are always late for

dinner, they forget to post their letters and to

return the books or even money that is lent

1-3
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I hem. Art is to most people's minds a sort

of luxury, not a necessity. In hut recently

bygone days inusie, drawing;, and daneiiiLj were
TJo part of a trainin*,' for ordi?iary life, they
were tau<rht at school as " aeeomplishments,"

j>aid for as '"extras." Poets on their side

ecjually used to contrast art and life, as tluni^di

they were tliin/^s essentially distinct.

"• Art is lon^', and Time is fleet inj;."

Now conHuonnlaces such as these, hein"

unconscious utterances of the collective mind,
usually contain much truth, and are well

worth wei^'hin*,'. Art, we shall show later,

is |)rofoimdly connected with life: it is nowise

superfluous. But, for all that, art. both its

en-iition and its enjoyment, is unpractical.

Thanks he to God, life is not limited to the

practical.

When we say art is unpractical, we mean
that art is cut loose from imuudiate action.

Take a .simi)le instance. A man—or perhaps-

still hetter a child—sees a i)late of cherries.

Through his senses comes the stinnilus of the

smell of the cherries, and their hriiiht colour

urgin<f him, luring him to eat. He eats and
is satisfied: the cycle of normal hehaviour is
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complttt ;
111- is a man or u tliiUl of action, but

hv is no artist, and no art-lover. Another

man looks at the same plate of ehcrries. His

sight ana his smell lure h.-n and urj,^' him to

eat. IK- does not eat; the eyeic is not eom-

phted, and, because he does not eat, the

sight of those cherries, though perhaps not the

smell, is altered, purilied from ilesirc, and in

some way intensified, enlarged. If he is just

a man of taste, he will take what wi- call an

*• asthetic " pleasure in those cherries. If he is

an actual artist, he will paint not the clierries,

but his vision of them, his purified emotion

towards them. He has, so to sp<ak, come out

from the chorus of actors, of cherry-eaters,

ami l)ccome a spectator.

I bonow, bv his kind permission, a beautiful

iuNtaiicc of what he well calls - Psychical

Distance " from the writings of a psychologist.'

• Imagine a fog at sea : for most people

it is an experience of acult unpit-asantness.

Apart from the i)hysical annoyance and

remoter forms of discomfort, such as delays,

it is ai)t to produce feelings of peculiar anxiety,

fears of invisible dangers, strains of watcliing

' Mr. lldward Bullough, Thf Britiah Journal of Psycho-

lorfu (iyi2), p. 88.

1
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and listening for distant and unlocalizcd
signals. The listless movements ot the ship
and her warning ealls soon tell uj)on the nerves
of the passengers; and that si)ecial, expee-
tant taeit anxiety and nervousness, ahvavs
assoeiated with this experience, make a fog
the dreaded terror of the sea (all the more
terrifying because of its very silenee and
gentleness) for the expert seafarer no less

than the ignorant landsman.
" Nevertheless, a fog at sea can be a sonree

of intense relish and enjoyment. Abstract
from the exj)erienee of the sea-fog, for the
moment, its danger and practical unpleasant-
ness;

. . .
direct the attention to the features

' objectively ' constituting the phenomena-—
the veil surrounding you with an oj)aqueness
as of transparent ?nilk, blurring the outlines
of things and distorting their shapes ijito

weird grotesqueness : observe the carrying
power of the air, producing the imj)ression
as if you could touch some far-off siren by
merely putting out yoiu- hand and letting it

lose itself behind that white wall; note the
curious creamy smoothness of the water,
hypercritieally denying as it were, any sug-
gestion of danger ; and, above all, the strange
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solitude and remoteness from tlic world, as

it can be found only on the highest mountain
tops; and the experience may acquire, in

its uncanny min^fling of repose and terror,

a flavour of such concentrated poignancy and
delight as to co!>t;i;.>^ sin vply -with the blind

and distempered anxiety of its other aspects.

This contrast, o,'..; emerging with startling

suddenness, is like the luomentarv switchintj

on of some new current, or the passing ray

of a brighter light, illuminating the outlook

upon perhaps the most ordinary and familiar

objects— an impression which we experience

sometimes in instants of direst extremity,

when our practical interest snaps like a win;

from sheer over-teujiiion, and we watcli tlie

consummation of some impending catastrophe

with the marvelling unconcern of a mere
spectator."

l\

M
I

It lias often been noted that two, and two
only, of our senses are the channels of art

and give us artistic material. Tliese two
senses arc sight and hearing. Touch and its

special modilications, taste and smell, do not

«o to the making of art. Decadent French
novelists, such as Iluvsmann. make their heroes
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revel in perfume-symphonies, but ve feel that
the s(>ritiiiunt deseribcd is morbid and unreal,

and we fee! rififhtly. Some people speak of a
cook as an ••

;* rtist," and a pudding' as a '* perfect
poem," but a healthy instinct rebels. Art,
*Nhether scul{)ture, j)aintin<,', drama, music,
is of sight or hearin<r. The reason is simple.
Sii;!it and hearing arc the distant senses:
sight is, as some one has well said, "' touch at
a distance." Sight and hearing are of things
already detached and sonu'what remote:
they are tho litting channels for art which is

cut loose from inuiu-diate action and reaction.

Taste and touch are too intimate, too imme-
diately vital. In Russian, as Tolstoi lias

j)ointeti out (and indeed in other languages
the same is observable), the word for beauty
[krasota) means, to begin with, only that
which })leases the si -ht. Even hearing is

excluded. And though latterly j)eople have
begun to sjxak of an - ugly deed " or of " beau-
tiful music." it is not good Russian. The
simj)le Russian does not make Tlato's divine
muddle between the good and the beautiful.

If a man gives his coat to another, the
Russian })easant. knowing no foreign language.
wdl not say the man has acted " beautifullv."
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To sec a tljiiig, to fed a thincr, as a work of

art, \\v must, then, become for the time im-

practical, mil ! be loosed from the fear and
the flurry ol actual iivinfr, imivt Ixcome
spectators. Why is this? Why can we not
live and look at once? The fact that we
cannot is clear. If we watch a friend drow ning
we do not note the exquisite curve made by
his body as he falls into the water. n<»r the

play of the sunlitrht on the ripples as he dis-

appears below the surface: we should be in-

human, a-sthctic fiends if we did. And aijain.

why ? It would do our friend no harm that
we should enjoy the curves and the sunlight,

provided we also threw him a rope. Rut the

simj)le fact is that we cannot look at the curves

and the sunli<,dit because our whole being is

centred on acting, on saving him: we cannot
even, at the moment, fully feel our own terror

and impending loss. So again if we want to see

and to feel the splendour and vigour of a lion,

or even to watch the cumbrous grace of a

bear, we })refcr that a cage should intervene.

The cage cuts off the need for motor actions

;

it interposes the needful physical and moral
distance, and we are free for contemplation.

Released from our own terrors, we see more and
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better, and we feel diffcrentlv. A man intent

on action is like a horse in blinker*- he

goes straiglit forward, seeing only the ad
ahead.

Our brain is. indeed, it would seem, in part,

an elaborate arrangement for providing these

blinkers. If we savr and realized the whole

of everything, we should want to do too many
things. The brain allows us not only to

remember, but. whieh is cpiite as im{)ortant, to

forget and neglcet; it is an organ of oblivion.

By negleetiug most of the things we see and
hear, we can foeus just on those which are

important for action; we can cease to be

])otential artists and become ellicient ])ractical

human beings: but it is onlv bv limitinjj our
view, by a great renunciation as to the

things we see and feel. The artist does

just the reverse. lie renounces doing in

order to practise seeing. He is by nature

what Professor Rcrgson calls " distrait," aloof,

absent-minded, intent only, or mainly, on
contemplation. That is why the ordinary

man often thinks the artist a fool, or, if he

does not go so far as that, is made vaguely

uncomfortable by him, never really under-

stands him. The artist's focus, all his svstem
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of -alucs, is different, his world is a world of

imaffcs which are his realities.

The distinction between art and ritual,

which has so lonfj haimtetl and puzzled us.

now comes out quite clearly, and also in part

the relation of each to actual life. Ritual, we

saw, was a re-presentation or a pre presen-

tation, a re-doinrr or pre-doin^, a copy or

imitation of life, but,—and this is the impor-

tant point,—always with a practical end.

Art is also a representation of life and the

emotions of life, but cut loose from immediate

action. Action may be and often is repre-

sented, but it is not that it may lead on to a

practical further end. The end of art is in

itself. Its value is not mediate but imme-

diate. Thus ritual makes, as it icere, a bridge

betivcen real life and art, a bridge over which

in primitive times it would seem man must

pass. In his actual life he hunts and fishes

and ploughs and sows, being utterly intent

on the practical end of gaining his food; in

the dromenon of the Spring Festival, though

his acts are unpractical, being mere singing

and dancing and mimicry, his intent is practi-

cal, to induce the return of his food-supply.
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Ill the drama the representation may remain
for a time the same, but the intent is' altered :

man has come out from action, he is separate
from the dancers, and has become a spectator.
The drama is an end in itself.

We know from tradition that in Alliens
ritual became art, a dromcnon became the
drama, and we have seen that the shift is

symbolized and expressed by the addition of
the theatre, or spectator-place, to the orchcstni,
or dancinor-place. We have also tried to
analyse the meaning of the shift. It remains
to ask what was its cause. Ritual does not
always develop into art, though in all pr()l)a-

bility dramatic art has always to go through
the stage of ritual. The leap from real iFfe

to the emotional contemplation of life cut
loose from action would otherwise })e too
wide. Nature al)hors a leap, she })refers to
crawl over the ritual bridge. There seem
at Athens to have been two main causes why
the dromenon passed swiftly, inevitably, into
the drama. They are, first, the decav of
religious faith ; second, the influx from abroad
of a new culture and new dramatic material.

It may seem surprising to some that the
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tlecay of rclifjioiis faith should be an iinpuKe
to the birth of art. \Vc are aeeustomed to

talk rather vanuely of art " as the handmaid
of relif,'ion"; we think of art as '' inspired

by " relipion. But the decay of reli^'ious

faith of which we now speak is not the deeay
of faith in a <,'od. or even tlie deeay of some
hi«,'h sj)iritua! emotion; it is the deeay of a
belief in the elheaey of certain maj^neal rite^;,

and especially of the Spring Rite. So Umg
as people believed that by excited daneinL',

by brinprincf in an image or leiiding in a bull

you could induce the coming of Spring, so
long would the dromcna of the Dithyramb
be enacted with intense enthusiasm, and with
this enthusiasm would come an actual aee(s-

sion and invigoration of vital force. Rut,
once the faintest doubt crept in, once nun
began to be guided by experience rather than
custom, the enthusiasm would die down, and
the collective invigoration no longer be felt.

Then some day there will be a bad sunun< r,

things will go all wrong, and th^- chorus will

sadly ask :
•' Why should I dance my dance ?

*'

They will drift away or become mere spec-

tators of a rite established by custom. The
rite itself will die down, or it will live on

4

1:
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only as tlie Mtiy Day rites of to-day, a

children's j)lay, or at best a thinp done vaguely

"for luck."

The sj)irit of the rite, the belief in its

efficacy, dies, but the rite itself, the actual

mould, persists, and it is this aiurient ritual

mould, foreign to our own usage, that strikes

us to-day, ^vhen a Greek play is revived, as

odd and perhaps (rhill. A chorus, a band of

dancers there must be, because the drama
arose out of a ritual dance. An a^on, or

contest, or wrangling, there will {)robably be,

because Summer contends with Winter, Life

with Death, the New Year with the Old.

A tragedy nuist be tragic, nuist have its

paihos, because the Winter, the Old Year,

nmst die. There nuist needs be a swift

transition, a clash and change from sorrow

to joy, what the CJrceks called a peripeteia,

a quick-turn-round, because, though you

carry out \Vinter, you bring in Sunuuer.

At the cud we shall have an Appearance, an

Epi[)hany of a god, because the whole gist

of the ancient ritual was to summon the

spirit of life. All these ritual forms haunt

and shadow the i)lay, whatever its plot, like

ancient traditional ghosts ; they underlie and
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sway the movement an(i the speeches like

some eompelhng rhythm.

Now this ritual moiild, this underlying

rhythm, is a fine thing in itself ; and. moreover,

it was once shaped and east by a living spirit

:

the intense iminwliate desire for food and

life, and for the return of the seasons whieh

bring that food and life. Hut we have seen

that, once the faith in man's power magically

to bring back these seasons waned, once he

began to doubt whether he could really carry

out Winter and bring in Sunmier, his emotion

towards these rites would cool. Further, wc
have seen that these rites repeated year by

year ended, among an imaginative people, in

tlie nuMital creation of some sort of daemon

or god. This danion, or god, was more and

more lield respon;;iblc on his own account

for the food-suj.ply and the order of the

Hora\ or Seasons ; so we get the notion that

this daemon or god himself led in the Seasons;

Hermes dances at the head of the Charites,

or an Eiresionc is carried to Helios and the

Hone. The thought then arises that this

man-like damon wlio rose from a real King

of the May. must himself be approached

and dealt with as a man, bargained with,
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saciifircd to. In a word, in plaoc of di omnia,
things (lone, we «(t gods worshipped; i,, place
of saeranionts, holy hulls killed and eaten
in eonniion, we get saerifiees in the modern
sense, holy hulls offered to yet holier gods.
The relation of these ligures of gods to art
we shall consider when we come to sculpture.
So the (IromrnotK the thing done, wanes,

the pn.yer, the praise, the sacrilice waxes.
Religion moves away from drama towards
tl.(()l.)gy. hut the ritual mould of the dromnion
IS left ready for a new content.

Again, there is another point. Tin magical
(iromrnrni, the Carr\ing out of Winter.^ the
Rringing in of Spring, is doomed to an in-
Iierent and deadly monotony. It is only
when its magical eiricaey is intensely l)elieved
that it can go on. The life-history of a holy
bull is always the same; its magical essence
is that it should be the same. Even when the
life-diemon is human his career is unchequered.
He is born, initiated, or born again: he is

married, grows old. d.es, is buried; and the
old, old story is told again next year. There
arc no fresh personal incidents,' peculiar to
one ])articular da-nion. If the drama rose
from the Spring Song only, beautiful it might
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\)v, hut with a hcauty tliat was monotonous.
u hcauty doojned to sterility.

\Vf seem to have come to a sort of inipassr.

tlie spirit of the dr<nncnon is deaiJ or dvinj;.

tlie spectators will not stay long to watch a

doing doome(i to monotony. The ancient

moulds are there, the old Imttles, hut where
is the new wineV The pool is stagnant:

what angel will step down to trouhle tiie

waters '.'

Fortunately we are not left to conjecture

what mi<iht have happened. In the case of

Cireece we know, though not as clearly as we
wish, what did iuipj)en. We can see in part

why, though the dromenu of Adonis and
Osiris, emotional as they were and intensely

picturesque, remained mere ritual ; the dro-

menon of Dionysos, his Dithyramh, hlossomed
into drama.

Let us look at the facts, and hrst at some
structural facts in the hnilding of the theatre.

We have seen that the orchestra, with its

dancing chorus, stands for ritual, for the

stage in which all were worshippers, all

joined in a rite of practical intent. We
further saw that the theatre, the place for the

f;
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spectators, stood for art. In the orclnstia
iill is ]\U' and duiurin^'; the niarhlc scuts are
the very symbol of rest, aloofness from action,

conternplation. 'llie seats for the spectators
Srow and jrrow in importance till at last they
absorb, as it were, the whole sj)irit, and <five

their name thcatrf to the whole strncture;
action is swallowed n|) in eontem|)lation.
Rut conteniplntion of what? At first, of

course, of the ritual dance, but not h.r long.

That, we have seer», was (loomed to a deadly
monotony. In a (irctk tlieatrt; there was
not only oreiiestra and a spe<'tator-place.

there was also a scene or iit(i<ie.

'I'he (Jreek word for stage is. as we said,

skeni\ our scene. The scene was not a sta<'e

in otn- sense, i.e. a platfortn raised so that
the players might be better \iewed. Jt av.is

simply a tent, or rude hnt, in which the players,
or rather dancers, could put on their ritual

dresses. The fact that the (ireek theatre
had, to begin with, no permanent stage in

our sense, shows ver\ clearl\- lanv little it

was regarded as a si)eetacic. 'I'he ritual

dance was a dromenvn, id. thing to be done,
not a thing to be looked at. The history of

the Cireek stage is one long story of the
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(•ncnMichnunt of the staj^c on the orchestra.

At first a rude j)latforni or tahl is set up,

then scenery is aihUd ; tlie movable tent is

transhited into a stone house or a tcinpU-

front. This stands at first outside the

orchestra ; then hit by bit tlie scctu' encroaches

till the .sa{;r(Ml circle of the dancing-place is

cut clean across. As tlie draina and the

stajjc \VM\. the drowenon and the (trehestra

wane.

'I'his shift in the relation of daneiiig-j)lacc

and stage is very clearly seen in Fig. '_*, a plan

of the Dionysiae theatre .at .Athens (p. 144).

Tiie old circular orchestra shows the doinin-

ance of ritual ; the new curtailed orchestra of

Roman tiuies and semicircular shape shows

the dominance; of the sj)ectacle.

(ireek tragedy arose, Aristotle has told us,

from tile hndcrs of the Dithyramb, the leaders

of the Spring Dance. The Sj>ring Dance, tlie

mime of Summer and Winter, had, as we
have seen, only one actor, one actor with

two parts—Death au-d Life. \N'ith only one

j)lay to be played, and that a one-aeior play,

there was not nuu'h need for a stage. A
scent', that is a tent, was needed, as we saw.

because all the dancers liad to put on their
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ritual gear, but scarcely a stage. From a
rude ])latforin the prologue might be spoken,
and on that platform the Epiphany or Appear-
ance of the New Year might take place; but
the play j)laye{l the life-history of tiio life-

spirit was all too familiar; there was no
need to look, the thing was to dance. You
need a stage—not necessarily a raised stage,
but a place apart from the dancers—when
you liavc new material for your players,
sometliing you need to look at, to attend to.

In the sixth century B.C., at Athens, came
the great innovation. Instead of tlie old
plot, tlie life-history of the life-si)irit, with
its deadly monotony, new plots were intro-
duced, not of life-spirits but of human
indivi(hial heroes. In a word, Homer came
to Athens, and out of Homeric stories play-
wrights began to make their plots. This
innovation was the death of ritual monotony
and the dromenon. It is not so much the
old that dies as the new that kills.

.^Lschylus himself is reported to Iiave said
that his tragedies were "slices from the great
banquet of Homer." The metaphor is not
a very pleasing one, but it expresses a truth

K
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By Homer, ^schylus meant not only our
Iliad and Odyssey, but the whole body of

Epic or Heroic poetry wliich centred round
not only the Siege of Troy but the great

expedition of the Seven Against Thebes, and
which, moreover, contained the stories of

the heroes before the siege })egan. and their

adventures after it was ended. It was from
these heroic sagas for the most })art, though
not wholly, that the myths or plots of not
only >4i^schylus but also Sojihocles and
Euripides, and a host of other writers whose
plays are lost to us, are taken. The new wine
that was poured into the old bottles of the

dromena at the Spring Festival was the
heroic saga. We know as an historical fact,

the name of the man who was mainly re-

sponsible for this inpouring—the great demo-
cratic tyrant Peisistratos. We must look for

a moment at what Peisistratos found, and
then pass to what he did.

He found an ancient Spring dromenon,
perhaps well-nigh effete. Without destroying

the old he contrived to introduce the new, to

add to the old plot of Summer and Winter
the life-stories of heroes, and thereby arose

the drama.
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Let us look first, then, at what Pcisistratos

fouiKh

The April festival of Dionysos at which the

great dramas were performed was not the

earhest festival of the god. Thucydides ^

expresslv tells us that on the r2th dav of the

month Antliesteri(»n, that is in the quite

early spring, at the turn of our February

and March, were celebrated the more ancient

Dionifsia. It was a three-days' festival.-

On the first day, called *' Cask-opening,'' the

jars of new wine were broached. Among
the Boeotians the day was called not the day

of Dionysos, but the day of the Good or

Wealthy Daimon. The next day was called

the day of the " Cups "—there was a contest

or agon of drinking. The last day was called

the " Pots," and it, too, had its " Pot-Con-

tests." It is the ceremonies of this day

that we must notice a little in detail ; for

they are very surprising. " Casks," " Cups,"

and " Pots," sound primitive enough.

"Casks" and "Cups" go well with the wine-

god, but the " Pots " call for explanation.

The second day of the " Cups," joyful

1 II, 15.

* See my Themis, p. 289, and Prolegomena, p. 35.
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thoiifjh it sounds, was by the Athenians
counted unlucky, because on tliat day they
believed '" the ghosts of the dead rose up."
Ti\e sanctuaries were roped in. each liouse-

holder anointed liis door with pitch, that the

ghost wlio tried to enter niiglit catch ami
stick there. Further, to make assurance
tlt»ul)ly sure, from early dawn he chewed a
bit of I)uckthorn, a plant of strong purgative
jiowcrs, so that, if a ghost should by evil

chance go down his throat, it should at least

be promptly expelled.

For two, perhaps three, days of constant
anxiety and ceaseless precautions the ghosts
fluttered about Athens. Men's hearts were
full of nameless dread, and, as we shall see,

hope. At the close of the third day the
gho,>,ts, or, as the Greeks called them, Keres,

were bidden to go. Some one, we do not
know whom, it may be each father of a house-
hold, pronounced the words :

" Out of the
door, ye Keres ; it is no longer Anthesteria,"

and, obedient, the Keres were gone.

But before they went there was a supper for

these souls. All the citizens cooked a pan-
spermia or '' Pot-of-ah-Seeds," but of this Pot-
of-all-Seeds no citizen tasted. It was made
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over to the spirits of the under-world and

Hennes their daimon, Hermes " Psycho-

pompos," Conductor, Leader of the dead.

^Ve have seen how a forest people, dependent

on fruit trees and berries for their food, will

carry a maypole and imagine a tree-spirit.

But a ])cople of agriculturists will feel and do

and think quite (»therwise; they will look,

not to the forest hut to the earth for their

returning life and food; they will sow seeds

and wait for their sprouting, as in the gardens

of Adonis. Adonis seems to have ])asscd

through the two stages of Tree-Spirit and

Seed-Spirit ; his efTigy was sometimes a tree

cut down, sometimes his planted " Gardens."

Now seeds are many, mnumerable, and they

are planted in the earth, and a people who
bury their dead know, or rather feel, that the

earth is dead man's land. So, when they

prepare a pot of seeds on their All Souls' Day,

it is not really or merely as a " supper for

the souls," though it may be that kindly

notion enters. The ghosts have other work

to do than to eat their supper and go. They

take that supper " of all seeds," that pan-

spermia, with them down to the world beltjw,
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that they may tend it and foster it and bring

it back in autumn as a pot of all fruits; a

panlcarpia.

" Thou fool, that which thou sowcst is not

quickened except it die."

The dead, then, as \w\\ ns the Hvin<»—this

in for us the important pomt—had their share

in the dromvna of the '" more ancient

Dionysia." These affricuitural sprnig dromena

were celebrated just outside the ancient city

gates, in the dgora, or place of assembly, on

a circular daneinfj-plaee, near to a very

primitive sanctuary of Dionysos which was
opened only once in the year, at the Feast of

Cups. Just outside the gates was celebrated

yet another festival of Dionysos equally primi-

tive, called the " Dionysia in the Fields." It

had the form though not the date of our May
Day festival. Plutarch ' thus laments over

the ''good old times": "In ancient days,"

he says, '* our fathers used to keep the

feast of Dionysos in homely, jovial fashion.

There was a |)roeession, a jar of wine and
a branch ; then some one dragged in a goat,

* De Cupid, div. 8.
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another followed bringing a wicker basket

of figs, and, to crown all, the phallos." It

was just a festival of the fruits of the whole

earth : wine and the basket of figs and the

branch for vegetation, the goat for animal

life, the phallos for man. No thought here

of the dead, it is all for the living and his

food.

Such sanctities even a great tyrant might

not tamper with. But if you may not ui)set

the old you may without irreverence add

the new. Peisistratos probably cared little

for, and believed less in, magical ceremonies

for the renewal of fruits, incantations of the

dead. We can scarcely picture him chewing

buckthorn on the day of the - Cups," or

anointing his front door with pitch to keep

out the ghosts. Very wisely he left the

Anthestcria and the kindred festival " in the

fields" where and as they were. But for his

own purposes he wanted to do honour to

Dionysos, and also above all things to enlarge

and improve the rites done in the god's

honour, so, leaving the old sanctuary to its

fate, he built a new temple on the south side

of the Acropolis where the present theatre
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now stands, and consecrated to the god a

new and more splendid precinct.

He did not build the present theatre, we
must always remember that. The rows of

stone seats, the chief priest's splendid marble
chair, were not erected till two centuries later.

^\^lat Peisistratos did was to build a small

stone temple (see Fig. 2), and a great round
orchestra of stone close beside it. Small
fragments of the circular foundation can still

be seen The spectators sat on the hill-side

or on wooden seats; there was as yet no
permanent thedtrun or spectator-place, still

less a stone stage; the dromena were done
on the dancing-place. But for s})ectator-

]>lace they had the south slope of the Aero-

})olis. What kind of wooden stage they had
unhappily we cannot tell. It may >)e that

only a portion of the orchestra was marked
off.'

WTiy did Peisistratos, if he cared little for
'• magic and ancestral ghosts, take such trouble

to foster and amplify the worship of this

maypole-spirit, Dionysos ? Why did he add
to the Anthesteria, the festival of the family

ghosts and the peasant festival " in the fields,"

M
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11 new and .splendid festival, a little later in

the spring, the Great Dionysia, or ^^ionysia

of the City? One reason among others was

this—Peisistratos was a '' tyrant."

Now a Greek " tyrant " was not in our

sense '• tvrannieal." He took his own wav

it is true, but that way was to help and serve

the common people. The tyrant was usually

raised to his position by the people, and he

stood for demoeraey, for trade and industry,

as against an idle aristocracy. It was but a

rudimentary democracy, a democratic tyranny,

the power vested in one man, but it stood

for the rights of the many as against the few.

Moreover, Dionysos was always of the j)e()ple,

of the '-working classes," just as the King

and Queen of the May are now. The upper

classes worshipped then, as now, not the Spirit

of Spring but their own ancestors. But

—

and this was what Peisistratos with great

insight saw—Dionysos must be transplanted

from the fields to the city. The country is

always conservative, the natural stronghold

of a landed aristocracy, with fixed traditions

;

the city with itj; closer contacts and consequent

swifter changes, and, above all, with its ac-

quired, not inherited, wealth, tends towards
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democracy. Peisistratos left the Dionysia
" ill the fields," Imt he added the (ireat

Dionysia " in the city."

Peisistratos was not the only tyrant who
concerned himself with the dromena of Dio-

nysos. llerodotos^ tells the story of another

tyrant, a story which is like a window open-

ing suddenly on a dark room. At Sicyon, a

town near Corinth, there was in the a^ora

a heruon, a hero-tomh, of an Ar<,five hero,

Adrastos,
" The Sieyonians." says Herodotos, *' paid

other honours to Adrastos, and. moreover,

they celebrated his death and disasters with

tratric choruses, not honouring Dionysos but

Adrastos.*' We think of '" tragic " choruses

as belonging exclusively to the theatre and
Dionysos ; so did Herodotus, but clearly here

they belonged to a local hero. His adventures

and his death were connnemorated by choral

dances and songs. Now when Clcisthenes

became tyrant of Sicyon he felt that the cult

of the local hero was a danger. What did he

do ? Very adroitly he brought in from Thebes

another hero as rival to Adrastos. He then

split up the worship of Adrastos
;

part of

1 V, m.
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his worship, and espcn-ially his sacrifices, he

{lavo to \hc new Thel)an hero, but the tra^nc

choruses he gave to the common people's

rrod. to Dionysos. Adrastos, the ohjectioii-

ahlo hero, was left to dwindle and die. No

local hero can live on without his cult.

'riie act of Cleisthenes seems to us a very

drastic ])roccedinu. Rut perhaps it was not

really as revolutionary as it seems. The

local hero was not so very unlike a local

(hrmoyh a Spring or NVintcr spirit. We

have seen in the Anthesteria how the

paternal ghosts are expected to look after

the seeds in spring. The more important

the ghost the more incumbent is this duty

upon" him. Xoblcs.se oblii^e. On the river

Olynthiakos' in Northern Greece stood the

tomb of the hero Olynthos, who gave the

river its nume. In the spring months of

Anthesterion and Elaphebolion the river rises

i
and an immense shoal of tish pass from the

j
lake of Rolbe to the river of Olynthiakos,

I
and the inhabitants round about can lay in

a store of salt fish for all their needs. "And

it is a wonderful fact that they never pass by

the monument of Olynthus. They say that

I
1 .4/Aere. VIII, ii. 334 f. See my Pro/ej<wwna, p. 54.
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formerly the people used to perform the
accustomed rites to the dead in the month
Klaphcholion, but now they do th( in in Anthe-
sterioii, (Did that on this account the fish come
up in those month-s onlff in uhieh tiie\ ;iie

wont to do honour to the dead." The river
is the chief source of the food-supply, so to
send fish, not seeds and flowers, is the dead
hero's l)usiness.

Peisistratos was not so durinfr as Cleis-

thcncs. We do not hear that he disturbed
or diminished any local cult. He did not at-
tempt to move the Anthcsteria with its ahost
cult

;
he only added a new festival, and trusted

to its recent splendour gradually to < ll'aee

the old. And at this new festival he cele-

bratcd the deeds of other heroes, not local

but of greater splendour and of wider lame.
If he did not bring Homer to Athens, he at
least gave Homer oflicial recognition. Now
to bring Homer to Athens was like opening
the eves of the blind.

Cicero, in speaking of the influence of
Peisistratos on literature, says :

'' He is said
to have arranged in their present order the
M(jrks of Homer, which were previoush- in
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confusion." He arranged them not for what

uo sliould call " publication," but for public

recitation, and anotlier tradition adds that he

or his son fixed the order of their recitation

at the meat festival of "'All Athens." the

I'anathenaia. Homer, of course, was know!i

i)efore in Athens in a scrappy way; now he

was publicly, officially promulgated. It is pro-

bal)lc, though not certain, that the "' Homer "

wliieh IVisistratos prescribed for recitation

at the l*anathcnaia was just our Iliad and

Odijssey, and that the rest of the heroic cycle,

all the remaining "slices" from the heroic

banquet, remained as material for dithyrambs

and dramas. The " tyranny " of Peisistra-

tos and his son lasted from 560 to 501 B.C.

;

tradition said that the first dramatic contest

was held in the new theatre built by Peisis-

tratos m 535 B.C., when Thespis won the prize.

iEschylus was born in 525 B.C. ; his first play,

with a plot from the heroic saga, the Seven

Against Thebes, was produced in 4G7 b.c.

It all came very swiftly, the shift from the

dithyramb as Spring Song to the heroic

drania was accomplished in something much

under a century. Its effect on the whole of

Greek life and religion—nay, on the whole
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of subsequent literature and thou ':j]it—was

incalculable. Let us trv to see why.

HonuT was the outeonie, the expression,

of an " heroic " age. When we use the word
'^ heroic " we think vaouely of something

brave, brilliant, splendid, something exciting

and invigorating. A hero is to us a man of

clear, vivid personality, vahant, generous,

perhaps hot-tempered, a good friend and a

good hater. The Avord '" hero " calls up such

figures as Achilles, Patroklos, Hector, figures

of passion and adventure. Now such figures,

with their special virtues, and })erhaps their

proper vices, are not confined to Homer.

They occur in any and every heroic age. We
are beginning now to see that heroic poetry,

heroic characters, do not arise from any

])eculiarity of race or even of geographical

surroundings, but, given certain social con-

ditions, they may, and do, appear anywhere

and at any time. The world has seen several

heroic ages, though it is, perhaps, doubtful if

it will ever see another. What, then, are the

conditions that produce an heroic age ? and

why was this influx of heroic poetry, coming

just when it did, of such immense influence
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on, and importance to, the development of

Greek dramatic art ? Why had it power to

change the old, stiff, ritual dithyramh into

the new and living drama ? Wliy, above all

things, did the democratic tyrant Peisistratos

so eagerly welcome it to Athens ?

In the old ritual dance the individual was

nothing, the choral band, the group, every-

thing, and in this it did but reflect primitive

tribal life. Now in the heroic saga the

individual is everything, the mass of the

people, the tribe, or the group, are but a

shadowy background which throws up the

brilliant, clear-cut personality into a more

vivid light. The epic poet is all taken up

with what he -ailed klea andron, "glorious

deeds of men, of individual heroes; and

what these heroes then, elves ardently long

and pray for is just this glory, this per-

sonal distinction, this deathless fame for

their great deeds. When the armies meet

it is the leaders who fight in single combat.

These glorious heroes are for the most part

kings, but not kings in the old sense, not

hereditary kings bound to the soil and re-

sponsible for its fertility. Rather they are

leaders in war and adventure; the homage
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paid them is a personal devotion for personal

charaeter; the leader must win his followers

l)y bravery, he must keep them by personal

generosity. Moreover, heroic wars are often-

est not tribal feuds consequent on tribal

raids, more often they arise from personal

grievances, personal jealousies ; the siege of

Troy is undertaken not because the Trojans

have raided the cattle of the Achaians, but

because a single Trojan, Paris, has carried

off Helen, a single Achaean's wife.

Another noticeable point is that in heroic

poems scarcely any one is safely and quietly

at home. The heroes are fighting in far-off

lands or voyaging by sea; hence we hear

little of tribal and even of family ties. The
real centre is not the hearth, but the leader's

tent or ship. Local ties that bind to par-

ticular spots of earth are cut, local differences

fall into abeyance, a sort of cosmojwlitanism,

a forecast of pan-Hellenism, begins to arise.

And a curious point—all this is reflected in

the gods. We hear scarcely anything of

local cults, nothing at all of local magical

maypoles and Carryings-out of Winter and
Bringings-in of Summer, nothing whatever

of •' Suppers " for the souls, or even of worship
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paid to particular local heroes. A man's

ghost when he dies does not abide in its grave

ready to rise at springtime and help the seeds

to sprout ; it goes to a remote and shadowy
region, a common, pan-Hellenic Hades. And
so with the gods themselves; they are cut

clean from earth and from the local bits of

earth out of which they grew—the sacred trees

and holy stones and rivers and still holier

beasts. There is not a holy Bull to be found

in all Olympus, only figures of men, bright

and vivid and intensely personal, like so many
glorified, transfigured Homeric heroes.

In a word, the heroic spirit, as seen in

heroic poetry, is the outcome of a society cut

loose from its roots, of a time of migrations,

of the shifting of j)opulations.^ But more is

needed, and just this something more the

age that gave birth to Homer had. We know
now that before the northern people whom
we call Greeks, and who called themselves

Hellenes, came down into Greece, there had

grown up in the basin of the .Egean a civiliza-

tion splendid, wealthy, rich in art and already

ancient, the civilization that has come to

light at Troy, Mycenae, Tiryns, and most of

1 Thanks to Mr. H. M. Chadvvnck's Heroic Age (1912).

L
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all ill Crete. The adventurers from North and

South came upon a land rich in spoils, where a

chieftain with a hand of hardy followers might

sack a eit> and dower himself and his men with

suddei) wealth. Such conditions, such a con-

tact of new and old. of settled splendour beset

by unbridled adventure, go to the making of

a heroic age, its virtues and its vices, its obvious

beautv and its '.iddeii ugliness. In settled,

social conditions, as has been well remarked,

'' most of the heroes would sooner or later

liave found themselves in prison."

A heroic age. happily for society, camuit

last long: it has about it while it does last

a sheen of passing and pathetic splendour,

such as that which lights up the figure of

Achilles, but it is bound to fade and pass.

A heroic society is almost a contradiction in

terms. Heroism is for individuals. If a

society is to go on at all it nmst strike its

roots deep in some soil, native or alien. The

bands of adventurers must disband and go

home, or settle anew on the land they have

conquered. They nmst beat their swords

into plowshares and their spears into

pruning-hooks. Their gallant, glorious leader

must become a sober, home-keeping, law-
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piving and law-abiding king; his followers

must abate their individuality and make it

.Mi})Nervo a common social purpose.

Athens, in her sheltered peninsula, lay

somewhat outside the tide of migrations and

heroic exploits. Her population and that of

all Attica remained comparatively unchanged

;

her kings are kings of the stationary, law-

abiding, state-reforming type; Cecrops. Erech-

t hens, Theseus, are not splendid, flashing,

all-c<»n(iuering figures like Achilles and Aga-

memnon. Athens might, it would seem, but

tor the coming of Homer, have lain stagnant

ill a backwater of conservatism, content to

oo («M chanting her traditional Spring Songs

year i)y year. It is a wonderful thing that

this city of Athens, beloved of the gods, should

luive bctMi saved from the storm and stress,

sluitered from what might have broken, even

shattered her, spared the actual horrors of a

heroic age, yet given heroic poetry, given the

clear wine-cup poured when the ferment was

over. She drank of it deep and was glad and

rose up like a giant refreshed.

We have seen that to make up a heroic age

there nuist be two factors, the new and the
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old ; the young, vigorous, warlike people must

seize on, appropriate, in part assimilate, an

old and wealthy civilization. It almost seems

as if we might go a step farther, and say

that for every great movement in art or

literature we must have the same conditions,

a contact of new and old, of a new spirit

seizing or approi)riated by an old established

order. Anyhow for Athens the historical fact

stands certain. The amazing development

of the fifth-century drama is just this, the

old vessel of the ritual Dithyramb filled to

the full Avith the new wine of the heroic saga ;

and it would seem that it was by the hand

of Peisistratos, the great democratic tyrant,

that the new wine was outpoured.

Such were roughly the outside conditions

under which the drama of art grew out of

the dromena of ritual. The racial secret of

the individual genius of ^Eschylus and the

forgotten men who preceded him we cannot

hope to touch. We can only try to see the

conditions in which they worked and mark

the splendid new material that lay to their

hands. Above all things we can see that this

material, these Homeric saga, were just fitted

i
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to give the needed impulse to art. The

Homeric saga had for an Athenian poet just

that remoteness from immediate action which,

as we have seen, is the essence of art as

contrasted with ritual.

Tradition says that the Athenians fined the

dramatic poet Phrynichus for choosing as

the plot of one of his tragedies the Taking

of Miletus. Probably the fine was inflicted

for political party reasons, and had nothing

whatever to do with the question of whether

the subject was "artistic" or not. But the

story may stand, and indeed was later under-

stood to be, a sort of allegory as to the attitude

of art towards life. To understand and still

more to contemplate life you must come out

from the choral dance of life and stand

apart. In the case of one's own sorrows, be

they national or personal, this is all but im-

possible. We can ritualize our sorrows, but

not turn them into tragedies. We cannot

stand back far enough to see the picture ;
we

want to be doing, or at least lamenting. In

the case of the sorrows of others this standing

back is all too easy. We not only bear their

pain with easy stoicism, but we picture it

dispassionately at a safe distance; we feel
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about rather th<an tvith it. The trouble is that

we do not feel enough. Such was the altitude

of the Athenian towards the doings and

Kufferifigs of Ilomerie heroes. Tliey stood

towards them as spectators. These heroes

had not the intimate sanctity of home-grown

things, )nit they had sufficient traditional

sanctity to make them aeeei)tal)le jis the

material of drama.

Adequately sacred though they were, they

were yet free and flexible. It is impiety

to alter the myth of your local hero, it is

impossible to recast the myth of your local

daemon—that is fixed forever—his conflict,

his agon, his death, his pathos, his Resurrection

and its heralding, his Epiphany. But the

stories of Agamemnon and Achilles, though

at home these heroes were local daimoms,

have already been variously told in their

wanderings from place to place, and you can

mould them more or less to your will. More-

over, these figures are already personal and

individual, not representative puppets, mere

functionaries like the May Queen and Winter

;

they have life-histories of their own, never

quite to be repeated. It Is in this blend of the

individual and the general, the ])ersonal and

M-^...
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tlio universal, that one element at least of all

reallv great art will he found to lie: and just

here at Athens ^ve get a glimpse of the nu.n.ent

of fusion ; we see a definite historieal reason

^vhv and how the universal in dromemicamv.

to include the partieular in drama. We see,

nu>reover, how in plaec of the old monotonous

plots, intimately eonneeted withaetual i)raet.-

cal needs, we get material eut off fn.m nume-

diate reactions, seen as it were at the n^ht

distance, remote yet n<.t too remote We

see in a word, how a ritual enacted year

by 'year hecame a work of art that was a

•• jiossession for ever."

Possiblv in the mind of the reader there

,,av ha^e been for some tirne a .rowmg

discomfort, an inarticulate protes .
All this

about dromena and drama and dithyrambs,

bears and bulls, May Queens and Iree-Sp.nts,

even about Homeric heroes, is all very well,

curious and perhaps even in a way "jt-'je^^;'^^;

but it is not at all what he expected, st.l less

what he wants. When he bought a book

with the odd incongruous title, Ancient Art

and Ritual, he was prepared to put up with

some remarks on the artistic side of ritual,
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but he did expect to be told something al)out

what the ordinary man calls art, that is,

statues and pictures. Greek drama is no
doubt a form of ancient art, but acting is not
to the reader's mind the chief of arts. Nay,
more, he has heard doubts raised lately—and
he shares them—as to whether acting and
dancing, about which so much has been said,

are properly speaking arts at all. Now about
painting and sculpture there is no doubt.

Let us come to business.

To a business so beautiful and pleasant as

Greek sculpture wc shall gladly come, but a

word must first be said to explain the reason

of our long delay. The main contention of

the present book is that ritual and art have,

in emotion towards life, a conmion root, and
further, that primitive art develops normally,

at least in the case of the drama, straight out

of ritual. The nature of that primitive ritual

from which the drama arose is not very fami-

liar to English readers. It has been necessary

to stress its characteristics. Almost every-

where, all over the world, it is found that

primitive ritual consists, not in prayer and
praise and sacrifice, but in mimetic dancing.

But it is in Greece, and perhaps Greece only.
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ill the religion of Dioir sos, that we can

actually trace, if dimly, the transition steps

that led from dance to drama, from ritual to

art. It was, therefore, of the first importance

to realize the nature of the dithyrand) from

which the drania rose, and so far as might be

to mark the cause and circumstances of the

transition.

Leaving the drama, .se come in the next

chapter to Sculpture ; and here, too, we shall

see how closely art was shadowed by that

ritual out of which she sprang.
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In passinj,' from the drama to Sculpture we

make a great leap. We pass from the living

thinjj. the daiu-e or the play acted by real

people, the thing done, whether as rittial or

art, whether dromcnoti or drama, to the thitig

made, cast in outside material rigid form, a

thins that can he looked at again and again,

but tlie making of which can never actually

he re-lived whether by artist or spectator.

Moreover, we come to a clear threefold dis-

tinction and division hitherto neglected. We
must at last sliarply differentiate the artist,

the work of art, and the spectator. The artist

may, and usually indeed does, become the

spectator of his own work, but the spectator

is not the artist. The work of art is, once

executed, forever (hstinct both from artist

and spectator. In the primitive choral dance

all three—artist, work of art, spectator—were

170
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fused, or nithor iu»t yet difftTcntiatea. Haml-

books o» art arc apt to begin with the dis-

oussion of rU(U> (hcorativc patterns, and altt r

leading up througli sculpture and pauitnii:.

sonuthing vague is said at the end about the

primitiveness of the ritual danee. But his-

torieallv ami also genetieally or logically the

danee in its inehoateness, its undifferentiated-

ness, eonies first. It lias in it a larger element

of emotion, and less of presentation. It is this

inehoateness, this undifferentiatedness. that,

apart from historical faet, makes us feel sure

that logically the dance is primitive.

To illustrate the meaning of Greek sculpture

and show its close aflinity with ritual, we

shall take two instances, perhaps the best-

known of those that survive, one of them in

relief, the other in the round, the Panathenaic

frieze of the Parthenon at Athens and the

Apollo Belvedere, and we shall take them in

chronological order. As the actual frieze and

the statue cannot be before us, we shall discuss

no technical questions of style or treatment,

but simplv ask how they came to be, what

Imman need do they express. The Parthenon

frieze is in the Ikitish Museum, the Apollo
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Helvedere is in the Vatican at Rome, but is

readily accessible in casts or photographs. The

outlines given in Figs. 5 and 6 can of course

only serve to recall subject-matter and design.

The Panathenaic frieze once decorated the

cella or innermost shrine of the Parthenon,

the temple of the Maiden Goddess Athena.

It twined like a ribbon round the brow of the

building and thence it was torn by Lord

Elgin and brought home to the British

Museum as a national trophy, for the price

of a few hundred pounds of coffee and yards

of scarlet cloth. To realize its meaning we

must always think it back into its place.

Inside the cella, or shrine, dwelt the goddess

herself, her great image in gold and ivory;

outside the shrine was sculptured her worship

by the whole of her people. For the frieze is

nothing but a great ritual procession trr^ns-

lated into stone, the Panathenaic procession,

or procession of all the Athenians, of all

Athens, in honour of the goddess who was but

the city incarnate, Athena.

" A wonder enthroned on the hills and the sea,

A maiden crowned with a fourfold glory.
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That none from the pride of her head may

rend

;

Violet and olive le purple and hoary,

Song-wreath and :-to y the fairest of fame,

Flowers that the wmter can blast not nor

bend,

A light upon earth as the sun's own flame,

A name as his name

—

Athens, a praise without end."

Swinburne: Erechiheiis, in.

Sculptural Art, at least in this instance,

comes out of ritual, has ritual as its subject,

is embodied ritual. The reader perhaps at

this point may suspect that he is being juggled

with, that, out of the thousands of Greek

reliefs that remain to us, just this one instance

has been selected to bolster up the writer's

art and ritual theory. He has only to walk

through any museum to be convinced at once

that the author is playing quite fair. Practi-

cally the whole of the reliefs that remam to

us from the archaic period, and a very large

proportion of those at later date, when they

do not represent heroic mythology, are ritual

reliefs,
" votive " reliefs as we call them ;

that

is, prayers or praises translated into stone.
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Of the choral dance we have heartl much,

of the procession but Uttle, yet its ritual

importance 'vas great. In rehgion to-day

the dance is dead save for the dance of the

choristers before the altar at Seville. But the

procession lives on, has even taken to itself

Preseatat>oa ov t\ie. 'Pe\3lo:i

Pa>i.a.tken«iic 'rroce^ica

Fk;. :{.

new life. It is a means of bringing masses

of })e<»ple together, of ordering them and

co-ordinating them. It is a means for the

magical spread of supposed good influence,

ol"
'^-

grace." Witness the " Beating of the

Bounds" and the frequent processions of the

Blessed Sacrament in Roman Catholic lands.
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The Queen of the May and the Jaek-in-the-

C;reen still go from house to house. Now-a-

(lavs it is to collect pence; once it was to

f§ ^ - 4 ^ £ r t

Fig. 4.

diffuse
" LM-aee

" and increase. We remember

the procession of the holy IJull at Magnesia

vnd the holv Bear at Saghalien (pp. O'J-lOO).
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What, then, was the object of the Pan-

atlienaic procession ? It was first, as its name

indicates, a procession that brought all Athens

together. Its object was social and political,

to express the unity of Athens. Ritual in

primitive times is always social, collective.

The arrangement of the procession is shown

in Figs, n and t (pp. 174., 175). In Fig. 3 we see

the procession as it were in real life, just as it

is about to enter the temple and the presence

of the Twelve (iods. These gods are shaded

black because in reality invisible. Fig. 4 is a

diagram showing the position of the \ arious

parts of the procession in the sculptural

frieze. At the west end of the temple the

procession begins to form : the youths of

Athens are mounting their horses. It di-

vides, as it needs must, into two halves,

one sculptured on the north, one on the

south side of the cellti. After the throng of

the cavalry getting denser and denser we

come to the chariots, next the sacrificial

animals, sheep and restive cows, then the

instruments of sacrifice, llutes and lyres and

baskets and trays for offerings; men who

carry blossoming olive-boughs ; maidens witli

water-vessels and drinking-cups. The whole
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3
13

tiinmlt of the gatherinfj; is niarshaUcd and at

last met and, as it were, held in check, by a

band of magistrates Nvho face the procession

just as it enters the presence of the twelve

seated gods, at the cast end. The whole body

politic of the gods has come down to feast

with tlic whole body politic of Athens and her

allies, of whom these goils arc but the pro-

jection and reflection. The gods arc there

too;ether because man is collectively assembled.

Tlie great procession culminates in a sacrifice

and a communal feast, a sacramental feast like

that on the flesh of the holy Bull at Magnesia.

The Panathenaia was a high festival including

rites and ceremonies of diverse dates, an

armed dance of immemorial antiquity that

may have dated from the days when Athens

was subject to Crete, ami a recitation ordered

by Peisistratos of the i)oems of Homer

Some theorists have seen n art only an

extension of the " play instinct," just a libera-

tion of superfluous vitality and energies, as it

were a rehearsing for life. This is not our

view, but into all art, in so far as it is a cutting

off of motor reactions, there certainly enters

an element of recreation. It is interesting

M
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to note that to tlic Greek miml religion was

speciallv connected with the notion rather

of a festival than a fast. Thucyaides ^ is

assinvllv bv nature no reveller, yet religion

is to l.in. inainlv a "rest from toil." He

makes Pcrikles say: " Moreover, we have

provided for our spirit by many opportunities

«,1 recreation, by the celebration of ganies

and sacriliccs throughout the year." To

the anonvmous writer known as the " Old

Oligarch
"' the main gist of religion appears

t(, "bf a decorous social enjoyment. In

cjisv aristocratic fashion he rejoices that

rcliuious ceremonials exist to provide for the

ss^ well-to-do citizens suitable amusements

lat they would otherwise lack. " As to

«»rific(s'and sanctuaries and festivals and

.rrcincts, the People, knowing that it is im-

..^siblf for each man indivi<lually to sacrifice

,(l fe st and have sacrifices and an ami)le

. ,1 h aitiful city, has discovered by what

raw le max enjoy these i)rivileges;'

1
.' procession of the Panathenaia all

\t--us was gathered together, but—and this

is anportant—for a special purpose, more

» II, :)8.

'.A;;
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1 primitive than any groat political or social

uni(»n. Happily this purpose is clear; it is

dej)icte(l in the central slab of the east end of

the frieze (Fig. 5). A priest is there repre-

sented receiving from the hands of a hoy a

great jn'plos or robe. It is the sacred robe of

Athena woven for her and embroidered by

v«»un»' Athenian maidens and offered to her

every five years. The great gold and ivory

statue in the Parthenon itself had no need of

a robe : she would scarcely have known what

to do with one; her raiment was already of

wrought gold, she carried heln^et and spear

and shield. But thee was an ancient image

of Athena, an old Madonna of the people,

fashioned before Athena became a warrior

maiden. This image was rudely hewn in

wood, it was dressed and decked doll-fashion
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like a May Queen, and to her tlie great peplos

was dedicated. The peplos was hoisted as a

sail on the l»auathenaie ship, and this ship

Athena had borrowed from Dionysos himself,

who went every spring in procession in a ship-

car on wheels to open the season for sailing.

To a seafaring people like the Athenians the

opening of the sailing season was all-important,

and naturally began not at midsummer but

in spring.

The sacred peplos, or robe, takes us back

to the old days when the spirit of the year

and the "' luck " of the people was bound up

with a rude image. The life of the year died

out each year and had to be rene\v<>d. To

make a new image was expensive and incon-

venient, so, with primitive economy it was

decided that the life and luck of the image

should be renewed by re-dressing it, by

offering to it each year a new robe. We
remember (p. GO) how in Thuringia the new

puppet wore the shirt of the old and thereby

new life was passed from one to the other.

But behind the old image we can get to a

stage still earlier, when there was at the

Panathenaia no image at all, only a yearly

maypole; a bough hung with ribbons and

I
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cakes and fruits and the like. A boiigli was

cut from the sacred olive tree of Athens,

called the Moria or Fate Tree. It was bound

jihout with fillets and hung with fruit and

nuts and, in the festival of the Paiuithcnaia,

they carried it up to the Acropolis to give to

MhcnaPolias, '' Her-of-the-City," and as they

went they sang the old Kiresione song (p. 114.).

Polias is hut the city, the Palis incarnate.

This Moria, or Fate Tree, was the very

life of Athens: the life of the olive which

fed her and lighted her was the very life of

the citv. When the Persian host sacked the

Acropolis they burnt the holy olive, and it

seenietl that all was over. But next day it

j)ut forth a new shoot and the people knew

that the city's life still lived. Sophocles ^

sang of the glory of the wondrous life tree

of Athens

:

" The untcnded, the self-planted, self-defended

from the foe.

Sea-gray, children-nurturing olive tree that

here delights to grow,

None may take nor touch nor harm it, head-

strong youth nor age grown bold.

1 Oed. Col. 694, trans. D. S. MacColl.
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For the round of Morian Zeus has been its

watcher from of old

;

He beholds it, and, Athene, thy own sea-

gray eyes behold."

The holy tree carried in procession is, like

the image of Athena, made of olive-wood,

just the incarnate life of Athens ever

renewed.

The Panathcnaia was not, like the Dithy-

ramb, a spring festival. It took place in

July at the height of the simimer heat, when

need lor rain was the greatest. Hut the

month Hecatombaion, in which it was cele-

brated, was the first month of the Athenian

year and the dav of the festival was the

birthday of the goddess. \\ nen the goddess

became a war-goddess, it was fabled that

she was born in Olympus, and that she sprang

full grown from her father's head in glittering

armour. Rut she was really born on earth,

and the day of her birth was the birthday

of every earthborn goddess, the day of the

beginning of the new year, with its returning

life. When men only observe the actual

growth of new green life from the ground,

this birthday will be in spring; when they

begin to know that the seasons depend on
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the sun. .»r when the heat of the sun causts

great need of rain, it will be at miclsunu.ur.

at the solstice, or in northern regions where

r.HMi fear to lose the sun in nndwinter as with

us The frie/e of the Parthenon is, then, but

a priiuitive festival translated into stone, a

rite frozen to a luonuinent.

Passing over a long spaee of time we emne

to our next illustration, the Apollo Belvedere

^^U might seem that here at last we have

nothing F>">nitive; here we have art pure

and simple, ideal art utterly eut loose from

,itual,- art for art's sake." Yet m this Apollo

Helvedere, this product of late and aeeom-

phshed, even decadent art, we shall see no t

clearlv the intimate relation of art and ritual

;

^ve shall, as it v. ere, walk actually across tliat

transition bridge of ritual which leads fiom

actual life to art.

The date of this famous Apollo cannot

be fixed, but it is clearly a eopy of a type

heloncting to the fourth century bc Ihe

poise^f the tigure is singular and, till its intent

s grasped, unsatisfactory. Apollo is caught m

sl^ft inotion but seems, as he stands delicately

poised, to be about to fly rather than to run.
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He stands tii)toe and in a moment will have
left the earth. The Greek sculptor's genius was
all focus

; 1, as we shall presently see, on the
human figure and on tlie mastery of its many
possibilities of movement and action. Greek
statues can roughly be dated by the way they
stand. At first, in the archaic period, they
stand firmly planted with et^ual weight on
either foot, the feet close together. Then
one foot is advanced, but the weight still

equally divided, an almost impossible position.

Next, the weight is thrown on the right foot

;

and the left knee is bent. This is of all jjosi-

tions the loveliest for the human body. We
allow it to women, forbid it to men save to
"ajsthetes." If the back numbers oi Punch
be examined for the figure of '' Postlethwaite"
it will be seen that he always stands in this

characteristic relaxed pose.

When the sculptor has mastered the possible

he bethinks him of the impossible. He will

render the human body flying. It may have
been the accident of a mythological subject

that first suggested the motive. Leochares,
a famous artist of the fourth century B.C.,

made a group of Zeus in the form of an eagle

carrying off Ganymede. A replica of the

if4
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group is preserved in tlie Vatican, aiul sliould

stand for comparison near the Apollo. We
luive the same tiptoe poise, the figure just

about to leave the earth. Again, it is not a

fiance, but a flight. This poise is suggestive

to us because it marks an art cut loose, as

far as may be, from earth and its realities,

even its rituals.

What is it that Apollo is doing? The

question and suggested answers have occupied

many treatises. There is only one answer :

We do not know. It was at first thought

that the Apollo had just drawn his bow and

shot an arrow. This suggestion was made

to account for the pose ; but that, as we have

seen, is sufficiently explained by the fligl it-

motive. Another possible solution is that

Apollo brandishes in his uplifted hand tlie

agis, or goatskin shield, of Zeus. Another

suggestion is that he holds as often a lustral,

or laurel bough, that he is figured as I)aj)hne-

phoros, •' Laurel-Bearer."

We do not know if the Belvedere Apollo

carried a laurel, but we do know that it was

of the very essence of the god to be a Laurel-

Bearer. That, as we shall see in a moment,

he, like Dioiiysos, arose in part out of a rite,

i!fe.-^
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a rite of Laurel-Bearing— a Daphnephoria.

We have not .got elcar of ritual yet. When

Pausanias,' the aneient traveller, whose note-

book is our ehief source about these early

festivals, eanie to Thebes he saw a hill sacred

to Apollo, and after describing the temple on

the hill he says :

" The following custom is still, I know,

observed at Thebes. A boy of distinguished

family and himself well-looking and strong is

made the priest of Apollo, for the space of a

year. The title given him is Laurel-Bearer

(Daphnephoros), for these boys wear wreaths

made of laurel."

We know for certain now what these yearly

priests are : they are the Kings of the Year,

the Spirits of the Year, May- Kings, Jacks-o'-

the-Green. The name given to the boy is

enough to show he carried a laurel branch,

though Pausanias only mentions a wreath.

Another ancient writer gives us more details.^

He says in describing the festival of the

Laurel-Bearing :

" They wreathe a pole of olive wood with

laurel and various llowers. On the top is

J IX, 10, 4. ^ See my Themis, p. 438.

ye
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fitted a bronze globe from wliich they suspend
smaller ones. Midway round the {)ole they
place a lesser globe, binding it with purple
fillets, but the end of the pole is deeked with
saffron. IJy the toj)most globe they mean
the sun, to whieh they actually com])are
Apollo. The globe beneath this is the moon;
the smaller globes hung on are the stars and
constellations, and the fillets are the course
of the year, for they make them 305 in

number. The Uaphnei)horia is headed by a
boy, both whose parents are alive, and his

nearest male relation carries the filleted pole.

The Laurel-Bearer himself, who follows next,

holds on to the laurel ; he has his hair hanging
loose, he wears a golden wreath, and he is

dressed out in a splendid robe to his feet and
he wears light shoes. There follows him a band
of maidens holding out boughs before them,
to enforce the sui)plieation of the hynms."

This is the most elaborate may])ole cere-

mony that we know of in ancient times. The
globes representing sun and moon show us

that we have come to a time when men know-

that the fruits of the earth in due season

depended on the heavenly bodies. The year

-aa^
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witli its 365 days is a Sun-Ycar. Once this

Sun-Year established and we find that the times

of the solstices, midwinter and midsummer

became as, or even more, important than the

spring itself. The date of the Daphnephoria

is not known.

At Delphi itself, the centre of Apollo-worship,

there was a festival called the Stepteria, or

festival " of those who make the wreathes,"

in which " mystery " a Christian Bishop, St.

Cyprian, tells us he was initiated. In far-off

Tempe—that wonderful valley that is still the

greenest spot in stony, barren Greece, and

where the laurel trees still cluster—there was

an altar, and near it a laurel tree. The story

went that Apollo had made himself a crown

from this very laurel, and taking in his hand

a branch of this same laurel, i. e. as Laurel-

Bearer, had come to Delphi and taken over

the oracle.

" And to this day the people of Delphi

send high-born boys in procession there.

And they, when they have reached Tempe

and made a splendid sacrifice return back,

after wearing themselves wreaths from the

very laurel from which the god made himself

a wreath."

.3S
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We arc inclined to think of the Greeivs as

!i j)eoj)le apt to inchilgc in tiie singular prac-

tice of wearing wreaths in pnl)lic. a practice

a-uong us confined to cliiUhen on their

birthdays and a few eccentric |)eople on their

wc(hiing days. We forget tlie intensely

practical j)urport of the custom. The ancient

Greeks wore wreaths and carried boughs, not

because they were artistic or poetical, but
because they were ritualists, that they niigjjt

bring back the spring and carry in the summer.
The Greek bridegroom to-day, as well as the

(ireck bride, wears a wreath, that his marriage
may be the beginning of new life, that his
' wife may be as the fruitful vine, and his

"hildren as the olive branches round about
his table." And our children to-day, though
they do not know it, wear wreaths on their

birthdays because with each new year their

life is re-born.

Apollo then, was, like Dionysos, King of

the May and— saving his presence—Jack-in-

t he-Green. The god manifestly arose out of the

rite. For a moment let us sec hoiv he arose.

It will be remembered that in a previous

eha})ter (]). 70) we spoke of * personification."

-—
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We think of the god Apollo as an ahstraetion,

an unreal thing, perhaps as a " false god."

The god Ai)ollo does not, and never did. exist.

Hf is an idea—a thing made by the imagina-

tion. Rut primitive man does not deal \vith

abstraetions, does not ^vorship them. What

happens is, as we saw (p. 71), som-thing like

this : Year by year a boy is ehosen to earry the

laurel, to bring in the May, and later year by

yiar a puppet is made. It is a different bo\

eaeh year, carrying a different laurel braneh.

And yet in a sense it is the same boy; he is

ahvavs the Laurel Rearer—" Daphnephoros,"

always the " Luck " of the village or city.

Tliis Laurel-Rearer, the same yesterday, to-

day, and forever, is the .stuff of Avhieh the

god is made. The god arises from the rite,

he is gradually detached from the rite, antl

as soon as he gets a life and being of his own,

ai)art from the rite, he is a first stage in art.

a work of art existing in the mind, gradually

detached from even the faded action of ritual,

ami later to be the model of the actual work

of art. the copy in stone.

The stages, it would seem, are: actual life

with its motor reactions, the ritual copy of

life with its faded reactions, the image of the
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god j)r()jected by tlic rite, and, last, the copy

of that image, the work of art.

We see now why in tlie history of all a<^es

and every place art is w hat is called the "' hand-

maid of rehgion." She is not really the

" handmaid " at all. Slu- springs straight

out of the rite, and her hrst outward leap is

the image of the god. Primitive art in

Greece, in Egyi)t, in Assyria,^ represents lithcr

rites, processions, sacrifices, magical cere-

monies, embodied i)rayers; or else it repre-

sents the images of the gods wlio spring from

those rites. Track any god right home, and

you will find him lurking in a ritual sheath,

from which he slowly emerges, first as a

dcemon, or spirit, of the year, then as a full-

blown divinity.

In Chapter II wc saw how the dromenon

gave birth to the drama, how, bit by bit, out

of the chorus of dancers some dancers witli-

1 It is now held by some and gocnl authorities that the

prehistoric paintin<i8 of cave-dwelling man had also a

ritual ori<,'in ; that is, that the representations of animals

were intended to act magically, to increase the " supply

of the animal or help the hunter to catch him." But, aa

this question is still i>ending, I prefer, tempting though

they are, not to use prehistoric paintings as material for

my argument.
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'Irow ami became speetators sitting apart, a ml

on the otlier hand otiiers of the (hmeers (hew

apart on to the sta<,'e and presented to the

s|)eetators a speetaeh', a thin;^ to he looked

tit, not joined in. And we saw Itow in tliis

^pcctaeuhl^ mood, this hein<,' cut loose from

inmiechate action, lay the ^ try essence of the

artist and the art-lover. Now in the drama
of Thespis there was at first, wc are told. I>nt

(»ne actor: later -Ksehylus added a second.

It is clear who this a,etor. this proto'^onist «»r

first contender " was, the one actor with

the (loid)le part, who was Death to be carried

<>nt and .Snnuner to be (-arried in. He was

the IJouijh-Hearcr. the only possible actor

in the one-part play of the renewal of life

anil the return of the \ear.

ft

i

i

Tlic May-King, the leader of tlie choral

dance gave birth not only to the hrst actor

of the drama, but also, as we have just seen,

to the god. be he Dionysos or be he Apollo:

and tiiis figure of the god thus imagined out

of the year-spirit was perhaps more fertile

for art than even the protagonist of the

drama. It mav seem stranjje to us that a

Lfod shoulti rise up out of a dance or a pro-

.\
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cession, boeausc (luiices and processions arc

not an int^Mal part of our national life, and

do not call up any very strong' and instant

emotion. The old instinct lin^nrs, it is true,

and enierfres at critical inonunts; \s\nn a

king dies we form a great procession to carry

him to the grav(>. but we do not dance. We

have court balls, and these with their stately

ordered ceremonials are perhaps the last

survival of tiie genuinely civic dance, but a

court ball is not given at a king's funeral nor

iu honour of a god.

But to the Cireek the god and the dance

were never (piite suiulered. It almost seems

as if in the minds of Greek poets aiul philo-

soi>hers there lingered some dim half-conseious

renHiul)rance that some of these gods at

least actually came out of the ritual dance.

Thus, Plato,^ in treating of the importance

of rhythm in education says :
'• The gods,

pitying the toilsome race of nu-n, have ap-

pointed the sequence of religit»us festivals to

give them times of rt^t, and have given them

the Muses and Apollo, the Muse-Leader, as

fellow-revellers."

" The young of all animals," he goes on to

1 Laws, 653.
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sav, "cannot keep quiet, either in body or

voice. They must lea}) and skip and over-

tic )\v with ganiesonieness and sheer joy, and

they must utter all sorts of cries. But

whereas animals hnw no perception of

order or disorder in their n\otions, the gods

who hav(? been appointed to men as our

fellow-dancers have giveix to us a sense of

pleasure in rhythm and harmony. And so

thev move us and le^ul our bands, knitting

us together with songs and in dances, and

these we call choruses:' Nor was it only

Apollo and Dionysos who led the dance.

Athena herself danced the Pyrrhic dance.

"Our virgin lady," says Plato, ''delighting

in the sports of the dance, thought it not

meet to dance with empty hands; she must

be clothed in full armour, and in this attire

go through the dance. And youths and

maidens should in every respect imitate her

example, honouring the goddess, both with

a view to the actual necessities of war and

to the festivals."

Plato is unconsciously inverting the

order of things, natural happenings. Take

the armed dance. There is, first, the " actual

necessity of war." Men go to war armed, to

m
f^-
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fjict' actual danox'is, aiul at their head is a
leader in full annour. That is real life. There
is then the festal re-enactment of war, when
the fifjht is ru.t aetually foujrht, hut there is

an imitation of war. That is the ritual starre,

the (Iromcnon. Here, too. there is a leader.
More and more this dance becomes a spectacle,

k-s and less an action. Then froni the
jjcriodic (bonunon, the ritual enacted year hy
year, emerires an imajrined permanent leafier;

a dainon, or ood_a Dionysos, an Apollo, an
Athena. Finally the account of what aetually
happens is thrown into the past, into a
remote distance, and we have an "utio-
logical " luyth a story told to give a cause
or reason. The whole natural process is

inverted.

And last, a.s already seen, the jjfod, the iirst

work of art, the thino; unseen, imafriiuHl out
of the ritual of the dance, is cast hack into
thj visible world and fixed in space, tan
Mc wonder that a classical writer ' should
say " the statues of the craftsmen of old times
are the relics of ancient dancinfj." That is

just what they are, rites cauo^ht and fixed

and frozen. "Drawinjr," says a modern

' Aih>n. \\\, 26, J).
620.
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critic,^ '
is at l)oltom, like all the arts, a

kiiul of n;esture, a method of daneing on paper."

Seulptiire. drawinf», all the arts save music

are imitative; so was the dance from which

tlu'N sprang. But imitation is not all, or even

lirst.
• The dance may be mimetic ; but the

beauty and verve of the performance, not

closeness of the imitation impresses; and

tame additions of truth will encumber and

not convince. The dance niust control the

pantomime." Art. that is, gradually domi-

nate •. mere ritual.

i

I

We come to another point. The Greek

gods as we know them in classical sculpture

arc always imaged in human shape. This

was not of course always the case with other

nations. Wc have seen how among savages

th* totem, that is, the emblem of tribal

unity, was usually an animal or a plant. We
have seen how the emotions of the Siberian

tribe in Saghalien focussed on a bear. The
savage totem, the Saghalien Rear, is on the

\va\' to be, but is not quite, a god: he is not

personal enough. The Egyptians, and in

' D. S. MacCull, ' A Year of Post-IrapressioiiI-iai."

Mnetei^n'h t'enUmj, p. 29. (1912.)

:x.
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part the Assyrians, halted hah'-way and made
their gods into monstrous shapes, half-animaJ,
half-man, which have their own mystical
grandeur. But since we are men ourselves,
feeling human emotion, if our gods are in
great part projected emotions, the natural
form for them to take is human shape.

" Art imitates Nature," says Aristotle, in
a phrase that has been much misunderstood.
It has been taken to mean that art is a copy
or reproduction of natural objects. But by
" Nature " Aristotle never means the out-
side world of created things, he means rather
creative force, what produces, not what has
been produced. We might almost translate
the Greek phrase, " Art, like Nature, creates
things," " Art acts like Nature in producing
things." These things are, first and fore-
raost, human things, human action. The
drama, with which Aristotle is so much con-
cerned, invents human action like real,

natural action. Dancing " imitates character,
emotion, action." Art is to Aristotle almost
wholly bound by the limitations of human
nature.

This is, of course, characteristically a Greek
limitation. " Man is the measure of all
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things," said the old Greek sophist, but

modern science has taught us another lesson.

Man may be in the foreground, but the drama

of man's life is acted out for us against a

tremendous background of natural happen-

ings : a background that preceded man and

will outlast him; and this background pro-

foundly affects our imagination, and hence

our art. We moderns are in love with the

background. Our art is a landscape art.

The ancient landscape painter could not, or

would not, trust the background to tell its

own tale : if he painted a mountain he set up

a mountain-god to make it real ; if he outlined

a coast he set human eoast-iiym})hs on its

shore to make clear the meaning.

Contrast with this our modern landscape,

from which bit by bit the nymph has been

wholly banished. It is the art of a stage,

without actors, a scene which is all back-

ground, all suggestion. It is an art. given

us by sheer recoil from science, which has

dwarfed actual human life almost to imagina-

tive extinction.

" Landscape, then, offered to the modern

imagination a scene empty of definite actors,

i

»
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sniKrhuinan or liinnan, that viclded to
nvcnc without challonae all that is in a
'""ral without a (.reocK tension or amhush
ol the (lark, threat of ominous ^\aom, the
relentincr a„d tender return or ovcrwhelniin-
*'"t'>»rst of light, the pajreantrv of eloud^
above a world turned quaker, the monstrous
weeds of trees outside the town, the sea that
IS ol)stinately epie still." '

If was to this world of haektfrounds that
".en Hed, hunted hy the sense of their own
insionificanee.

-Minds the most strietiv hound in their
«'K-ts by eivil life, in their fanev hy the shri-
velled look of destiny under seientific speeula-
tion, felt on solitary hill or shore those tides
of the blood stir a-ain that are ruled bv the
sun and the moon and travelled as if to'trNst
where an ai)pariti(,n mioht take form PoeN
onlamed themselves to this vi<r.|. haunters
o .1 desert ehureh. prompters of an elemental
theatre, listeners in solitary ,,laees for intima-
tions IroM a spirit in hiding; and painters
followed the impulse of Wordsworth.-'

' i). S. MacColI, Nineteenth Cnifnn/ Art, p. 20. (l!M-)2.)
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Wc can only see the strcnoth and weakness
of (ireek sculpture, feci the emotion of which
it was the utterance, if we realize clearly this

inodern spirit of the backfrround. All preat

modern, and jierhaps even ancient, poets are

touched by it. Drama itself, as Nietzsche

showed, "hankers after dissolution into mys-
tery. Shakespeare would occasionally knock
the back out of the stage with a window
opening on the 'cloud-capp'd towers.* " But
Maeterlinck is the best example, because his

genius is less. He is the embodiment, almost
the caricature, of a tendencv.

'" Maeterlinck sets us figures in the fore-

ground only to launch us into that limbus.

The supers jabbering on the scene are there,

children of presentiment and fear, to make us

aware of a third, the mysterious one, whose
name is not on the bills. They come to warn
us by the nervous check and hurry of their

gossip of the approach of that background
[)o\ver. Omen after omen announces him,

the talk starts and drops at his ap{)roaeh, a
door shuts and the thrill of his passage is

the play." '

1 D. S. MacColl, op. cil.,
i>.

18.
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It is, perhaps, the temperaments that are

most allured and terrified by this art of the

bogey and the baekground that most feel

the need of an '. best appreciate the calm

and level, rational dignity of Greek natural-

ism and es})eeially the naturalism of Creek

sculpture.

For it is naturalism, not realism, not

imitation. By all manner of renunciations

Greek sculpture is what it is. The material,

itself marble, is utterly unlike life, it is

perfectly cold and still, it has neither the

texture nor the colouring of life. The story

of Pygmalion who fell in love with the statue

he had himself sculptured is as false as it is

tasteless, (ireek sculpture is the last form

of art to incite j)hysical reaction. It is

remote almost to the point of chill abstraction.

The statue in the round renounces not only

human life itself, but all the natural back-

ground and setting of life. The statues of

the Greek gods are Olympian in spirit as

well as subject. They are like the gods of

Epicurus, cut loose alike from the affairs

of men, and even the ordered ways of Nature.

So Lucretius ' pictures tlieni :

1 II 18.
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" The divinity of the gods is revealed and

their tranquil abodes, Avhich neither winds do

shake nor clouds drench with rains, nor snow

congealed \)y sharp frost harms with hoary

fall : an ever cloudless ether o'ercanopies them,

and they laugh with light shed largely around.

Nature, too, supplies all their wants, and
nothing ever impairs tJicir j)eacc of mind."

I

i

Greek art moves on through a long course

of technical accomplishment, of ever-increas-

ing mastery over materials and methods.

15ut this couise we need not follow. For our

argument the last word is said in the figures

of these Olympians translated into stone.

Born of pressing human needs and desires,

images projected by active and even anxious

ritual, they p;iss into the upper air and dwell

aloof, spectator-like and all but spectral.

I

f
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RITUAL, ART AND LIFK

In' tlie jjreocdinf,' cliaptcrs we liavc seen
ritual cnieifTc froni the practical doinjjs of

life. We have noted that in ritual we have
the beginning of a detaehnient from practical

ends; avc have watched the merely emotional
(lance develop from an undifferentiated chorus
into a spectacle performed hy actors and
watched by spectators, a spectacle cut off.

not only from real life, but also from ritual

issues
; a spectacle, in a word, that has become

an end in itself. We have further seen that
the choral dance is an undifferentiated whole
which later divides out into three clearly

articulate parts, the artist, the work of art.

the spectator or art lover. We are now in a
position to ask what is the good of all this

antiquarian enquiry ? Why is it, a})art from
the mere delight of scientific enquiry, import-
ant to Jiave seen that art arose from ritual?
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The answer is siiii])l(—

The object of triis hook, as stated in the

])refaee. is to try and throw some h«,'ht on

the fuiK'tion of ait. that is on what it has done,

iind still does to-djiy. for life. Now in the

ease of a complex "growth like art, it is rarely

il ever ))ossible to mulerstand its function

—

what it does, how it works unless we kn(»w

somethinp; of how that fjrowth be^^an, or. if

its origin is hid. at least of the simpler

forms (»f activity that i)receded it. For art,

this earlier stai,'e. this simpler form, which is

iiuleed itself as it were an embryo and rudi-

Tiuntary ait. we fouiid to be—ritual.

Ritual, then, has not been studied for its

own sake, still less for its connection with any

particular dofima. thou<>:h, as a subject of

^in«:ular jrravitv and beaut v. ritual is wtll

worth a lifetime's study. It has been studied

because ritual is, we believe, a frequent and

])erhai)s universal transition stage between

actual life and that |)eculiar contemplation

of or emotion towards life which we c dl art.

All our lono- examination of beast-dances,

Mav-day festivals and ev«'n of Greek d ama

has had just this for its object—to make clear

that art—save pcrhajis in a few specially

i
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pifttd natures—(lid not arise straight out of
life, but out of that collective emphasis of
the needs and desires of life which wc have
agreed to call ritual.

Our formal argument is now over and ritual
may drop out «)f the discussion. Jtut we
wouhl guard against a possible misunderstand-
ing. We would not be taken to iniplv that
ritual is obsolete and nmst drop out of life,

giving place to the art it has engendered. It
may well be that, for certain temperaments,
ritual is a perennial need. Natures specially
gifted can live lives that are emotionallv
vivid, even in the rare high air of art or science

;

but many, perhaps most of us, breathe more
freely in the medium, literally the Jniduay
space, of some collective ritual. Moreover,
for those of us who arc not artists or original
thinkers the life of the imagination, and even
of the emotions, has been perha])s too long
lived at second liand. received from the artist
ready made and felt. To-day, owing largely
to the progress of science, and a host of other
causes social and economic, life grows daily
fuller and freer, and every manifestation of
life is regarded with a new reverence. With
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this fresh outponrinp of the spirit, this fuller

eoiiseiousness of hfe, there eoines a need for

first-hand emotion and expression, and that

exi)ression is found for all elasses in a revival

of the ritual danee. Some of the strenuous,

exoitiiifj;. self-expressive dances of to-day are

of the soil and some exotie, but, based as they

mostly are on very primitive ritual, they stand

as singular evidence of this real recurrent

need. Art in these latter days goes back as

it were on lur own steps, recrossing the ritual

bridge back to life.

It remains to ask what, in the light of this

ritual origin, is the function of art? How do

we relate it to other forms of life, to science,

to religion, to morality, to i)hilosophy ?

These arc big-sounding questions, and towards

their solution only hints here and there can

be offered, stray thoughts that have grown up

out of this study of ritual origins and which,

because they have helped the writer, are offered,

with no thought of dogmatism, to the reader.

We English are not supposed to be an

artistic people, yet art, in some form or

another, bulks large in the national life. We
have theatres, a National Gallerv, we have
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art-schools, our trjulesmcn pr(>vi(l(' for ns

*• art-furiiitm-f." we cvm liear. ahsuidly

«nou<»li. of •• art -colours." Mouovcr. all this

is not a matter of tncr*- antiquarian interest,

wf do not si?n|)ly «,'o and admire the Ix-auty

of the |»ast in nuiseums: a movement towards

or about art is all alive and astir amou«,' us.

We have new developments of tlie theatre.

|»rol)lem pla\ s. Ileinhardt productions, 'uordoii

iriu^f scenery. Russian ballets. We have new

schools of painting tre;ulin<,' on each other's

heels with breathless rapidity : Impressionists,

Post-Im))ressionists, Futmists. Art or at

least the desire for. the interest in. art is

nssin-cdly not dead.

Moreover, and this is very important, \m'

all feel about art a certain obligation, such as

some of us feel about religion. There is an

•• ought " about, it. Perhaps we do not really

care mueli about pictures and poetry and

nmsie, b\it we feel we "ought to." In the

case of nuisie it has happily been at last

recognized tliat if xou have not an " ear
"

\ou cannot care for it. but two generations

ago, owing to llic uid'ortunate cheaj)ness

and popularity of ke>ed instruments, it was

Nvidelv held that one half of humanity, the
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foiuininc half, '' onglit " to play the piano.

This " ought " is, of course, hke most social
'• oughts," a very complex product, hut its

existence is well worth noting.

It is worth noting hecause it indicates a

vague feehng that art has a real value, that

art is not a mere luxury, nor even a rarefied

form of pleasure. Xo one feels thev ounht

to take pleasure in beautiful scents or in the

touch of velvet; they either do or they don't.

The first point, then, that must be made clear

is that art is of real value to life in a perfectly

clear biological sense; it invigorates, enhances,

promotes actual, spiritual, and through it

physical life.

This from our historical account we should

at the outset expect, because we have seen
art, by way of ritual, arose ouc ." life. And
yet the statement is a sort of paradox, for

we have seen also that art differs from ritual

just in this, that in art, whether of the
spectator or the creator, the " motor reac-

tions," i. c. practical life, the life of doing, is

for the time checked. This is of the essence

of the artist's vision, that he sees things

detached and therefore more vividly, more
eompletel\, and in a different light. This is

o
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of the essence of the artist's emotion, that it

is purified from j)ersonal desire.

But, thou<>h the artist's vision and emotion

ahke are niodihed, purified, they are not

devitalized. Far from that, hy detachment

from action they are foeussed and intensified.

Life is enhanced, only it is a different kind

of life, it is tlie life of the ima^ire-world, of the

iinn<i'inii\ ion ; it is the spiritual and human life,

as differentiated from the life we shar'^ with

animals. It is a life we all, as human beinj^s.

possess in some, but very varymff, deforces

;

and the natural man will always view the

spiritual man askance, because he is not

" })raetieal.'' lint the life of imafrination. cut

off from practi'.'al reaction as it is, becomes

in turn a motor-force causing new emotions,

and so pervadin<f the neneral life, and thus

ultimately beeominf; " practical." No one

function is coiupletely cut off from another.

The main function of art is pro})ably to

intensify and })urify emotion, but it is substan-

tially certain that, if we did not feel, we could

not think and should not act. Still it remains

true that, in artistic contemplation and in

the realms of the artist's imagination not

only are practical motor-reactions cut off.
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but intelligence is suffused in, and to some
extent subordinated to, emotion.

One function, then, of art is to feed and
nurture the iniajrination and the s})irit, and
thereby enhance and invigorate the whole
of human life. This is far removed from the

view that the end of art is to give pleasure.

Art docs usually cause pleasure, singular and
intense, and to that which causes such

j)leasure we give the name ol Ik-auty. But
to produce and enjoy Beauty is not the

function of art. Beauty—or rather, the
sensation of Beauty —is what the Greeks
would call an cpigi^^nonienon ti telos, words
hard to translate, something between a
by-])roduct and a supervening perfection,

a thing like—as Aristotle ^ for once beauti-

fullv savs of pleasure
—

'' the bloom of vouth
to a healthy young body."

That this is so we see most clearly in the

simple fact that, when the artist begins to

aim direct at Beauty, he usually misses it.

We all know, perhaps by sad experience,

that the man who seeks out pleasure for

herself fails to find her. Let him do his work

^i

I
J §
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well for that work's sake, exereisc his

faculties, " energize " as Aristotle would say,

and he will lind pleasure come out unawares

to meet him with her shining face; but let

him look for her, think of her, even desire

her, and she hides her head. A man goes

out hunting, thinks of nothing but following

the hounds and taking his fences, being in at

the death : his day is full—alas ! of pleasure,

though he has scarcely known it. Let him

forget the fox and the fences, think of pleasure,

desire her, and he will be in at pleasure's death.

So it is with the artist. Let him feel

strongly, and see raj)tly—that is, in eomi:»lete

detachment. Let him cast this, his rapt

vision and his intense emotion, into outside

form, a statue or a painting; that form will

have about it a nameless thing, an unearthly

aroma, which we call beauty ; this nameless

presence will cause in the spectator a sensation

too rare to be called pleasure, and we shall

call it a "sense of beauty." But let the

artist aim direct at Beauty, and she is gone,

gone before we hear the flutter of her wings.

The sign manual, the banner, as it were, of

artistic creation is for the creative artist not
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pleasure, but something better called joy.

Pleasure, it has been well said, is no more

than an instrument contrived by Nat' 'c to

obtain from the individual the preservation

and the propagation of life. True joy is not

the lure of life, but the consciousness of the

triuinj)h of creation. Wherever joy is, creation

has been.i It may be the joy of a mother

in the j^hysical creation of a child; it may be

the joy of the merchant adventurer in push-

ing out new enterprise, or of the engineer in

building a bridge, or of the artist in a master-

piece accomplished; but it is always of the

thing created. Again, contrast joy with

glory. Glory cc.iics with success and is

exceedingly plea^unt ; it is not joyous. Some

men say an artist's crown is glory; his

deepest satisfaction is in the applause of his

fellows. There is no greater mistake; we

care for praise just in proportion as we are

not sure we have succeeded. To the real

creative artist even praise and glory arc

swallowed up in the supreme joy of creation.

Only the artist himself feels the real divine

fire, but it flames over into the work of art,

1 H. Berpson, Life and Consciousness, Huxley Lecture,

May 29, 1911.
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and even the spectator warms his hands at

the glow.

We can now, I think, understand the

difference })etween the artist and true lover

of art on the one hand, and the mere aesthete

on the other. The asthete does not produce,

or, if he produces, his work is thin and scanty.

In this he differs from the artist; he does not

feel so stronjjly and see so clearly that he is

forced to utterance. He has no joy, only

pleasure. He cannot even feel the reflection

of this creative joy. In fact, he does not so

much feel as want to feel. He seeks for

pleasure, for sensual pleasure as his name
says, not for the grosser kinds, })ut for

pleasure of that rarefied kind that we call

a sense of beauty. The a,'slhete, like the

flirt, is cold. It is not even that his senses

are easily stirred, but he seeks the sensation

of stirring, and most often feigns it, not finds

it. The a?sthete is no more released from his

own desires than the practical man, and he

is without the |)ractical man's healthy outlet

in action. He sees life, not indeed in relation

to action, but to his own personal sensation.

By this alone he is debarred for ever from
being an artist. As M. Andre Beaunier
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has well ()})servea, by the irony of things,

when we see hfe in relation to ourselves we

cannot really represent it at all. The protli-

gate thinks he knows women. It is his irony,

his curse that, because he sees them always

in relation to his own desires, his own pleasure,

he never really knows them at all.

There is another important ])oint. We

have seen that art promotes a part of life,

the spiritual, ima<,'e-makin}j side. But this

side, wonderful thoujih it is, is never the

whole of actual life. There is always the

practical side. The artist is always also a

man. Now the aesthete tries to make his

whole attitude artistic—that is, contemplative.

lie is always lookinjr and |)ryinff and savour-

ing, ivourant, as he would say, when he

ougl-.^ to be living. The result is that there

is nothing to savourer. All art springs by way

of ritual out of keen emotion towards life, and

even the power to appreciate art needs this

emotional reality in the spectator. The aesthete

leads at best a parasite, artistic life, dogged

always by death and corruption.

This brings us straight on to another

question : What about Art and Morality ?

'if
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Is Art immoral, or non-moral, or hi<,'hly

moral ? Here anjain public opinion is worth
examinin<r. Artists, we are told, arc had
husbands, and they do not pay their debts.

Or if they become ^'ood husbands and take
to paying their debts, the> take also to

wallowirijL,' in domesticity and j)roduce bad
art or none at all: they <>vt tanirled in the
machinery of practical reactions. Art, attain

is a})t to deal with risky subjects. Where
should we be if there were not i\ Censor
of riays ? Many of these instructive attitudes
about artists as innnoral or non-moral, ex-

l)lain thems(;lves instantly if we remember
that the artist is ipso facto detached from
[)raetical life. In so far as he is an artist.

for each and every creative moment he is

inevitably a bad husband, if beinjr a ijood

imsband means constant attention to your
wife and her interests. Spiritual creation a
deux is a happening so rare as to be negligible.

The remoteness of the artist, his essential

inherent detachment from motor-reaction,
exj)lains the perplexities of the normal censor.
He, being a '' j)ractical man," regards emotion
and vision, feeling and ideas, as leading to

action. He does not sec that art arises out
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(,f ritual and that oven ritual is one remove

from ])raetical life. In the censor's world

tlie spectacle of the nude leads straijjht to

desire, so the dancer must be draped; the

problem-plav leads straight to the Divorce

Court, therefore it nmst be censored. The

noniKil censor apparently knows nothinj^ of

tluit world where motor-reactions are cut

uff. that house made without hands, whose

doons are closed on desire, eternal ir the

heavens. The censor is not for the moment

a pnsona ^rata, but let us jrive him his du' .

He acts accordincr to his lij^^hts and these

ofteti (piitc adequately represent the avcrajje

darkness. A normal audience contams many

practical" men whose standard is the

same as that of the normal censor. Art t hat

is vision detached from practical react ions-

is to them an unknown world full of moral

risks from which the artist is qua artist

inunune.

So far we might perhaps say that art was

non-moral. But the statement would be

misleading, since, as we have seen, art is

in its verv origin social, and social means

human and collective. Moral and social are.

in their final analysis, the same. That human,

I

I
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collective emotion, out of which we have seen

the choral dance arise, is in its essence moral

;

that is, it unites. "Art," savs Toistov, "has
this characteristic, that it unites people."

In this conviction, as we shall later see, he

anticipates the modern movement of the

Unanimists (j). 24.!)).

Rut there is another, and perhaps simpler,

way in which art is moral. As already sug-

gested, it })uriUcs by cutting olf the motor-

reactions of personal desire. An artist dec])ly

in love with his friend's wife once said :
""

If

only I could paint her and get what I want
from her, 1 could bear it." His wish strikes

a chill at first ; it sounds egotistic; it ha:? the

peculiar, instinctive, inevitable cruelty of the

artist, seeing in human nature material for

his art. Rut it shows us the moral side of

art. The artist was a good and sensitive man
;

he saw the misery he had brought and would
bring to {)eoplc he loved, and he saw, or rather

f?It, a way of escape; he saw that through

art, through vision, through detachment,

desire might be slain, and the man within

him find peace. To some natures this in-

stinct after art is almost their sole morality.

If they find themselves intimately entangled
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in hate or jealousy or even contcini)t, so that

they are unable to see the objeet o' their hate

or jealousy or eontempt in a clear, quiet and

lovely light, they are restless, miserable,

morally out of gear, and they are constrained

to fetter or slay personal desire and so Imd

rest.

This aloofness, this purgation of emotion

from personal passion, art has in connnon

with philosophy. If the philosopher will

seek after truth, there nmst be, says Plotinus,

a " turnin,» away " of the spirit, a detach-

ment. Ht nmst aim at contemplation;

action, he says, is " a weakening of contem-

plation." Our word theory, which we use in

eonnection with reasoning and which comes

from the same Greek root as tluatri', means

really looking fixedly at, contemplation; it

is very near in meaning to our imagination.

But the philosopher differs from the artist

in this : he aims not only at the contempla-

tion of truth, but at the ordering of truths, he

seeks to make of the whole universe an in-

telligible structure. Further, he is not driven

by the gadfly of creation, he is not forced to

cast his images into visible or audible shai)e.
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He is remoter from the pusli of life. Still,

the philosopher, like the artist, lives in a world

(»f his own. with a spell (»f its own near akin
to beauty, and the seeret of that spell is

the same detaehment from the tyranny of

pnietieal life. The essenee of art, says Santa-

vana, is " the steady eontemi)lation of things

in their order and worth." lie miyht have
l)een definin<^ philosophy.

If art and philosophy are thus near akin,

art and seienee are in their beginning, though
not in their final development, eontrasted.

Seienee, it seems, begins with the desire

for praetieal utility. Seienee, as Professor

IJergson has told us, has for its initial aim
the making of tools for life. Man tries to

find out the laws of Nature, that is, how
natural things behave, in order primarily that

he may get the better of them, rule over

them, sha])c them to his ends. That is why
seienee is at first so near akin to magic—the
ir\ oi both is :

" I'll do, I'll do, and I'll do."

l)ut, though the feet of seienee are thus firmly

planted on the solid ground of praetieal action,
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her head, too, sometimes touches tli<' higlust

heavens. The real man of seienec, hke the

philosoplier, soon eories to srck truth and

knowiedjjc for thiir own sake. In art. m
science, in i)hilosoi)hy, there coine eventually

the same detachment from i)ersonal desire

and practical reaction: and to artist, man (»f

science, and philosopher alike, through Miis

detachment there comes at times the same

j)eaee that passeth all understanding-

Attempts have been often made to claim

for art the utility, the tool-makin«,' property,

that eharaetcri/es the heginninfis of science.

Nothinj,' is beautiful, it is sometimes said,

that is not useful; the beauty of a j»J« or a

table depends, wc are often told, on its perfect

adaptation to its use. There is here some

confusion of thought and some obvious,

but possibly unconscious, special pleading.

Much of art, specially decorative art, arises

out of utilities, but its aim and its criterion

is not utility. Art may be structural, com-

memorative, magical, what-not, may grow up

out of all manner of practical needs, but it

is not till it is cut loose from these practical

needs that Art is herself and comes to her

own. This does not mean that the jugs or
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tables are to he had jugs or tahles, still loss

does it mean that the ju<,'s or tahles should

})(' eovcred with senseless niaehine-niade orna-

rnrnt; hut the utility of the ju«,' or tahle is a

j,'ood in itself independent of, though often

assoeiated with, its merit as art.

No one has. I think, ever ealled Art " the

handmaid of Seienet." There is. indeed, no

need to establish a hierarchy. Yet in a sense

the converse is true and Science is the hand-

maid of Art. Art is only practicahlc as we

have seen, when it is possible safely to cut off

motor-reactions. Hy the long discipline of

ritual man pceustomed himself to slacken his

Jiold on action, and he content witli a sliadowy

counterfeit practice. Then last, when through

knowledge he was relieved from the need of

innnediate reaction to imminent realities, he

loosed hoUl for a moment altogether, and v> .^

free to look, and art was born. He can never

quit his hold for long ; l)ut it would seem that,

as science advances and life gets easier and

easier, safer iiud safer, he may loose his hold

for longer spaces. Man sulxlues the world

about him first by force and then by reason

;

and when the material world is mastered and

lies at his beck, he needs brute force no longer,
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and needs reason no more to n.uke tools for

co.Ki.iest. He is free to think for thoucflit's

sake, he niav trust intuition onee aRuni, nn.l

ah.»ve all dare to lose hi.nself .n eoaten.plat ion,

dare to be more and more an artist. Only

here there lurks an almost ironical dan^'er.

Emotion towar.ls life is the primary stuff of

whieh art is made; there mi«ht be a shortage

„f this very emotional stuff of vvhieh art herself

is ultimatelv eomj)aeted.

Seienee, then, helps to make art possible

bv making life safer and easier, it •' makes

straight in the desert a highway for our Cod.

But onlv rarely and with si)eeial linutations

easilv understood does it provide actual

material fe" art. Seienee deals with abstrac-

tions, concepts, class names, made by the

intellect f.>r convenience, that we may handle

life on the side desirable to us. When wc

classifv things, give them class-names, we

simi.lv mean that we note for convenience

that certain actually existing objects have

similar qualities, a fact it is convenient for

us to know and register. These class-names

being abstract—that is, bundles of qualities

rent^awav from living actual objects, do not

easilv stir emotion, and, therefore, do not

,»
«
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easily become material for art whose fiinction

it is to express and communicate emotion.

Particular qualities, like love, honour, faith,

may and do stir emotion; and certain bundles

of qualities like, for example, motherhood tend

towards personification ; but the normal class

label like horse, man, triangle docs not easily

become material for art; it remains a practical

utility f'>r science.

The abstractions, the class-names of

science are in this respect quite different

from those other abstractions or unrealities

already studied—the gods of primitive re-

ligion. The very term we use shows this.

Abstractions are things, qualities, (lr(ifi<:t(l

(may consciously by the intellect, from actual

things objectively existing. The ])rirnitive

gods arc personifications

—

i. e. collective

emotions taking shape in imagined form.

Dionysos has no more actual, objective exist-

ence than the abstract horse. But the god

Dionysos was not made by the intellect for

practical convenience, he was begotten by

emotion, and, therefore, he re-begets it. He

and all the other gods are, therefore, the

proper material for art ; he is, indeed, one of

the earliest forms of art. The abstract hors(

,
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on the other liand, is the outeonie of retleetion.

We must honour him as of quite extraordinary

use lor the purposes of praetical hfe, but he

leaves us cold and, by the artist, is best

negleeted.

Tlicre remains the reUi^ on (.f Art to ReU-

giOiJ By now, it may be hoped, tliis relation

is transparently clear. The whole object of

the present book has been to show how

primitive art grew out of ritual, how art is

in fact but a later and more sublimated, more

detached form of ritual. We saw further

that the i)riinitivc gods themselves were but

projections or, if we like it better, personifi-

cations of the rite. Tiiey arose straight out

of it.

Now we say advisedly " primitive gods,'

and this with no intention of obscurantism.

The god of later days, the unknown source

of life, the unresolved mystery of the world, is

not begotten of a rite, is not, essentially not,

the occasion or object of art. With his relation

to art—which is indeed practically non-

existent -we have nothing to do. Of the other

1 Religion ia here used as meaning the worship o£ aome

(orm of god, us tlie practical counterpart of theology,

r

n

m

i
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gods wc may safely say that not only arc they

objects of art, they are its prime material; in

a word, primitive theology is an early stage in

the formation of art. Each primitive god,

like the rite from which he sprang, is a half-

way house between practical life and art: he

comes into being from a half, but only half,

inhibited desire.

Is there, then, no difference, except in

degree of detachment, between religion and

art? Both have the like emotional power;

both carry with them a sense of obligation,

though the obligation of religion is the

stronger. But there is one infallible criterion

between the two which is all-important, and

of wide-reaching consequences. Primitive

religion asserts that her ^ naginations have

objective existence; art more happily makes

no such claim. The worshipper of Apollo

believes, not only tliat he has imagined the

lovely figure of the god and cast a copy of

its shape in stone, but he also believes that

in the outside world the god Apollo exists as

an object. Now this is certainly untrue;

that is, it does not correspond w^ith fact.

There is no such thing as the god Apollo, and
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science makes a clean sweep of Apollo and

Dionysos and all such fictitious objectivities

;

they are eidola, idols, ,*hantasnis, not objective

realities. Apollo fades earlier than Dionysos

because the worshipper of Dionysos keeps

hold of the reality that he and his church or

<rroup have j)rojectc(l the god. He knows

that prier, c'est ilaborcr Diin ; or, as he would

put it, he is
" one with " his god. Religion

lias this in common with art, that it discredits

the actual practical world ; but only because

it creates a new world and insists on its

actuality and objectivity.

Why does the concej^tion of a god im})Ose

obligation ? Just because and in so far as

he claims to have objective existence. By

giving to his god from the outset objective

existence the worshipper })revents his god

from taking his place in that high king-

dom of s})iritual realities which is the

imagination, and sets him down in that lower

objective world which always compels prac-

tical reaction. What might have been an

ideal becomes an idol. Straightway this ob-

jectified idol compels all sorts of ritual reactions

of prayer and praise and sacrifice. It is

as though another and a more exacting and

^1
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coniinraiding fcUow-man were added to the

universe. Rnt a moment's refleetion will

show that, when we pass from the vague

sense of power or wana felt by the savage

to the personal <,'od, to Dionysos or Apollo,

thouKli it may seem a set baek it is a

real advanee.
^

It is the substitution of a

human and tolerably humane power for an

incaleulable whimsical and oft( u cruel force.

The idol is u step towards, not a step from,

the ideal. Ritual makes these idols, and

it is tiie business of science to shatter them

and set the spirit free for (contemplation.

Ritual n\ust wane that art may wax.

. But we must never forget that ritual is

the bridge by which man passes, the ladder

by which he climbs from earth to heaven.

The bridge must not be broken till the transit

is made. And the time is not yet. We must

not pull down the ladder till we are sure the

last angel has climbed. Only then, at last,

we dare not leave it standing. Earth pulls

hard, and it may be that the angels who

ascended might descend and be for ever fallen.

It may be well at the close of our enquiry

to test the conclusions at which we have
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arrived bv oon.paring then ^vlth ccrtoin

cndoxa, as Aristotle would eall thcnu that

is opinions and theories actually current at

the present luon.ent. We take these eon-

temporary controversies, not iniplym},^ that

thev are necessarily of high moment in the

hist'ory of art, or that they are in any funda-

mental sense new discoveries; but l)eeause

they are at this moment current and vital,

and consequently form a good test for the

adaiuacv of our doctrines. It will be satis-

f.ictorv 'if we find our view includes these

current opinions, even if it to some extent

modifies them and, it may be hoped, sets

them in a new light.

We have alreadv considered the theory

that holds art to be the creation or pursuit

or enjoyment of beauty. The other view falls

readily into two groups :

(1) The '' imitation
'' theory, with its

modification, the idealization theory, which

holds that art either copies Nature, or, out

of natural materials, improves on her.

(2) The '• expression " theory, which holds

that the aim of art is to express the emotions

and thoughts of the artist.
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The " Imitation " theory is out of fashion

no\v-a-(lays. Plato and Aristotle held it;

though Aristotle, as we have seen, did not

moan by " imitating Nature " quite what we

moan to-day. The Imitation theory began

to die do^^n with the rise of Romanticism,

which stressed the personal, individual emotion

of the artist. Whistler dealt it a rude, ill-

considered blow l)y iiis effective, but really

fool is ji and irrelevant, remark that to attempt

to create Art r)y imitating Nature- was " like

trying to make music by sitting on the piano."

Hilt, as already noted, the Imitation theory

of art was really killed by the invention of

j)hotography. It was imi)Ossible for the

most insensate not to see that in a work of

art. of sculpture or painting, there was an

element of value not to be found in the exact

transcript of a photograpli. Henceforth the

Imitation theory lived on only in the weakened

form of Idealization.

The reaction against the Imitation theory

has naturally and inevitably gone nmch

too far. We have " thrown out the child

with the bath-water." All through the present

book we have tried to show that art arises

from ritual, and ritual is in its essence a faded
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action, an iuiitatlou. Moreover, every work

of art is a copv of something, only not a copy

of anvtliing Imving actual existence in he

outside world. Rather it is a copy of that

inner and highly emotionalized vision of the

artist which it is granted to him to see and

recreate when he is released from certain

practical reactions.

The Impressionism that dominated the

pictorial art of the later years of the nine-

teenth centurv was largely a modihed and very

delicate muta'tion. Breaking with conventions

as to how things arc supposed to /;.—con-

ventions maiulv based not on seeing but on

knowing or imagining-the Impressionist in-

sists on purging his vision from knowledge

and representing things not as they are bu

as thev really look. He imitates Nature not

as a whole, but as she presents herself to h.s

eves It was a most needful and valuable

purgation, since painting is the art proper of

the eve. But. when the new effects . ! the

world as simply seen, the new material of

licht and shadow and tone, had been to some

extent-never completely-mastered, Uiere

Nvas inevitable reaction. Up sprang Post-
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Impressionists ami Futurists. They will not

jrladly be classed together, but both have

tills in common- they are Expressionists, not

Impressionists, not Imitators.

The Expressionists, no matter by what

name they call themselves, have one criterion.

They believe that art is not the coi)ying or

idealizing of Nature, or of any aspect of Nature,

but the expression and conununieation of the

artist's emotion. We can see that, between

them and the Imitationists. the Impressionists

form a delicate bridge. They, too, focus their

attention on the artist rather than the object,

only it is m the artist's particular vi.s'ion, his

impression, what he actually sees, not on his

emotion, what he feels.

Modern life is not simi)le—cannot be simple

—ought not to be; it is not for nothing that

wp -i-e heirs to the ages. Therefore the art

that utters and expresses our emotion towards

modern life cannot be simple; and, moreover,

it must before all things embody not only that

living tangle which is felt by the Futurists

as so real, but it must purge and order it,

by comi)lexities of tone and rhythm hitherto

unattempted. One art, beyond all others,

has blossomed into real, spontaneous, un-
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conscious life to-day. and that is Music;

the other arts stand round arrayed, half

paralyzed, with drooping, empty hands. The

ni .etecnth century saw vast developments m

an art that coukl express abstract, unlocalized,

unpersonitied feelings more completely than

painting or poetry, the art of Music.

As a modern critic ' has well observed :

" In tone and rhythm music has a notation

for every kind and degree of action and passion,

presenting abstract moulds of its excitement,

iluctuation, suspense, crisis, appeasement ;
and

all this anonymously, without place, actors,

circumstances, named or described, without

a word spoken. Poetry has to supply definite

thought, arguments driving at a conclusion,

ideas mortgaged to this or that creed or

system; and to give force to these can com-

mand onlv a few rhythms limited by the

duration of a human breath and the pitch of

an octave. The littk ffects worked out m
this small compass music sweeps up and

builds into vast fabrics of emotion with a

dissolute freedom undreamed of in any other

art."
' Mr. I). S. MacCoU.
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It may hv lliut music provides for a oentury

too slagnunt and listless to act out its own

emotions, too reflective to be frnnkly sensuous,

a shadowy pat?eant of sense and emotion,

that serves as a l>utharsis or pur^'ation.

Anyhow, " an art that came out of the old

world' two centuries aijo, with a few chants,

love-songs, and dances; that a century ago

was still tied to the words of a nuiss or an

oi)era; or threading little dance-movements

together in a ' suite,' became in the last

century this extraordiiuiry debauch, in which

the man who has never seen a battle, loved

a woman, or worshipjx-d a god, may not only

ideally, but through the response of his nerves

and pulses to innnediate rhythmical attack,

enjoy the ghosts of struggle, rapture, and

exaltation with a volume and intricacy, an

anguish, a triumph, an irresponsibility, un-

heard of. An amplified i)attern of action

and emotion is given : each man may fit to

it what images he will." ^

If our contention throughout this l)Ook be

correct the Expressionists are in one matter

abundantly right. Art, we have seen, again

» D. ^i. MacColl, Nineteenth Century Art, p. 21. (1902.)
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anil again rises by way of ritual out of emotion,

out of life keenly and vividly livid. The

younger generation are always talking of life;

they have a sort of eult of life. Some of the

more valorous spirits among them even tend to

disparage art that life may be the more exalted.

" Stop painting and sculping," they cry, " and

go and see a football match." There you have

life! Life is, undoubtedly, essential to art

because life is the stuff of emotion, but some

thinkers and artists have an oddly hmited

notion of what life is. It must, it seems, in

the first place, be essentially physical. T.) sit

and dream in >our study is not to live. The

reason of this odd limitation is easy to see.

We all think life is especially the sort of life

we are not living ourselves. The hard-worked

Univcrsitv i)rofessor thinks that *' Life is

to be found in a French caft' ; the polished

London journalist looks for '' Life " among

the naked Polynesians. The cult of savagery,

and even of simplicity, in every form, simply

spells complex civilization and diminished

phvsical vitality.

The Expressionist is, then, trmmphantly

right in the stress he lays on emotion; but he

is not right if he limits life to certain of

I
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its more elemcntarv manifestations; and still

less is he rifiht, to our minds, in making life

and art ii^ anv sense eoextensivr. Art as

^ve have seen, sustains and invigorates life,

hut only does it by withdrawal from these very

same elementary forms of life, by inhibiting

certain sensuous reaetions.

In another matter one section of Expres-

sionists, the Futurists, are m the mam right.

The emotion to be expressed is the emotion

of to-dav, or still better to-morrow fhe

mimetie^lanee arose not only nor ehieHy

out of refltK^tion on tlie past ; but out of either

immediate jov or imminent fear or insistent

hope for the future. We are not prepared per-

haps to go all lengths, to " burn all museums

because of their contagious corruption, though

we might be prepared to " l)aiush the nude

for the space of ten years." If there is to

be anv true living art. it must arise, not from

the contemplation of (ireek statues, not from

the revival of folk-songs, not even from the

re-enacting of Greek plays, but from a keen

emotion felt towards things and people hvmg

to-dav, in modern conditions, including, among

other' and deeper forms of life, the haste and
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hurry of the nuulrrn street, the whirr of inolo-

cars and aeroplanes.

There are artists alive to-day, strayed

revellers, who wish themselves haek in the

Middle Apes, who lon^ for the time when eaeh

man wouUl have his house earved with a bit

of lovelv ornament, when every village ehureh

had its' Madonna and Child, when, in a word,

art and life and reliuion went hand in luind,

not sharplv sundered by castes and pro-

fessions, liut we may not put baek the

clock, and, if bv dilTerentiatioii ue lost, some-

thincr, we jraiu mueh. The old ehoral danee

on the orchestral lioor was an undifferenliated

thing, it had a beauty of its own; but by its

differentiation, by the severance of artist and

actors and speetntors, we have gamed-the

drama. We mav not east reluctant eyes back-

wards ; the world goes forward to new forms

of life, and the Churches of to-day must and

should l)ecoine the Museums of to-morrow.

It is curious and instructive to note that

Tolstov's tlieory of Art, though not his

practice, is essentially Exi)ressive and even

approaches the dogmas of the Futurist. Art

is to him just the transmission of i)erbonal
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emotion to others. It may be bad emotion

or it may be good emotion, emotion it must

be. To take his simple and instructive

instance : a boy goes out into a wood and

meets a wolf, he is frightened, he eomcs baek

and tells the other villagers what he felt, how

he went to the wood feeling happy and light-

hearted and the wolf came, and what the wolf

looked like, and how he began to be frightened.

This is, according to Tolstoy, art. Even if

the boy never saw a wolf at all, if he had really

at another time been frightened, and if he

was able to conjure up fear in himself and

communicate it to others—that also would be

art. The essential is, according to Tolstoy,

that he should feel himself and so represent

his feeling that he communicates it to others.^

Art-schools, art-professionalism, art-criticism

are all useless or worse than useless, because

they cannot teach a man to feel. Only life

can do that.

All art is, according to Tolstoi, good gud,

1 It is interesting to find, since the above was written,

that tlie Confession of Faith pubUshed in the catalogue of

the .Second Post-Impressionist Exhibition (1912, p. 21) re-

produces, consciously or unconsciously, Tolstoy's view:

]Ve have ceased to a.ok, " What iloes this picture represent ?
"

u/id auk imtead, '' What does it make us feeli"^
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art that succeeds in transmitting emotion.

But there is good emotion and bad emotion,

and the only right material for art is good

emotion, and the only good emotion, the only

emotion wortii expressing, is subsumed, ac-

cording to Tolstoy, in the religion of the day.

This is how he explains the constant allinity

in nearly all ages of art lud religion. Instead

of regarding religion as an early phase of art,

he proceeds to define religious perception as

the highest social ideal of the moment, as

that " understanding of the meaning of life

which represents the highest level to which

men of that society have attained, an under-

standmg defining the highest good at which

that society aims." " ReUgious perception

in a society," he beautifully adds, " is like the

direction of a flowing river. If the river

flows at all, it must have a direction." Thus,

religion, to Tolstoy, is not dogma, not petri-

faction, it makes indeed dogma imjmssible.

The religious perception of to-day flows,

Tolstoi says, in the Christian channel towards

the union of man in a common brotherhood.

It is the business of the modern artist to feel

and transmit emotion towards this unity of

man.

*
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Now it is not our purpose to examine

wliether Tolstoy's definition of religion is

adequate or indeed illuminating. What we

wish to note is that he grasps the truth that

in itrt we must look and feel, and look and

feel forward, not backward, if we would live.

Art somehow, like language, is always feeling

forward to newer, fuller, subtler emotions.

She seems indeed in a way to feel ahead even

of science ; a i)Oct will forecast dimly what a

later discovery will confirm. Whether and

how long old channels, old forms will sufiice

for the new spirit can never be foreseen.

We end with a point of great imi)ortance,

though the doctrine we would emphasize

may be to some a hard saying, even a stum-

bling-block. Art, as Tolstoy divined, is social,

not individual. Art is, as we have seen,

social in origin, it remains and nmst remain

social in function. The dance from which

the drama rose was a choral dance, the dance

of a band, a group, a church, a community,

what the Greeks called a thiasos. The word

means a band and a thing of devotion ; and

reverence, devotion, collective emotion, is

social in its very being. That band was, to
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begin with, as we saw, the whole collection of

initiated tribesmen, linked by a common name,

rallying round a common symbol.

Even to-day, when individualism is ram-

pant, art bears traces of its collective, social

origin. We feel about it, as noted before,

a certain " ought " which always spells social

obligation. Moreover, whenever we have a

new movement in art, it issues from a group,

usually from a small professional coterie, but

marked by strong social instincts, by a

missionary spirit, by intemperate zeiil in

propaganda, by a tendency, always social, to

crystallize conviction into dogma. We can

scarcely, unless we are as high-hearted as

Tolstoy, hope now-a-days for an art that

shall be world-wide. The tribe is extinct,

the family in its old rigid form moribund, the

social groups we now look to as centres of

emotion are the groups of industry, of pro-

fessionalism and of sheer mutual attraction.

Small and strange though such groups may

appear, they are real social factors.

Now this social, collective element in art

is too apt to be forgotten. When an artist

claims that expression is the aim of art he

is too apt to mean self-expression only—
Q

i%
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utterance of individual emotion. Utterance

of individual emotion is very closely neigh-

boured by, is almost identical with, self-

enhancement. What should be a generous,

and in part altruistic, exaltation becomes

mere megalomania. This egotism is, of course,

a danger inherent in all art. The suspension

of motor-reactions to the practical world

isolates the artist, cuts him off from his

fellow-men, makes him in a sense an egotist.

Art, said Zola, is " the world seen through a

temperament." But this susi)ension is, not

that he should turn inward to feed on his

own vitals, but rather to free him for contem-

jilation. All great art releases from self.

The young are often temporary artists ; art,

being based on life, calls for a strong vitality.

The young are also self-centred and seek self-

enhancement. This need of self-expression is

a sort of artistic impulse. The young are,

partly from sheer inmiaturity, still more

through a foolish convention, shut out from

real life; they are secluded, forced to become

in a sense artists, or, if they have not the

power for that, at least self-aggrandizers.

They write lyric poems, they love masquerad-
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ing, they focus life on to themselves in a way

which, later on, life itself makes impossible.

This pseudo-art, this self-aggrandizement

usually dies a natural death before the age of

thirty. If it live on, one remedy is, of course,

the scientific attitude ; that attitude which is

bent on considering and discovering the rela-

tions of things among themselves, not their

personal relation to us. The study of science is

a priceless discipline in self-abnegation, but

only in negation ; it looses us from self, it does

not link us to others. The real and natural

remedy for tht egotism of youth is Life, not

necessarily the haunting of cajis, or even the

watching of football matches, but strenuous

activity in the simplest human relations of

daily iiappcnings. "Whatsoever thy hand

findeth to do, do it with thy might."

There is always apt to be some discord

between the artist and the large practical

world in which he lives, but those ages are

happiest in which the discord is least. The

nineteenth century, amid its splendid achieve-

ments in science and industry, in government

and learning, and above all in humanity,

illustrates this conflict in an interesting way.

K-
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To literature, an art which can explain itself,

the great public world lent on the whole a

reverent and intelligent ear. Its great prose

writers were at peace with their audience and

were inspired by great public interests. Some

of the greatest, for example Tolstoy, produced

their finest work on widely human subjects,

and numbered their readers and admirers

probably by the million. Writers like Dickens,

Thackeray, Kingsley, Mill, and Carlyle, even

poets like Tennyson and Browning, were full

of great public interests and causes, and, in

different tlegrees and at different stages of tlieir

lives, were thoroughly and inuuensely popular.

On the other hand, one can fmd, at the be-

ginning of the period, figures like Blake and

Shelley, and all through, it a number of painters

—the pre-llaphaelites, the Impressionists-

walking like aliens in a Philistine world. Even

great figures like lUirne-Jones and Whistler

were for the greater part of their lives un-

recognized or mocked at. Millais reached the

attention of the world, but was thought by

the stricter fraternity to have in some sense

or other sold his soul and committed the

great sin of considering the bourgeois. The

bourgeois should be despised not partially
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but completely. His life, his interests, his

code of ethics and conduct must all be matters

of entire indifference or amused contempt,

to the true artist who intends to do his own

true work and call his soul his own.

At a certain moment, during the eighties

and nineties, it looked as if these doctrmes

were generally accepted, and the divorce

between art and the community had become

permanent. But it seems as if this attitude,

which coincided with a period of reaction in

political matters and a recrudescence of a

belief in force and on reasoned authority, is

already passing away. There are not wanting

signs that art, both in painting and sculpture,

and in poetry and novel-writing, is beginning

again to realize its social function, beginning

to be impatient of mere individual emotion,

beginning to aim at something bigger, more

bound up with a feeling towards and for the

common weal.

Take work like that of Mr. Galsworthy or

Mr. Masefield or Mr. Arnold Bennett. With-

out appraising its merits or demerits we cannot

but note that the social sense is always there,

whether it be of a class or of a whole com-

munity. In a play like Justice the writer
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does not " express " himself, he does not

even merely show the pathos of a single

human being's destiny, he sets before us a

much bigger thing—man tragically caught

and torn in the iron hands of a man-made

machine. Society itself. Incarnate Law is

the protagonist, and, as it happens, tiie villain

of the piece. It is a fragment of Lcs Miser-

ables over ag'in, in a severer and more

restrained technique. An art like this starts,

no doubt, from emotion towards personal

happenings—there is nothing else from which

it can start; but, even as it sets sail for wider

seas, it is loosed from personal moorings.

Science has given us back something

strangely like a World-Soul, and art is begin-

ning to feel she must utter our emotion towards

it. Such art is exposed to an inherent and

imminent peril. Its very bigness and newness

tends to set up fresh and powerful reactions.

Unless, in the process of creation, these can

be inhibited, the artist will be lost in the

reformer, and the play or the novel turn

tract. This does not mean that the artist, if

he is strong enough, may not be reformer too,

only not at the moment of creation.

The art of Mr. Arnold Bennett gets its
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bigness, its collectivity, in part-from exten-

sion over time. Far from seeking after beauty,

he almost goes out to embrace ugliness. He

does not spare us even dullness, that we may

get a sense of the long, waste spaces of life,

their drearv reality. We are keenly interested

in the loves of hero and heroine, but al« the

time something much bigger is going on,

generation after generation rolls by in cease-

less panorama ; it is the life not of Edwin and

Hilda, it is the life of the Five Towns. After

a vision so big, to come back to the ordinary

individualistic love-story is like looking

through the wrong end of a telescope.

Art of high quality and calibre is seldom

obscure. The great popular writers of the

nineteenth century - Dickens. Thackeray

Tennyson, Tolstov-wrote so that all could

understand. A really big artist has something

important to say, something vast to show,

something that moves him and presses on

him ; and he will say it simply because he

must get it said. He will trick it out with

no devices, most of all with no obscurities

It has vexed and torn him enough while it

was pushing its way to be born. He has no

peace till it is said, and said as clearly as he
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may. He says it, not consciously for the

sake of others, but for himself, to ease him

from the burden of big tiiought. Moreover,

art, whose business is to transmit emotion,

should need no commentaiy. Art comes out

of theoria, contemplation, steady looking at,

but never out of theory. Theory can neither

engender nor finally support it. An exhibi-

tion of pictures with an explanatory catalogue,

scientifically interesting though it may be,

stands, in a sense, self-condemned.

We must, however, remember that all art

is not of the whole community. There are

small groups feeling their own small but

still collective emotion, fashioning their own
language, obscure sometimes to all but them-

selves. They are right so to fashion it, but,

if they appeal to a wider world, they must

strive to speak in the vulgar tongue, under-

standed of the people.

It is, indeed, a hopeful sign of the times, a

mark of the revival of social as contrasted

with merely individualistic instincts that

a younger generation of poets, at least in

France, tend to form themselves into small

groups, held together not merely by eccen-
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tricities of languape or garb, but by some deep

inner conviction strongly held in common.

Sucli a unity of spirit is seen in the works of

the latter group of thinkers and writers

known ar, UnammisUi. They tried and failed

to found a community. Their doctrine, if

doctrine convictions so fluid can be called, is

strangely like the old group-religion of the

common dance, only more articulate. Of the

Unanimist it might truly be said, " il buvait

Vindistindionr To him the harsh old Roman

mandate Divide et impera, " Divide men that

you may rule them," spells death, ilis dream

is not of empire and personal property but

of the realization of life, common to all. To

this school the great reality is the social group,

whatever form it take, family, village or town.

Their only dogma is the unity and immeasur-

able sanctity of life. In practice they are

Christian, yet wholly free from the asceticism

of modern Christianity. Their attitude in art is

as remote as possible from, it is indeed the very

antithesis to, the aesthetic exclusiveness of

the close of last century. Like St. Peter, the

Unanimists have seen a sheet let down and

heard a voice from heaven saying :
" Call

thou nothing common nor unclean
'*
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Above all, the Unanimist remembers and

realizes afresh the oKl truth that " no man

Hvetli unto himself." Aceording to the

Expressionist's creed, as we have seen, the

end of art is to utter and eommunicate emo-

tion. The fullest and finest emotions are

those one human being feels towards another.

Every sympathy is an enrichment of life,

every antipathy a negation. It follows then,

that, for the Unanimist, Love is the fulfilling

of his Law.

It is a beautiful and life-giving faith, felt

and with a perfect sincerity expressed towards

all nature by the Indian poet Tagore, and

towards humanity especially by M. Vildrac in

his Book of Love ("Livre d'Amour"). He
tells us in his " Commentary " how to-day

the poet, sitting at home witli pen and paper

before him, feels that he is pent in, stifled

by himself. He had been about to re-tell

the old, old story of himself, to set himself

once more on the stage of his poem—the

s:xme old dusty self tricked out, costumed

anew. Suddenly he knows the figure to be

tawdry and shameful. He is hot all over

when he looks at it; he must out into the

air, into the street, out of the stuffy museum
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where so long he has stirred the dead egoti>t

ashes, out into the bigger Ufa, the hfe of his

fellows; he must live, with them, by them,

in them.

" I urn weary of deeds done inside myself,

I am weary of voyages inside myself,

And of heroism wrought by strokes of the

pen,

And of a beauty made up of fornuihe.

" I am ashamed of lying to my work,

Of my work lying to my life.

And of being able to content nysclf.

By burning sweet spices,

With the mouldering smell that is master

here."

Again, in ''The Conquerors," the poet

dreams of the Victorious One who has no army,

the Knight who rides afoot, the Crusader

without breviary or scrip, the Pilgrim of Love

who, by the shining in his eyes, draws all

men to him, and they in turn draw other men

until, at last

:

" The time came in the land,

The time of the Great Conquest,
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When the people with this desire

Left the threshold of their door

To go forth towards one another.

" And the time came in the land

When to fill all its story

There was nothing but songs in unison.

One round danced about the houses,

One battle and one victory."

And so our tale ends where it began, with

the Choral Dance.
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not readily lend itself to untechnical explanation. . . . Upon everypage of it

is stamped the impress of a creative imagination."—<;^«^tw Htrald.

46. MATTER AND ENERGY
""By *. 5oni)V, M.A., K.K.S. ^^ Pfof. Soddy has sBccrssfuKy accomplisfeed

the very difficult task of making physics of ab^wbrng interest on popnla*

line*."-A^a-'«r«.



49 PSYCHOLOGY, THE STUDY OF BEHAVIOUR
Uy Prof. \V. McDoOGALi., F.R.S., MB. "A happy example of the non-
technic«l handling of au unwieldy science, su^cestin); ritther than dogmatising.
It sti'juld whet appetites for deeper study."

—

Christian World.

il THE MAKING OF THE EARTH
Uy Prof. J. W. Gkk<;oi«v,
fnscinatinK little volume. . .

series this takes a high place.

F.R.S. (With 38 Maps and Figures.) "A
. Among the many good things contained in the
"— Tkt A thtnamm.

5Z:
THE HUMAN BODY

liy A. Khith, M.L)., LL.D., Conservator of Museum and Hunterian Professor,

Koyai College of Surgeons. (Illustrated.) " It literally makes the 'dry bones'
to live. It will certainly take a high place among the classics of popular
science."

—

MancAttttr Onardiiut.

^ ELECTRICITY
liy GisBKKT Kapp, D.Kng., Professor of Electrical Engineering in the Univer-
sity of Birmingham. (Illustrated.) " It will be appreciated greatly by learners

and by ibe Kreat numiier of amateurs who are interested in what is one of the

most fascinating of scientific studies."

—

Gltugow Htrald,

62. THE ORIGIN AND NA TURE OF LIFE
Uy Dr Benjamin Mcxjkb, Professor of Bio-Chemistry, University College,
Liverpool.

67. CHEMISTRY
By Rai'Hakl Meldola, F.R.S., Profevsor ofChemistry in Finsburv Technical
CoUei^e, London. Presents clearly, without the detail demanded by the

expert, the way in which chemical science has developed, and the stage it has
reached.

In Preparation
THE MINERAL WORLD. By Sir T. H. Holland, K.C.I. E., D.Sc.
PLANT Lll-E. By Prof. J. B. Fahmkh, F.R.S.
NERVES. By Prof. D. Fraskr Harris, M.D., D.Sc.
A STUDY OF SEX. By Prof. J. A. Thomson and Prof. Patrick Gkddbs.
THE GROWTH OF EUROPE. By Prof. Gkknvillk Coi.«.

OCEANOGRAPHY. By Sir John \Iurrav, K.C.B., F.R.S.

Philosophy and "Religion

15. MOHAMMEDANISM
I'.y Prof. D. S. Margoliouth, M.A., O.Litt. " This generous shilling's

wurtb of wisdo.r.. ... A delicate, humorous, and most responsible tractate

by an illuminative professor."

—

Daily MaiL

40. THE PROBLEMS OF PHILOSOPHY
' A book that the ' man in the

. Consistently lucid and non-
By the Hon. Berthand Kussbll, F.R.S.
street ' will recognise at once to be a boon,

technical throughout."

—

Ckristian World,

47. BUDDHISM
By Mrs Rhys Davids, M.A. " The author presents very attractively as well

as very learnedly the philosophy of Buddhism as the greatest scholars of the

day interpret it. '—Daily News.
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50. NONCONFORMITY: Its PRIGINand PROGRESS
By Principal W. K. Sbi.hiii, M.A. "The historiral -art is t.rillunt in iu
insiRht, clarity, and proportion ; and in ihe later cha u I)r Selbie provn
hioueir to be an ideal exponent of sound and modetate viewt."—CAnj/raM
World.

54- ETHICS
liy G. K._.M()r.RK, MA., Lecturer in Moral Science in Cambridge University.
^ *£!7 ^"^"^ though closely reasoned outline of the loRic of good conriu. t.

. . . T J nontechnical little \xxy. should make for clear ihir.king and wider
tolerance. '—Christian World.

56. THE MAKING OF THE NEW TESTAMENT
H7 Prof. n. W. Bacon, LL.D., D.D. " P>ofe«s<^r llacon lias boMly, and
wisely, taken his own line, mentioninR oppovlnn views only occasionally and
has produced, as a result, an extraordn ;.rily vivid, st'mulating, and lucid
hook."—AfancAes/fr Guardttin.

60. MISSIONS: THEIR RISE and , EVELOPMENT
By Mrs Crkigiiton. " Very interestingly done. ... Its style is simplr,
direct, unhaci(neyed, and should f:iid ajipreciation where a more ferverlly
pious style of writing rtpeh.'—Aft/Aoditt Ricordir.

68. COMPARA TIVE RELICION
By I'rof, J. EsTLiN Cakpenter, D.Lit... Principal of Manchester College.
Oxford.

In Preparation
THE OLD TESTAMENT. Bv Prof. Gkorcb Moore, D.D., LL.D.BETWEEN THE OLD AND NEW TESTAMENTS. By R. H.

Chahlf.s, D.D.
A HISTORY 0/FREEDOM of THOUGHT. Bv Prof. J. B. Birv, I.L.P.A H/STORV OF PHILOSOr/fV. By Clement Webb, M.A.

Social Science

I. PARLIAMENT
Its History, Constitution, and Practice. By Sir Coustenav P. Ilbert
G.C.B., K.C.S.I., Clerk of the Hui-^e of Commons. " 1 he best book on the
history and practice of the House of Commons since Bagehot's 'Constitution.'"— i'orisAirt P"if.

5. THE STOCK EXCHANGE
By F. W. Hirst, Editor of " The Kconomist." " Tcan unfinancial mind must
be a revelation. . . . The book is as clear, vigorous, and sane as BaRehot's' Lom-
bard Street,' than which there is no higher compliment."— Morning I eadtr.

6. IRISH NATIONALITY
By ttirs J. R. Grren. " As glowing as it is learned. No book could be more
timely."

—

Daily News.
10. THE SOCIALIST MOVEMENT

II

By J.Ramsat MacDonald, M.P.
exposition."

—

TJu limts.

CONSERVATISM

' Admirably adapted for the pur;,cse of

By LoFD Hugh Cecil. M.A.. M.P. "Onr r^f th.-.=:<- gr:=r:t littit bc-vk= whidi
seldom appear more than once in a generation."—Afi^m/n/ J'tt/.
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16. THE SCIENCE OF WEALT H

Br J. A HobsoN, M.A "Mr J. A. Mobson -oldi an unique position among
living econominu. . . . Original, remaonabl*, and illuminating." —T** JV«/»*«

a I. LIBERALISM
By I.. T. HoRHousa, M.A., Professor of Sociology in the Univer«ity of I^ndon.
" A IwxjIc of rare quality. . . . We have nothing hut prai^e for the rapid and

masterly summariet 0^ the arguments from first principles which form a large

p«rt of this book "

—

Wtitmintlrr Cmttttt.

34- THE EVOLUTION OF INDUSTRY
By D H. Maci.khghk, M.A., Hrufe5i,()r of folliiral Kconomy in the Unirersitv

of'^Leeds. " A volume so dispassionate in term> may be read with profit by all

interested in the present stale of unrest."

—

Ab*rdttH Jtmrnal.

a6. AGRICULTURE
By Prof. W. SoM««viLL«, F.L.S. " Itinakea the resn'U of laboratory work

at the University accessible to the practical fnmtt."--Atk4naum.

Io. ELEMENTS OF ENGLISH LAW
By W. M. Cbldart, MA., B.C.L., Vinerian Profe».v>r of English Law at

Oxford. "Contains a very clear account of the elementary principles unler-

lying the rules of English LtiW."—Scptt Lmw Timet.

38. THE SCHOOL: An Introduction to tkt Study ofEducation.

ManchesterBy J. J. FiMDiAY, M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Education in

University. " An amazingly comprehensive volume. ... It is a remarkable

peiformance, distinguished in its crisp, striking phraseology as well as its.

inclusiveness of subject-matter."—it/^rniaif Post.

59-

69

ELEMENTS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY
By S. J. Cmacmam, M.A., Professor of Political Economy in Manchester

University. " Its imporunce is no» to be measured by its price. Probably

the best recent critical exposition of the analytical method in economic

science."—<7/<«/'*t«» Htrala.

THE NEWSPAPER

From Baton to Loikt.

From Btntkam to J. S.

From Herbirt Spencer

By G. BiNNEY DiBBLSB, M.A. (Illustrated.) The best account extant of the

organisation of the newspaper press, including Continenul, American, and

Colonial journals.

In Preparation
political thought in england:

By G. P. GoocH, M.A.
POLITICAL THOUGHT IN ENGLAND:

Mill. By Prof. W. L. Davidson.
POLniCAL THOUGHT IN ENGLAND:

to To-day. By Ernest Barker, M.A.
SHELLEY, GODWIN, AND THEIR CIRCLE. By H. N. Brails-

ford. _
THE CRIMINAL AND THE COMMUNITY. By Viscount St.

CvRRS, M.A.
.r^ -, ,

COMMONSENSE IN LAW. By Prof. P. Vinogradokf, D.C.L.

THE CIVIL SERVICE. By Graham Wallas, M.A.
ENGLISH VILLAGE LIFE. By E. N. Bennett, M.A.
CO' PARTNERSHIP AND PROFIT-SHARING. By Anihwm

Williams, J. P.
. „ . „,

THE SOCIAL SETTLEMENT. By Ia::k Addams and R. A. Woods.
GREA T INVENTIONS. By Prof. J. L Myres, M.A., F.S. A.

TOWN PLA NNING. By Ravmond Unwin.

LondIon : WILLIAMS AND NORGATE
And ofall Bookshops and Bookstalls.
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